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 1.Gby Atee, 

Green Team 

 

                         We the young scientists of the year 2014-2015 planned for the 5th meet 

to be a camp on a Study on Sustainable Environment, after the introductory meet held 

on 26/10/14 at LMS Boys Higher Secondary School, the two days Scientific Awareness 

Camp on 8/11/14-9/11/14 at CSI Institute of Technology, and the next meet at MACET 

on 22/11/14 which was excellent and the fourth meet at Govt. Medical College, 

Asaripallam on 29/11/2014. It was a training programme on medical science which made us 



little doctors. With so much of anticipation I all got ready for the two days camp which 

will be held at various places starting from the Thirukurumkudi Nambikovil then PSN 

College and then finally at Vivasaya Seva Sangam, Puliyankudi. Keeping the quote, “Be 

willing to be a beginner every single morning”―Meister Eckhart, in mind I was equipped 

for the camp. 

                         It was a spanking new arctic morning and with so much excitement I 

boarded the bus at Azhakiyamandapam. The journey begun at 6:30 A.M. from 

Marthandam and we had a safe and sound ride. We reached Uduppi Hotel and some 

students embarked another bus and we had our breakfast at Kaval Kinaru church. We 

continued our journey and at around 10:20 am we reached our longing destination 

Thirukurumkudi, the Kzhakadu Mundanthurai Wildlife Sanctuary. This was a really 

different place because we were welcomed by a lot of monkeys. Monkeys all around made 

me „feel blue‟ and panic. We stood beneath a tree and had a photo session with the 

president of Rotary club of Valliyoor. 

                         I was so anxious to know what is yet to ensure as we walked and walked a 

very long distance. On our way up the hill we had a panoramic outlook of the hills in its 

vicinity and the area was so pleasant and mind-blowing. At first we were enjoying our walk 

talking with our guide teachers, resource persons, and team consultant and not forgetting 

the organizer. Though we became exhausted and worn-out they cheered us to walk 

further. The organizer, Mr. Velaian optimized us saying that this is an opportunity which 

we are granted for free that others wouldn‟t take pleasure in, so just enjoy the walk. 

Each word they spoke made me feel that we are near so just keep moving. At that 

instance I remembered the saying, “If you can‟t run then walk, if you can‟t walk then 

crawl, whatever it may be keep moving ahead”. The sound of the stream flowing made 

us excited and the sound was so charming to hear. On our way the icy brook which we 

passed boosted us with energy and made our legs feel healthier to walk. 

                         If truth be told, after the really long walk of nearly three and a half 

kilometer we halted and re-energized ourselves with biscuits and juice. Then I, Gby, 

compeered the gathering and I welcomed them to talk about Clean India. As usual Meera 

came first and begun her talk. In her talk she said that Clean India is the dream of 

Gandhi, the father of our nation and Narendra Modi our PM initiated it. 30% of the 

Indians have no proper toilets which made me feel really sad. She quoted the famous 

saying, “Cleanliness is next to godliness” and we must keep everything clean including 

our body. 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/73092.Meister_Eckhart


                         Srinidi stated that India has got the longest railway but they aren‟t clean 

and we have so much of water bodies but they are polluted. This is because of us the 

citizens. Though plastics were banned we are using it. So we must change our attitude 

first for any better changes. I remembered the well-known saying by Mahatma Gandhi, 

“If a man changes the family will change, if the family changes the society will 

change, if the society changes the nation will change.” So we must be the change that 

we want to see in others. She asserted the incident that took place in Dharmapuri  

recently, the children death and it was because of the lack of appropriate sanitation. 

Women die due to the unhygienic equipments used during surgeries. We must begin from 

our house and make India a better place to survive. 

                         Akshaya begun with the quote by Mahatma Gandhi, “Sanitation is more 

important that independence”. We must learn to manage our waste more efficiently 

before anything else. Niveth Shankar quoted that we shouldn‟t dump waste in our 

environs. As Narendra Modi has followed the words of Gandhi we should also be 

supportive to the Clean India Mission which was initiated by our PM Narendra Modi. We 

should start it from our house and we will surely create a Clean India with the help of 

voluntary organization like Kumari Arivial Peravai is what I believe. He concluded by 

reminding me of the proverb which I learned for my school competition, “Prevention is 

better than cure”. 

                         Raghul stated that there are nearly 1.2 million people in India and we all 

must contribute to have a Clean India. At least by the 150th birthday of Mahatma Gandhi 

we ought to fulfill his dream that is Clean India. Then Shalomy said that untidy 

environment causes diseases and is barrier for the development of our nation. The steps 

she suggested to have a clean India includes: 

 avoid stagnant water 

 having biogas plants 

 sorting out waste into degradable and non-degradable 

                         Jefin hailed that as Gandhi wasn‟t able to execute his wish our PM 

Narendra Modi gave a start to it. The most important thing which we students can do, is 

to create awareness among all the citizens. Aashmi in her talk said that we should start 

one by one. I remembered the famous saying of Neil Armstrong, “One small step for me is 

a giant step for this mankind”. So the small efforts we take from small things craft big 

changes, is what I understood. 

                         Jerishya gave a good start with so much of quotes. All that I understood 

from her talk was that we must take the responsibility and start from us. Soorya 



emphasized the importance of waste management while Edin Jijo stated that we have 

UNITY IN DIVERSITY and to preserve this we also need to keep clean which is most 

important than anything. 

                        During my talk I Gby quoted the well known proverb, “Practice before you 

preach‟. Our Prime Minister Narendra Modi not only asked us the citizens to Clean India 

but also observed it by cleaning some parts of our country. Then the Rotarian arrived so I 

welcomed them all including; 

Shri.R.S.Kannu, President,Rotary Club of Valliyoor 

Mullanchery M.Velaian, Organiser Kumari Arivial Peravai 

Shri.S.INGERSOL, Group Director ISRO Propulsion Complex, Mahendragiri 

Rtn Kannan, Rtn Kesavan, Rtn Dhurai, Rtn Ravindren, Mrs. Aruna Kannu and Mrs. 

Mohanasunthari. 

                        Reshma  narrated  the activities of KAP during the selection process. She 

stated that there was a selection for her in her school and first they had a quiz. The 

selected students in that went for the extempore competition. It was the same for me 

too as I am from the same group of schools. The five winners were sent for the 

introductory meet ant MACET on 26/10/2014. There we learnt more about the topic of 

the year, „Sustainable Environment‟ and about „Innovation‟, by eminent personalities. 

The training programme on innovation was held at Hindu Vidyalaya School on 27th of July 

was very influencing. The guest speaker was Miss. Masha Nazeem. She trained us on 

innovating something that would be helpful to our society. The poster presentation on 

innovation was held at the same school on 15th of August. There we learnt to think out of 

the box. 

                         Training programme on report presentation was held at Udayagiri Fort on 

17th of August and there we received a leaflet containing the format in which the report 

must be written. Report presentation was held at Scot Christian School and there we got 

a lot of tips to improve our report and presentation. The training programme on model 

presentation was held at Vivekanadakendra and there we learnt more about 

demonstrating our models. We were also trained about making azolla and vermi compost 

which are organic fertilizers. Our last selection process was the model demonstration at 

Immanuel Arasar JJ College of Engineering, Nattalam. There we presented our innovation 

in the form of models and explained it to all. It was a day in which we had to say good bye 

to most of them. We also received awards for our innovation and I was one amid them. 

She concluded by saying that it had bought confidence and made her think out of the 

box. 



                         Then it was Dani‟s chance to give a short talk about the activities of KAP 

about selection.  She asserted that we must be proud to have been selected. The first 

meet after our screening process was the introductory meet held on 26/10/14 at LMS 

Boys Higher Secondary School. It was a meeting of advice and we came to know more 

about the activities of KAP. We were assigned 2 major works; one to sent report and the 

second is newspaper documentation. Then the two days Scientific Awareness Camp was 

arranged on 8/11/14-9/11/14 at CSI Institute of Technology. We were given lectures on 

various topics related to space technology and sustainable environment. The next meet 

was at MACET on 22/11/14 which was excellent and each one of us present a PPT on the 

management concept in Thirukkural. This meeting created a bridge between the old epic 

Thirukkural and the modern life. And finally the fourth meet was at Govt. Medical 

College, Asaripallam on 29/11/2014. We learnt more about medical science and we were 

little doctors after that day. That was one of the finest meeting I thought, for the 

reason that I celebrated my birthday with all great personalities, which made me really 

glad. She concluded her talk by saying that these meeting bought really great changes in 

her. 

                         I, then invited Abina the Red Team Leader for a talk about Forest 

Conservation.  First she quoted the importance of the forest trees like source of 

Oxygen, Medicine, for controlling the soil erosion and so on.  At present the forest are 

being converted into malls and Dams.  Though natural disasters cannot be prevented, it 

must be controlled.  Each time we cut down a tree, we must grow another one tree.  

Instead of practicing deforestation, we must practice afforestation, which is more 

sustainable  

                         Shri. Kannu the president of Rotary Club of Vallilyoor, told in his speech, 

that we have got eminent personalities, like Mr. Ingersol and Mr. Velaian.  It is a must for 

us to learn from them. In the near future all will talk about KAP.   They don‟t even collect 

a penny and are so devoted to their job with so much of simplicity.  Only then I realized 

how simple Mr. Ingersol is.  Though he is in a very high position without keeping that in 

mind he walked all the way with us, even then vehicles were available for him.  I felt 

really proud to have him with us.  Shri. Kannu wanted KAP to work all over Tamil Nadu. 

They must extend their service to broader their region.  KAP is making a revolution and 

we must thank KAP for giving us this kind of Great and rare opportunities. 

                         Er. Ingersol asserted that Rotarian‟s services to the Nation is borderless   

It is our prime duty to keep India clean.  We shouldn‟t forget to inspire others too.  We 

should start from our home.   I remember a famous proverb, “Charity begins at home”. 



Similarly we begin all good deeds from our home.  He narrated a real story about his 

uncle, once his uncle was travelling in a train at Japan, at that time he had a bottle of 

water, he drank that and left that aside.  It so happened, a three year old boy took the 

bottle and put it in a dust bin. He was touched by the act of the boy and realized the 

appropriate disposal of waste and the need of recycling plastic.   

                         The recycled plastic can also be used along with road tarring; it is a new 

and interesting news and fact to hear from him.  Nature provides us with everything and 

take it for granted without knowing the real value of it we spent it lavishly.  At present 

we use nature as a dumping ground.  As the population increase we must create more 

environment dependent people in something that was very influence. Sewage must be 

treated properly, the waste must be recycled and we must reduce the wastage. This 

world is not for us only, but for our future generations too.  So we must preserve it. 

                         Finally the vote of thanks was given by Mr. Velaian. He thanked Shri. 

Kannu for giving us this opportunity, which would be a treasured experience.  He asserted 

the simplicity of Mr. Ingersol.  He quoted the “to do” list which includes fulfilling the 

wish of the great Mahatma Gandhi and being a member of the Clean India Mission  

initiated by our Prime Minister Narendra Modi. 

                         After cleaning in and around Nambikovil area we went to small stream 

with icy water. The bath in the stream was refreshing and boosted us with so much of 

energy. The bath made us all feel fresh and it lighted our face with happiness as well. We 

were all drenched and water was dripping all the way we walk. The walk down the hill from 

its summit was much easier than towards the summit. 

                         We walked back to the bottom of the hill and had our appetizing cuisine. 

We all were seated beneath the tree and I remembered about the Shanthinikendham 

which was the gurukul system of learning in the past, which I learned in my history book.  

I didn‟t take notes of this session in which most of them shared their experience, as we 

didn‟t have the books.  Sabrina gave the vote of thanks and we left from there to our 

next destination.  To be frank after a long journey by the comfy bus we reached PSN 

College of Engineering.   

                         We had our snacks and checked in the hostel and we refreshed ourself 

and went to the conference hall at about 6.50 P.M.  Shri. Shibin Tad, professor of NI 

College was present there to train us on “management concept techniques”. The exercise 

which he gave was a skill based one which was given for the Cambridge and Oxford 

students; we had to rank the things from 1 to 15; rank 1 is for the things most required 

to endure in space and rank 2 is for the things least obligatory to survival in space.  First 



we ranked it individually and then team wise.  I got the highest score in individual ranking 

in my team and sir said that, I had a good leadership quality.  His words boosted me and I 

was „in cloud nine‟.  And green team stood first having the least team error.  I was really 

proud to have intelligent team member and only because of our team work we stood first.  

Then we went for our dinner.   

                         After dinner, it was the time for our conference.  I Gby spoke first on 

“Preserve Western Ghats”. In my talk I told that India is endowed with a variety of 

natural resources. One among it is the Western Ghats. The entire Western Ghats is 

known for its biodiversity, richness and endemism of different species. The Western 

Ghats are a mountain range that runs almost parallel to the western coast of Indian 

peninsula, located entirely in India  

                         The range starts near the border of Gujarat and Maharashtra, south of 

the Tapti river, and runs approximately 1,600 km through the states of Maharashtra, 

Goa, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala ending at Kanyakumari, at the southern tip of 

India. It is the hottest spot in India and ranks 10th in the world. The Biligirirangan Hills 

lie at the confluence (joining together) of the Western and Eastern Ghats.  

                         There are about 50 major dams along the length of the Western Ghats. 

The major reservoirs are: Lonavala and Walwahn; V.V. Sagar, K.R. Sagar, Bhadra, Mettur 

Dam, Upper Bhavani, Parson's Valley, Avalanche, Emerald, Karaiyar, Kodaiyar, Manimuthar 

Dam. The Jog Falls is the highest natural plunge waterfall in South Asia and is located in 

the Western Ghats. 

                         The Western Ghats are very important to peninsular India. They are 

home to the sources of major rivers like the Krishna and Godavari. Most of the plant and 

animal species found only in India are found in the Western Ghats. It has important 

horticultural and agricultural species and rich bio-diversity that helps in climate-proofing 

the region. This will cause not just the loss of species and the degradation of unique 

biodiversity but will also affect rainfall patterns, river flow, water supply and climate 

across large swathes of the country. Edwin Sam sir commented that my talk was really 

good but still I could have included the present condition of the Western Ghats and how 

has it been affected. 

                         Jenisha of Maroon team spoke on Organic Farming.  She stated that 

huger can‟t be controlled by anyone, so farming is very necessary.  Farming involves 

ploughing, fertilizing, watering, weeding and harvesting.  If farmers let go off their 

profession then we will trap for our food.  So we should respect the profession, is what I 

understood.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gujarat
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                         Then it was Sabrina‟s turn to talk on the topic needs of the organic 

farming.  She quoted that organic farming is a system, which maintain the soil, eco 

friendly environment and pollution free environment.  This system used to reduce farm 

pollution and to cut toxins.  The two types of organic farming are the “bio-dynamic 

farming” which is practiced in metropolitan cities and “do nothing farming” is practiced 

in rural areas.  Practicing organic farming is more comfortable than anything else.  Mr. 

Velaian gave a very important piece of advice, to use key notes when talking.   

                         Sustainable agriculture was the topic on which Reshma spoke about.  She 

quoted that we should use modern techniques that don‟t harm the environment.  The ways 

she suggested included as follows. 

 Use of renewable energy:-  Solar, Geothermal and hydro electrical form of 

energy. 

 Pest management: - Natural once is more nutritious and harmless. 

 Crop rotation: - Improves the fertility of the soil. 

 Control soil erosion: - roots of the plant hold the soil firmly which prevent 

the soil from eroding. 

 Cattle grazing, transportation of agri. produce all must be maintained. 

 Water management: - rain water harvesting  

 Waste management: - includes removing weeding.  

 She concluded by saying that there is no culture without  agriculture. 

                                  Protect sacred grove was the topic which Soorya spoke about.  We 

should protect these in order to conserve resources.  There are endangered plants and 

animals‟ species in them.  Recently a new species of frog was found from on it. It 

conserves water indirectly: - it holds the underground water.  The importance of it is 

that, it takes part in the sustainable environment.   

                         The next turn was Dani‟s  talk about „Clean Thamarabarani‟. She 

asserted that one of the two perennial rivers of Tamil Nadu is Thamirabarani River. The 

Thamirabarani River originates from the peak of the Pothigai hills on the eastern slopes 

of Western Ghats. The total area is 5969 sq.km. 

                         Some of the tributaries that flow into the river are Manimuthar River, 

Chittar River, Karaiyar, etc. The dams and reservoirs on the Thamirabarani River provide 

a large proportion of the water for irrigation and power generation for Tirunelveli 

District. 



                         Thamirabarani River is greatly polluted due to rapid industrialization on 

its banks. Tamirabarani on its banks has a number of industrial units including textile 

mills. The waste liquids from textile mills comprise mainly of dye stuff, sulphates, 

sulphide, copper, zinc, lead, etc. these mix up in the river, polluting it. At present the 

rivers have great disturbances during festival periods, due to higher pilgrimage and 

various religious and ritual practices. To prevent the pollution of Thamirabarani River are 

 Letting of sewage and industrial pollutants into the river had to be prohibited. 

 The supply of river water to industries should be stopped and they should be 

encouraged to set up their own desalination plants. 

 Sand Mining should also be disallowed. 

                        She concluded by saying that, our prime ministers establishment and the 

dream of the father of our nation of Clean India do not only mean the cleanliness of the 

land resources but instead all the natural resources of our country even including the 

rivers. Cleaning Thamirabarani is also a contribution to the mission of Clean India. Sir‟s 

comment was that her talk was exemplary with lot of strategies. I too felt that as I 

wasn‟t able to leave any point that she told. I understood that she gathered a lot of 

information and choose the really important ones for us. I was swollen with pride, to have 

her as my friend and I wanted myself to be like her. 

 

                         Srinithi spoke about Preserve Ponds in Tamil Nadu.  Ponds are of 

immense value to mankind.  They are used for production of fish, source of recreation and 

increase our biodiversity.  In the olden days every temples had a pond.  It was used for 

holy bath, but now the same is polluted badly.  It is because of the reason that, we aren‟t 

using it, as we did before about 75% of the ponds are affected badly.  The possible 

measures to prevent them include construct houses as far as possible from the ponds. 

                         Nearly 15,000 artificial ponds have been planned to be constructed over 

Tamil Nadu for various purposes.  As now the culture is varying we are using the ponds in 

a wrong way, which in turn spoils & destroys the ponds. Ponds are very necessary because, 

they maintain the sea level from getting in towards the land by the process of osmosis, is 

what I remember. 

                         Jefin gave a worthy talk about Waste Management.  He quoted that, 

waste is something, which was useful earlier, but now it is found to be useless.  The best 

way for waste management is having a Red Bin for non-degradable products and Green bin 

for degradable products.  Cow dunk produces methane, carbon monoxide and carbon 



dioxide which are expensive.  This waste can be managed in a productive way.  He 

narrated the news in which the people who tried to dump waste in a river were caught by 

the Kerala police. He concluded with this warning to all of us. 

                         The last talk was on Sustainable Technology by Meera.  We can‟t live 

without technology, but we should go for the right renewable energy to improve our 

standard of living. As a part of sustainable technology loans are provided for solar panel.  

If everything is under control then we will have sustainable technology.  Drip irrigation is 

the modern method of irrigation in agriculture, which is based on sustainable technology.  

I could remember my innovation on sustainable technology that is. Drip root irrigation 

which conserves even more water comparing with drip irrigation.   

                         Finally Velaian Sir congratulated all of us for our good try and he said 

that we have done a good study.  He said about an opportunity to get more involves in KAP 

that is. Arivial Tamil Muzhakkam.  That is a programme to be conducted on 13th of Dec. at 

2.00 P.M. in which a book will be reviewed by two of my friends Dani and Reshma. 

                         The short cultural programme, in which our hidden potential was 

exhibited.  Mr. Velaian said the “to do” list of the next day. 

 Waking at 4.30 A.M. 

 Assembling at 6.00 A.M. 

 Marine study 

 Breakfast at 8.00 A.M. 

 Study at organic farm 

We then dispersed and dwelled the boarding  

II DAY PROGRAMME 

                          “The early birds catches the worm”, keeping this in mind and followed 

what sir said the previous day.  We assembled at 6.00 A.M. and started walking around 

the college for nearly ½ an hour.  We assembled in a place and Dany, Niveth Sankar, Rudra 

and I Gby gave the feedback of what happened in the previous day. 

                         At around 7.00 in the morning we walked towards the model of the ship 

and did our marine study.  We were assisted by Mr. Balakumar and he said that original 

ship will be ten times bigger than the model.  The propeller in the ship gets thrust and 

moves the ship forward.  The engine use heavy fuel oil, which is very thick and its 

viscosity is high.  To reduce its viscosity it is heated.  The piston in the cylinder draws air 

and compresses it which increases the pressure and temperature.  It creates a spark and 

explodes which produces force and moves the shaft.  There are four main strokes in the 

part which includes 



 Intake stroke 

 Compression stroke 

 Power stroke 

 Exhort stroke 

 

                         Petrol engine uses air and petrol, while diesel engine uses only air.  The 

electric power produces spark. For burning one molecule of fuel fourteen molecules of 

oxygen is required.  All the equipments and machines will be double in a ship or emergency 

purposes. 

                         Fresh water Generator: - Crews needs fresh water to drink.  The sea 

water is boiled at 60 degree C.  As the pressure increases the temperature increases.  

The generator is vacuumed by the drawing air and heats the water. 

                         Generator: - There are 3 generators.  In case of emergency, within 45 

seconds a generator starts, which gives power for aviation and evolves open automatically. 

Boiler: - It acts opposite of the fresh water generator.  Water boils at temperature 

greater than500degree C.  It is used for heating the fuel oil.  Due to heat steam is 

reduced. Fuel oil purifier: - Sand sledges and impurities are removed.  The centrifugal 

force makes the heavy particle move away and brings this lighter particle to the centre.   

 

                         Fixed fire fighting system:-  Uses carbon dioxide, water and fog.  One 

drop of water is converted to 8000 drops of fog.  If the fire extinguisher can‟t be used 

then carbon dioxide is sprayed which forms a blanket above this oxygen and stop the fire.  

This is done only in the final stage.  Sabrina gave the vote of thanks and we moved out 

for the breakfast. 

                         After another long drive we reached Vivasaya Seva Samgam, Puliangudi 

at around mid-day.  Myself Gby compeered the session and gave a brief talk about the 

previous day‟s activities at the Thirukurankudi Hill and PSN College.  Dani and Reshma 

gave the same talk on the activities of KAP and they had given the previous day. 

                        Shri Gomathinayakan began his talk saying that, he has started this 

Sangam 39 years back.  They don‟t expect funds from anyone.  He emphasized that the 

real wealth of the farmer is his brain.  The Japan & Germany thought they failed using 

the thinking power more successful now. When he was about 13 years, our nation got 

freedom and the women‟s hair was very thick before.  Now because of the pesticides and 

fertilizers added to the plant, girls of this decade have got hair fall. 



                         He asserted that there are 1 lakh varieties of wheat, of different colors 

and each has got its own medicinal values.  Now we eat something like rice, but not rice 

and drink something like  milk but not milk. 

                          In organic farm the soil must always be good.  In 1 teaspoon of fertile 

land there are 5 crores of organisms living in it which supports the growth of the plant.  

Fertilizers and pesticides kill these organisms.  He described that we are living in a Green 

Desert. The Bhopal gas leakage, caused many innocent kids to be born handicapped. In 

Kasarkodu they sprayed endosulphan pesticide with the help of helicopters which killed 

many innocent-life and handicapped children were born for generation. 

                         Hybrid plants need lot of fertilizer and pesticides.  In the past to 

increase yield of the plants suggestions were asked to the foreigners.  As they were 

business oriented they came with fertilizers and pesticides.  But the farmer had better 

ways to increase the yield.  There was wheat which could be harvested within 100 days of 

sowing. Sugar is not good for our health.  Several chemicals are added to the sugar to 

make it white.  In normal sugar cane every 2 years the farm is burned.  But here as 

fertilizers and pesticides are not used it has been cultivated for 21 years continuously 

even then found good yield. 

                         Trees don‟t need water.  The roots need moisture content so drip 

irrigation is the best way to provide moisture content to the roots.  There must be an 

organic fertilizer gap between each plant.  Anthony  Samy is the well known personality in 

organic farming, who created a lemon which is a mixture of forest and village lemon 

variety.  As in each one of our house we have a first aid kit likewise it is obligatory for 

each one of house to have a small vegetable garden. 

                         To increase the fertility of the soil, waste management is the best.  

Vegetables plus cow dunk plus cow‟s urine is a very good fertilizer.  Organic farming needs 

only intelligence not hard work.  Vermi compost is not necessary for these farms, as it is 

necessary for farms where there are no earth worms.  The best pesticide is the leaves 

that cows and goats don‟t eat and the urine of cow.  Within a few days it produces a bad 

smell.  Drain it well and in the proportion of 1 liter of this mixture: 10 liter of water, 

spray it on the plants and this will prevent the insects but not killing them. 

                         Then we walked to the sugarcane farm.  Between each plant there must 

be a gap of 5 ft.  Weeds must be grown and after they develop it must be uprooted and 

buried in the soil.  This acts as a very good fertilizer.  This is what they mean as 

sustainable agriculture.  Lemons grow only after 3 years of being planted.  The color of 



real sugar is yellow.  He concluded by saying that we must prefer organic farming for a 

better bright future. 

                         And we went for our lunch and experienced their fabulous hospitality. 

After lunch, Shri. Paramasivan made our fruitful time productive.  He stated that soaking 

some seeds in water for 24 hours and tying it in a sack is the best way to find the plants 

germination rate.  Within 24 hours the seeds will start to germinate and once it placed in 

damp sand it will grow within 3 days.  Then I gave a feed back and vote of thanks by 

Sabrina.  Finally Mr. Velaian stated that experience is the best way of learning. I 

remembered the proverb “experience is a good teacher”. Shri Gomatinayagam is 81 years 

old and only because of this kind of people agriculture is alive still.  Learning by 

experience is always the best way to learn.  When I heard of his age I was stunned to 

know, this is only because of his organic food which keeps him still young, energetic, 

active, and safe and sound.  So I concluded by saying that hospitality is the most 

important.  The way they treated made me to feel more homely, than I would feel myself 

with our relatives‟ house. 

                         This camp was fine of finest and as I was given a chance to talk most of 

the time I felt even more confident. One thing that made me sad was that we were given 

food only after we were very hungry. This was also for a good in a way, because we came 

to know the value of food and hunger. As a proverb goes, “All food tastes good when 

you are hungry”, I didn‟t waste anything and ate it even though it was not what I 

preferred. We came to know the real caliber of all the students. By talking in front of all, 

my fear of talking with other peoples reduced and I was able to share my views 

confidently among each other. This was a day to shape all of us, which made this 

programme a grand fete. I express my deep sense of gratitude to KAP, organizer, 

Mr.Mullanchery M. Velaian for giving us such a great opportunity. I would like to express 

my thanks and appreciation to KAP, N.S Vidya Kemdra, Chitharal, Rotary Club Vallioor and 

its members like  Shri.R.S.Kannu, Rtn Kannan, Rtn Kesavan, Rtn Dhurai, Rtn Dr. Ravindren, 

Mrs. Aruna Kannu and Mrs. Mohanasunthari 

          Dr. Suyambu, the chairman and the management and staffs of PSN college of 

Engineering, Melathediyoor, Prof. Ramesh, Prof. Balakumar, Prof. Shanmugam,  Vivasaya 

Seva Samgam, Puliangudi, Shri Gomathinayakan, Shri. Paramasivan for their kind hearted 

support and philanthropy, and sparing their valuable time in shaping, moulding and 

educating us to become young scientist and talented youth. „Let‟s pray together, join 

together, work together to bring back the beautiful earth which God created in its 

original form‟. 



 

2.SABRINA LYNETTE 

RED TEAM 

DAY 1 

“Seek not greatness, but seek truth and you will find both,”- Horace Mann 

  God has created the earth, the river, the valleys, the plains and mountains, Everything 

was beautiful in His eyes. But the wicked man because of his selfishness greed started 

destroying it one by one. The result is exploited mountains, polluted earth, water bodies, 

atmosphere, temperature rise melting of ice, increasing sea level etc. KAP with the 

responsibility of inculculating scientific temper among us had shown the way by providing 

on the field experience to know the difference between the stressful life and polluted 

surrounding where we live now and the other side of God‟s beautiful creation. The result 

is materialized through the two days study tour cum field visit at Kalakad Reserve Forest 

cum Tiger and Lion tailed Monkey Sanctuary and Organic farming at Puliankudy.  

        With an excitement and joy I got up in the morning and viewed the calendar, it was 

the 6th of December. It was the day of the study camp on Organic farming. I felt very 

eager to get more information about organic farming. Organic farming is a form of 

agriculture that relies on techniques such as crop rotation, green manure, compost, and 

biological pest control. So to know more about organic farming KAP has arranged for 

another program that is the study on organic farming which was held on 6th and 7th of 

December 2014. I arrived at the Udupi Hotel in Vadesary and started our journey to 

Kaavalkinaru to have our breakfast. Then we moved to the Kalakkaadu Mundanthurai wild 

life sanctuary for Tigers and Lion tailed monkeys. The climate was cool, the place was 

shady with tall trees. We were so excited when we were given a warm and gracious 

welcome by  members of Rotary Club of Vallioor like Shri. Rs. Kannu, Dr. Raveendran, Mr. 

Kesavan, Smt. Aruna, Smt.Mohanasundari  etc who were standing at the entrance of the 

sanctuary.  We saw many monkeys coming to eat our snacks  which we had and it jumped 

over us which was so funny. And also we took a snap there for the proof. The place was 

fully filled with stones and started to walk through that path for about 4 km and then we 

had a break.  

Next the first session began. The session was anchored by Gby Atee, the leader of Green 

Team. She called up some scientists to talk about “Clean India.” Sri Meera of Blue Team, 

Srinidhi of Green Team, Akshaya of Blue Team, Nivedh Shankar of Red Team, Shalomi,  

the co-leader of Blue Team, Jefin, the leader of Blue Team, Ashmee of Blue Team, 

Jereshea of Maroon Team, Soorya Vijay of Green Team and Edin Jijo of Yellow Team 

shared their views on “CLEAN INDIA.” 

Then Gby welcomed all the dignitaries. As a tribute to our mother nation we had the 

Thamizh Thai Vazhthu sung by a group of young scientists. Next we had Reshma, the 

leader of Maroon Team to give a brief talk on the activities of KAP before the selection 

process. Danie Rovas, the co-leader of Maroon Team talked about  the activities of KAP 



after the selection process. Gby thanked them and invited Abina, the leader of Red Team 

to give a talk on “Conservation of Forest.” 

She told that forest is a large area covered full of trees. One third of the earth is full 

of tress and we have many uses from them and even we get wood and a very good supply 

of oxygen from them. Also we get a variety of medicinal plants. Nowadays forests are 

being destructed to construct malls, park, office, buildings, etc. Trees are the only 

source of rain. We should avoid cutting trees. The main principle of conservation of 

forest is planting  trees. She remembered us about the tree planting session which was 

held in the C.S.I institute of Technology. So we should not cut trees and educate others 

also not to cut trees. Suppose that happens we should plant another tree. And also it is 

our duty to conserve nature. 

Next the speech was given by Shri.R.S.Kannu, the president of Rotary club Vallioor. First 

he welcomed all the dignitaries and then he told that we are very blessed to get this 

wonderful opportunity and also with some eminent personalities in KAP. The members of 

KAP are spending their valuable time with us to make our sense develop in a particular 

topic. He said that he had a great privilege to join that program. He wished that KAP 

should spread all around Tamil Nadu and thanked everyone.  

Then we had Sir. Ingersol, Group Head, ISRO propulsion Complex Mahendragiri and the 

Scientist of Yellow Team, to talk aboutt “Sustainable Environment.” He said that “service 

of nation,” is the main theme of the Rotarians. He felt very proud to stand before us and 

give a talk. We should always care for our environment and keep it clean. We should start 

it from our home then to office, school, buildings and the environment. He described an 

incident that happened recently. One of his  uncle during his travel in a train in Japan , 

drank mineral water and left the empty bottle in the compartment. A 3 year old Japanese 

boy took the bottle and threw it in the trash can. We should also do small things to save 

our environment and also we must honor our nature. “NATURE IS PRECIOUS.” We think 

nature as a dumping land and throw all wastes everywhere. We must throw the waste in 

the bin and keep our environment clean. There are many techniques to recycle things we 

should make the waste things to recycle. Earth has many limited resources. So we must 

find way to conserve it. We should start cleaning our India from the small places and then 

to big places. All of us should join together and make our country a better one.  

Then the vote of thanks was given by Sir. Velaian, the organizer of KAP. Next we went to 

collect the waste in and around the temple and also we saw a river nearby. Soon we went 

to that river and started bathing. Bathing in river made us feel chilled and very cool. We 

were very happy and enthusiastic when we come out of the river. Next we walked along 

the path and had our lunch. Next we had a gathering to conclude the session. So first 

there were some young scientists giving the feedback of all sessions. And at last I, 

Sabrina Lynette of Red Team delivered the vote of thanks.  

Then we again travelled to PSN college of Engineering and technology. On the way in the 

van we had many entertainments. We had songs and dance and enjoyed a lot. After 



reaching the college we refreshed ourselves and moved to the seminar hall. There Sir. 

Shibin gave us a skill based exercise which was very interesting and Velaian sir thanked 

him too. And next we had our dinner.  

After this we again arrived to the seminar hall and there were talk given by many young 

scientists and Edwin Sam sir corrected the mistakes made by us. First Gby told about 

“Protection of western Ghats,” Jenisha talked about “Agriculture,” I, Sabrina told about 

“Needs of Organic Farming,” Reshma about “Sustainable Agriculture,” Soorya Vijay  about 

“Protection of Sacred Grooves,” Danie  about “Clean Thamirabharani,” Srinidhi  on 

“Conservation of ponds,”  Jefin  about “Waste Management,” and last Sri Meera on 

“Sustainable Technology.” 

After this was the very interesting event that is the cultural. There were only fewer 

programs due to shortage of  time. But it was very nice. “Thanks,” is great gift given by 

God. So next came Immaculate Mary of Yellow Team to thank God and prayed  for all of 

us for the success in the upcoming days. After this returned back to our room and  went 

to sleep.  

 DAY 2 

“To make your dreams come true the first thing you should do is to wake up.” 

According to this proverb we got up early in the morning at about 4 o clock and got ready 

to the next session. I saw all the young scientists feeling fresh and energetic.  

“An Early morning walk is a blessing for the whole day.”-Henry David Thoreau 

So we had a walk around the college campus for a while and on the way we saw many 

beautiful flowers and different types of plants too. To relax ourselves we sat near the 

library of the College. During that time the feedback was given by Danie, Nishanth, Rudra 

and Gby.  

Marine engineering broadly refers to the engineering of boats, ships, oil rigs and any 

other marine vessel or structure. To increase the sense of Marine in our mind, we had a 

study on Marine engineering. Red Team, Green Team and Maroon Team, we were all in one 

team and Yellow Team and Blue Team were in another Team. So we were guided by Sir. 

Balakumar and the other team was guided by Sir. Shanmugam. First we learnt about 

Special Incinerator. This is a mini ship construction wise  which is 10 time smaller than 

the normal ship. He also mentioned about all the machines and parts of the ship. And we 

also saw  air compressor, freshwater generator, boiler and fuel oil heater. Next the vote 

of thanks was given by me, Sabrina Lynette of Red Team. And then we journeyed to 

Puliyankudi.  

Gby welcomed Shri. Gomathinayagan, Vivasaya Seva Sangam. Reshma and Danie told about 

the activities of KAP before and after the selection process. 

Then the speech was given by Shri. Gomathinayagan. He told that in 1975 the 

organization was started (Vivasaya Seva Sangam). All the members of this organization 

meet every day and discuss about the improvement in the agriculture system. Before the 

agriculture systems were very good but the present condition of agriculture is very poor. 



Before girls very looking medium in weight and their hair was long but now the girls are so 

thin and the hair is too short. Old people always eat nutritious food but nowadays we 

don‟t eat healthy food. Earlier a woman gives birth to 10 to 13 babies but now not even 

more than 3 babies. Agriculture is the main cause for the problems of man. We have more 

than 1 lakh type of rice but nothing is pure except the red rice. The normal red rice is 

being polished and become as white rice when we have the white rice there is no nutrition 

for us. When plants grow farmers used to spray pesticides to the plants. In 1 teaspoon of 

growing sand carries 5 crore organisms. He also told about the green desert. And then he 

mentioned one of the recent story which was held in Bhopal due to pesticide attack many 

people died. He said some of the plants which are growing in his field. From sugarcane 

they also produce Jaggery instead of sugar which will be in the form of powder. It can be 

used instead of sugar. So the farmers in his field also do this production. He requested 

us to plant a small tree, medicinal plant and green leaves in the free space in our home. A 

person who does Organic Farming should first increase the soil fertility. We can do 

organic farming in our home also. In early days people lived for more than 100 years so 

likewise we must also be healthy and live for many years. Next he mentioned how to do 

Organic Farming in a simple method in our home.  

Then we went to the sugarcane field and also the lemon field.In the sugarcane field, 

after each plant there will be a distance of 5 feet. In the lemon field, the plant will 

produce the fruit after 3 or 4 years.  

Also he showed us how the Jaggery is produced and the actual color of sugar is yellow but 

it is refined and changed to white color. He told the price of the Jaggery and then we 

went nearby for our lunch. We had a very good lunch and all the workers served us very 

well. And after eating grandpa Paramasivam gave us some information on Organic Farming. 

Then Gby told the feedback and then Abina, the leader of Red Team gave the vote of 

thanks.  

Last but not least Velaian sir thanked one and all present there and concluded that 

session.  

Then again we travelled in the van and returned to our home.  

The visit to Nambikovil at Kalakad Tiger and Lion tailed Monkey sanctuary gave us an 

opportunity  to witness, enjoy the beauty of nature and  bio diversity. The clean India 

Campaign also induced our responsibility in safeguarding our Mother Earth and having a 

Clean environment. I am proud to say that I am also in some way or other contributed a 

little to our Prime Minister‟s call and Gandhiji‟s dream of having a clean India. The study 

on organic farming was very interesting. I learnt much information about Organic 

Farming. The need for green food, green environment, green agriculture, green homes etc 

. are felt by everyone of us. Thanks to  Vivasaya Seva Sangam, Puliankudy, Rotary Club, 

Vallioor and KAP.  It gives me great pleasure to thank KAP and N. M. Vidya Kendra 

Chitharal for arranging such a useful program for the young scientists. Hats off to 

KAP!!!!!!!!!!!! 



 

3.J.M.Mereshiya,  

co-leader, yellow team  

We departed from Nagercoil around 7:50 am. We stopped at KAVALKINARU 

CHURCH around 8:45 am for our breakfast. We went into the church for a short prayer. 

On the way we watched many windmills. Captain Bennet singh encouraged us to have 

entertainment. We enjoyed a lot in the van during our travel. We sang songs, laughed, 

talked and enjoyed a lot during the travel. At last we reached Mundanthurai Wild Life 

Sanctuary near Kalakkadu, in Thirukanangudi. We stepped into the sanctuary and started 

walking. While walking, we saw playful monkeys, water streams and medicinal plants like 

Abutilon species plant. After a 4km walk, we rested in a tree shade. Since the chief 

guests didn‟t arrive in time, we were asked to talk about the topic “Cleanliness”. 

Miss Gby, Green team leader started anchoring. Miss. Meera, Miss. Sreenithi, 

Miss. Akshaya, Mr. Nivath Shankar, Mr. Rahul, Miss. Jereshea, Mr. Edin Jijo spoke 

about cleanliness.  

Miss. Meera spoke about cleanliness. She told Cleanliness means that there is 

no dirt, no dust, no stains, no bad smells. Then she told the purposes of cleanliness are  

health, beauty, absence of offensive odor and to avoid the spreading of dirt and 

contaminants to oneself and others. In the case of glass objects such as windows or 

windshields, the purpose can also be transparency. Washing is one way of achieving 

cleanliness, usually with water and often some kind of soap or detergent. 

Then Miss. Sreenithi spoke about Cleanliness. She said that cleanliness means the 

habit of keeping physically and mentally clean. A smartly dressed person with clean habits 

creates an impression on others. 

Then Miss. Akshaya talked about Cleanliness. She said “Cleanliness is a 

Fundamental Responsibility of an Indian Citizen". Then Mr. Nivath Shankar explained 

the deep explanation about cleanliness. 

Then Mr. Rahul told about cleanliness. He explained cleanliness is thus related 

to hygiene and disease prevention. Washing is one way of achieving physical cleanliness, 

usually with water and often some kind of soap or detergent. Procedures of cleanliness 

are of utmost importance in many forms of manufacturing. 

MISS. JERESHEA, Maroon team member spoke about a topic named “Clean 

India”. She started by saying the beautiful quote, “Let everyone sweep in front of his own 

door and the whole world will be clean”. Then first she explained William Blake‟s quote, 

1)  “Look around, Feel around, 

                             Fly in air, but stay on ground. 

                            If you want to live in it, clean it up!” 

Then second she explained William Shakespeare‟s quote, 

   2)    “Little touch of cleanliness, 

           Little hard work of human, 
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                              Helps make the city a better place to live in!” 

        Then third she explained Mathew‟s words as                                                                           

3)      “Maintain Cleanliness 

                              To gain health & happiness” 

 Finally she quoted                                                                                 -  

 “Take the responsibility and start with you” 

 Then she described, 

 How to keep our city clean and green? 

Then she concluded, we should begin with ourselves disposing all the garbage, waste and 

other litters in the appropriate containers. It is possible to keep oneself clean by taking 

this responsibility. But it is not possible for a single person to clean a whole big city. 

Hence, we should keep the campus clean and put rubbish into the trash bins. 

After the arrival of chief guests the program started at 12:07 pm. Miss. Gby 

introduced the chief guests namely, Rtn RSFM, Mr. S. Kannu, Mr. Mullanchery. M. 

Velaian, Organizer of KAP, Mr. Ingersol, Group Director, ISRO Propulsion Complex  

Mahendragiri, captain  Bennet Singh, Pilot Tuticorin port.  

Miss. Reshma, Maroon Team leader and present young scientist gave a summary 

about the process of selection of young scientists from the very beginning. She said that 

the Inauguration of young scientists program 2014-15 & seminar on sustainable 

environment was held on 12th July 2014 at Marthandam College of Engineering & 

Technology. Training program on “Innovations Technique" was held on 27th July 2014 at 

Hindu Vidyalaya Matric HSS Marthandam. Next, Kumari Arivial Peravai celebrated 

Independence day by conducting  poster presentation  competition  among  school 

students on 15th august 2014. The theme of Poster Presentation competition 

is "Sustainable Environment". Training program on Innovative project preparation & study 

on sustainable environment was held on 17th August 2014 at Udayagiri port. Second level 

of screening process, project presentation for young scientists program 2014-15 was held 

on 13th September 2014 at Scott Christian Higher Secondary school, Nagercoil. 

Trainings program on model making and field study was held on 27th September 2014 at 

Vivekananda Kendra, Kanyakumari. Third level of screening process, Model demonstration 

on sustainable environment was held on 11 October 2014 at Immanuel Arasar JJ College 

of Engineering. 

              Next Miss. Dani Rovas, Maroon Team co-leader and present young scientist 

gave a summary about the meetings that happened after the selection process of young 

scientists. First team meet for selected young scientists was held on 26-10-2014(Sunday) 

at LMS Boys Hr.Sc.School, Marthandam between 2.00 P.M to 4.00 P.M. then Scientific 

Awareness Camp is scheduled on 8th to 9th November 2014. Next KAP meet conduct a 

couplet presentation at MACET. Followed by that, the next meet was at Assaripallam 

medical college. There we were able to see human baby, ear, nose, eye and so on. 

              Followed by her Miss. Abina, Red Team Leader gave a talk on “Forest 



Conservation”. She said, “Trees consume carbon dioxide and release oxygen. Roots of 

trees tighten soil that leads to prevention of soil erosion. Afforestation means planting 

trees. Planting more trees can help purify air, give good rainfall, give shade, and prevent 

soil erosion. She concluded by advising us to plant trees.” 

Next Mr. Kannu started his speech. He welcomed everyone and said, “KAP 

students are all blessed ones since the organization works hard to transform young 

scientist students to great personalities in future.” 

Following him Mr. Ingersol, Group Director, ISRO Propulsion Complex 

Mahendragiri, gave a talk. He said “We should do service to human. We should clean our 

surroundings.” He said a short story to follow cleanliness. The story he said was, “Once, 

his grandfather was travelling in a train in Japan. He felt thirsty and drank water from 

the water bottle. After drinking he left the bottle in the ground. By watching this, a 

little boy took and dropped it in the trash bin. His grandfather saw this and felt ashamed. 

After that he took a decision to make the surrounding clean.” From this story, he made us 

to understand the importance of keeping the surrounding clean. He concluded his speech 

by saying about the techniques of how to recycle the waste water. 

Last but not the least; Mr. Mullanchery M. Velaian, Organizer of Kumari Arivial 

Peravai gave Vote of thanks for the morning session. Then we went to the nearby temple 

called “Nambikoil” and carried out cleaning. We dumped all the wastes in the trash bins 

located there. Students prayed there for a while after cleaning. We were given 

permission to bath in the nearby water stream. We enjoyed a lot while bathing. After 

bathing we returned by walking. We felt so tired while arriving there but felt no tired 

while returning. We were given a room to have lunch. After lunch we were asked to share 

the experience we had in the stream. Miss. Sabrina, member of red team, thanked KAP 

organizers Mr. Mullanchery M. Velaian, Organizer of Kumari Arivial Peravai, Mr. 

Ingersol, Group Director, ISRO Propulsion Complex Mahendragiri, Captain. Bennet Singh 

and the Rotary Club head Mr. S. Kannu and Rotary Club members who came along with 

him. 

Then we boarded into the van and travelled to PSN College of Engineering around 

7:45 pm. We had dinner there and then we were taken to hostel named “Narmatha 

Hostel”. After placing our bags in that hostel, we went to auditorium. 

Mr. Mullanchery .M. Velaian, Organizer of Kumari Arivial Peravai said that Mr. 

M.C.Shibin Tad, NI University, Kumarakovil, will talk about “Management”. Mr. 

M.C.Shibin Tad, gave a talk on Management and its definition. He conducted a test to 

find the influential person in each team. The test consists of Individual considerations, 

Team considerations, and Experts (NASA) considerations. At last they compared the 

influential characteristics between Individual concern and Team concern, Team concern 

and Experts concern. Finally they selected one influential person from each team. 

Next KAP students started talking about the topics given to them.  Mr. Edwin 

Sam judged them and said comments on their speech. Miss. Gby, green team leader, gave 



talk about “Western Ghats”. She said that the Western Ghats are a mountain range that 

runs almost parallel to the western coast of Indian peninsula, located entirely in India. 

She also said that, it is sometimes called the Great Escarpment of India. The range runs 

north to south along the western edge of the Deccan Plateau, and separates the plateau 

from a narrow coastal plain, called Konkan, along the Arabian Sea.  

 Miss. Jenisha, member of maroon team, spoke about “Organic Farming”. She said 

that Organic farming is a form of agriculture that relies on techniques such as crop 

rotation, green manure, compost, and biological pest control. Then she also said that, 

Traditional farming was the original type of agriculture, and has been practiced for 

thousands of years. Forest gardening, a traditional food production system which dates 

from prehistoric times, is thought to be the world's oldest and most resilient agro 

ecosystem.  

 Miss. Sabrina, member of red team, talked about “Needs of Organic Farming”. 

She said that India is one of the agricultural based Nations with more than 58% of the 

population out of 1150 million, pertaining to agricultural sector. Also she said that, before 

1960, in India only OF practice was followed without chemical fertilizers and pesticides. 

Then she told, during late 1960s, there was threaten to food security due to population 

raise and frequent draughts. Government of India had entered collaboration with USA 

for reforming farming practices by adding chemical products for cultivation, diseases and 

weed management. Then she explained, there was increase in production and productivity 

in chemical or conventional farming and our country was able to satisfy partly the food 

security. Finally she told after 30-40 years, production and productivity reduced 

drastically with abnormal input costs and the farming sector turned to be unfavorable 

occupation to all concerned. 

Miss. Reshma, leader of maroon team, talked about “Sustainable Agriculture”. She 

told us, Sustainable agriculture is the act of farming using principles of ecology, the 

study of relationships between organisms and their environment. Then she told, the 

phrase was reportedly coined by Australian agricultural scientist Gordon McClymont.  

Miss Suriya Vijay, member of green team, talked about “Sacred Groves”. A sacred 

grove or sacred woods are any grove of trees of special religious importance to a 

particular culture. Sacred groves were most prominent in the Ancient near 

East and prehistoric Europe, but feature in various cultures throughout the world. Then 

she said that, they were important features of the mythological landscape and cult 

practice of Celtic, Baltic, Germanic, ancient Greek, Near Eastern, Roman, 

and Slavic polytheism, and were also used in India, Japan, and West Africa. Then she told 

some examples of sacred groves include the Greco-Romantemenos, and the 

Celtic nemeton, which was largely but not exclusively associated with Druidic practice. 

Finally she told, During the Northern Crusades, there was a common practice of building 

churches on the sites of sacred groves. 
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 Miss. Dani Rovas, co-leader of maroon team, talked about “Clean 

Thamirabharani”. She told, the Thamirabarani River originates from the famous 

Agastyarkoodam peak in the hills of the Western Ghats above Papanasam in 

the Ambasamudram taluk and flows through Tirunelveli& Tuticorin districts of the Tamil 

Nadu state of southern India. She said that, It was called the Tamraparni River in olden 

days, a name also associated with Sri Lanka. Then she told us,the old Tamil name of the 

river is Porunai. She said that, from the source to sea, the total length of the river is 

about 125 km. the said an example, ie: Around 53 volunteers from in and around 

Tirunelveli participated in successfully cleaning the pathway to Tamirabarani river. 3 

truckloads of garbage were sent to the garbage dump. A masculine volunteer, a JCB 

helped to uproot the karuvelam maram along the path.  

Miss. Sreenithi, member of green team, talked about “Preserve Ponds in 

Tamilnadu”. She said that, the quality of pond waters used for irrigation and bathing 

purpose around Nagercoil, Kanyakumari District, Tamilnadu during July - December-2010. 

Though, in general the values of physiochemical parameters for most of the ponds fell 

within the prescribed limit, Nalloor pond was found extremely polluted where the 

dissolved oxygen was depleted to less than 4.0 mg/L. finally she told, Since ponds are 

transformed as ecological sinks for pollutants, unique biodiversity and the fresh water 

reserve are greatly harmed warranting concrete measures to preserve these water 

sources. 

Mr. Jeffin R Wensely talked about “Waste Management”. He told, the Waste 

management is the "generation, prevention, characterization, monitoring, treatment, 

handling, reuse and residual disposition of solid wastes". And also said there are various 

types of solid waste including municipal, agricultural, and special.    

Miss. Sree Meera Subramanium, member of blue team talked about “Sustainable 

Techniques”. She explained 

 Crop Rotation 

 Cover Crops 

 Soil Enrichment 

 Natural Pest Predators 

 Biointensive Integrated Pest Management 

Next, Mr. Mullanchery M. Velaiyan, Organizer of Kumari Arivial Peravai said 

information about the next meeting which is about to be held in Marthandam YMCA on 

13th Dec 2014 from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. He said the next meeting would be about “Book 

Review” on “Chera Naadu Sinthanaigal”. He said Miss. Dani Rovas and Miss. Reshma to 

perform Book review for the following meetings. Then he said us to get up at 4:30 am 

next morning and to assemble in 6:00 am. Finally we had a cultural program around 9:30 

pm. Mr.  M.C.Shibin Tad, NI University, Kumarakovil, sang a song. Skit performed by 

some KAP students. After the program we went to hostel to sleep. 
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 Next day we all got up early in the morning at 4:30 pm. We got ready and 

assembled at 6:00 pm in the backyard of “Narmatha Hostel”. We went for a morning walk 

around PSN College. While walking we saw a swimming pool. After morning walk we were 

asked to say feedback on the previous day programs. Next we were taken to the “Marine 

Department” of PSN College. There we saw a building constructed in the form of a Ship. 

Mr. Shanmugam, explained about ship and its operations. A ship consists of two diesel 

engines and oil pumps. He explained about “Dry Docking”. A dry dock is a narrow basin or 

vessel that can be flooded to allow a load to be floated in, and then makes the load to 

come to rest on a dry platform. Dry docks are used for the construction, maintenance, 

and repair of ships, boats, and other water craft. He said weight of the dry dock would 

be nearly five lakh tones. He also said about power generation which means to generate 

the power required by the ship. He also said about “Fresh Water Generator”. He 

explained how a Fresh Water Generator makes the water pure. He explained a term 

“Salinometer”. It is the device used to check the salt content in sea water. Then he 

moved us to “Engine Control Room” (EC Room). There we were taught about control desk. 

He said about “Distribution Panel”. He said there are three departments in ship.  

They are, 

 Deck department 

 EC department 

 Steering departments 

Then we saw Diesel Oil setting tank which has a capacity of 2.6 m3. He said about boiler 

which helps to heat water. We saw Generator Engine which has a capacity 2.6 m3. He also 

said about “Fly Wheel” that is commonly used in all two-wheelers. He said about 

“Purifiers” that keeps water fresh for a long time. It also helps to cool water. He also 

said, the bottom of the ship is not flat but sharp. Since a flat bottomed ship will be 

overthrown if it is hit by waves. But a sharp bottomed ship can‟t be overthrown if it is hit 

by waves. 

 We had Breakfast. And then we went to hostel to pack our bags and then we were 

taken to Puliyankudi for a field study on Organic Farming. Shri. Gomathi nayagam, 

Vivasaya seva sangam, Puliyankudi. 

Miss. Reshma, Maroon Team leader and present young scientist gave a summary about 

the process of selection of young scientists from the very beginning. She said that the 

Inauguration of young scientists program 2014-15 & seminar on sustainable environment 

was held on 12th July 2014 at Marthandam College of Engineering & Technology. Training 

program on “Innovations Technique" was held on 27th July 2014 in Hindu Vidyalaya Matric 

HSS Marthandam. Kumari Arivial Peravai celebrated Independence day by conducting 

poster presentation competition among school students on 15th august 2014. The theme 

of Poster Presentation competition is "Sustainable Environment". Training program on 

Innovative project preparation & study on sustainable environment was held on 17th 

August 2014 at Udayagiri port. Second level of screening process, project 



presentation for young scientists program 2014-15 was held on 13th September 2014 at 

Scott Christian Higher Secondary school, Nagercoil. Training program on model making 

and field study was held on 27th September 2014 at Vivekananda Kendra, Kanyakumari. 

Third level of screening process, Model demonstration on sustainable environment was 

held on 11 October 2014 at Immanuel Arasar JJ College of Engineering. 

              Next Miss. Dani Rovas, Maroon Team co-leader and present young 

scientist gave a summary about the meetings that happened after the selection process 

of young scientists. First team meet for selected young scientists was held on 26-10-

2014(Sunday) at LMS Boys Hr.Sc. School, Marthandam between        2.00 P.M to 4.00 

P.M. then Scientific Awareness Camp is scheduled on 8th to 9th November 2014.Next 

KAP meet conduct a couplet presentation at MACET. Followed by that, the next meet was 

at Assaripallam medical college. There we were able to see human baby, ear, nose, eye and 

so on.   

         Shri. Gomathi nayagam gave a talk on “Organic Farming”. He said Knowledge 

is vital to farming. In olden days, women had long hairs. But now-a-days hair falls due to 

the chemical products we use. That‟s why the present day‟s women lose more hair. He said 

there are over one lakh varieties of Rice. Then he said about “Green desert”. This is 

method used to transform desert soil to fertile soil. During 1983, in his field he planted 

three types of crops. The chemical manures consist of 43% Nitrogen and 54% of salt. 

This much amount of salt makes the soil unfertile. Today most of the people don‟t like 

farming. They think farming as a cheap occupation and can‟t survive by doing farming. He 

said now in his field he had planted 400 sugarcanes. By the use of these sugarcanes he 

can produce more amount of  jaggery. By inorganic farming, human health deteriorates as 

days go by. We can plant vegetables in our own home so that we can avoid extra expenses 

spent on it. Then he said about soil fertility. He advised us not to use Maida products 

such as Parotta. The he said, we should plant more trees. Since trees consume carbon 

dioxide and release oxygen. He said us not to go beside trees during night because it 

releases more carbon dioxide at night. Then we went to Sugarcane field. He said we 

should leave 5 feet gap between two sugarcane plants. At night times before we go to 

sleep, it is good to health if we consume a piece of sugarcane and a piece of Jaggery. 

Water was being supplied to the fields by drip irrigation. He said we should not use 

vermin compost manure to trees. We saw a shed where Jagerry was protected.  

Then we had lunch. After lunch we went to the nearby field. We saw some 

gooseberries there. Then Miss. Gby, green team leader, gave feedback.  

Miss. Abina, Red Team Leader gave vote of thanks. Then Mr. Mullanchery M. 

Velaian, Organizer of Kumari Arivial Peravai stressed us to learn practically. Then he had 

snacks. We finally returned home. Finally we reached Udupi International around 7:20 pm 

and Parvathipuram at 7:35 pm. 

Conclusion: 



Through this program I learned about cleanliness and about how to clean our 

surroundings and to handle wastes. Then I learned about Management and its 

characteristics. Then I learned about organic farming and the methods to farm. I was 

able to see places where I would not have visited but for this programme. I sincerely 

thank all the dignitaries, faculties and experts for their valuable  guidance  and enabling 

me to meet inspiring personalities who have contributed for the development of the 

society. 

 

 
4.Pradheep Narayanan 

RED Team 

1) Nambi Koil, Thirukkurungudi 

2) PSN College of Engineering and Technology 

3) Organic farm, Puliyangudi 

Date: 06-12-2014 
“Success is not fatal, failure is not fatal. 
It is the courage to continue that counts” 
-Winston Churchill 
With another exhilarating episode of Young Scientist programme, we had two consecutive 
sessions held at Nambi Koil, Thirukkurungudi and Organic Farm, Puliyangudi. It was a camp 
that paved a way for us to contribute to Clean India. We got ready at the bus stand by 
07:20 am with a lot of anxiety and a few minutes later, the bus started moving. It was a 
long journey. On the way, we were able to see a wide area enriched with different 
varieties of plants species and wildlife. 
A few minutes after the arrival of bus, we had our breakfast near a church in 
Kavalkinaru. After having our breakfast, again we went to the bus. On the way, we had a 
glimpse over the office of IPRC (ISRO Propulsion Rocket Complex) at Mahendragiri. In 
this camp, we were accompanied by Mr Velaian (Organizer of KAP), Mr Ingersol, Mr John 
RabiKumar, Mr Sahajan, Mr Edwin Sam, Mr Johnson, Mr Shibin, Capt Bennet Singh and all 
the Guide teachers. 
After an hour, we reached Nambi Koil at Thirukkurungudi. The Rotarians greeted us with 
kind gesture. Then we got the information that it is the Kalakkadu Mundanthurai Wildlife 
Sanctuary which is endemic to some animal species like tiger and lion-tailed macaque and 
different varieties of monkeys . Then we had a long walk to the top of the hill. We got 
tired and our stamina was getting exhausted. We had a walk over nearly 5 km. The region 
was engulfed with wide areas of trees and the climate surrounding the region was cool.  
After completing the walk, with a sigh of relief, we sat under a tree and we had a 
discussion on Clean India which was rendered by the Young Scientists. Clean India or 
Swatcha Bharath is the scheme, introduced and implemented by the present Prime 
Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi to inculcate a sense of true spirit to keep our 
country clean. It was Giby who campeered the session. She welcomed Mr Ingersol, Mr 
Kannu and other dignified occupancies. Brief speech on Clean India was given by some of 
the Young Scientists like Meera, Srinidhi, Nivedh Shankar, Ragul, Akshaya, Shalomi, 
Jefin, Ashmi, Jerishiya, Sooriya Vijay. The most common points I heard were Cleanliness 
begins at home. Mahatma Gandhi dreamt that India will be a clean nation by 2019, but he 
could not do so during his life time. But it is now established by Narendra Modi. We 



should minimize the throwing off garbage and some varieties of garbage can be recycled. 
It becomes the prime duty of every individual in cleaning their own surroundings. By doing 
so, other people get inspired and they will start cleaning their surroundings. We  should 
not only expect the Government-oriented institutions to clean the surroundings, but the 
non-governmental organizations like KAP also paves a way for us to contribute to Clean 
India. 
Capt Bennet Singh shared his deliberate views on Clean India 
“Sanitation is next to Independence” 
A speech on the evaluation process was given by Reshma. It was really an unforgettable 
experience. She asserted that we have crossed several sessions in exhibiting  our 
innovative skills and got selected after a hard evaluation process. Then it was over to 
Dany Roves who shared her views on this programme after the rigorous selection process. 
We were able to develop our scientific temper and the hidden potentials. A speech on 
Forest Conservation was delivered by Abina. She said that forests are of immense 
significance to us . We can‟t completely avoid deforestation, but we can grow a sapling 
when we cut a tree.  
Subsequently, the president of Vallioor Rotary Club, Mr Kannu gave his brief talk. He said 
that we are really lucky to get this opportunity. It is a good organization organized by Mr 
Velaian. This organization plays a major role in Personality Development of the students. 
It is a good service to humanity too. This camp paves a way to contribute to Clean India.  
Then the golden words of Mr Ingersol began. He said that Cleanliness begins at home. 
The pollution is the major concern at present. He narrated a story. His uncle was once 
travelling in a train and he threw a waste near the platform. On seeing this, a young child 
took it and put it in the trash. He felt embarrassed on seeing this. Recycling is the key to 
Sustainability. There are multiple diversity. Technology is developed to construct roads 
out of plastics done by the college students of Thyagaraja College of Engineering  
Madurai. We must treat effluents or the chemical wastes as well as the domestic wastes. 
Domestic wastes can be dumped under a pit to generate Biogas and manure. There is lot 
of energy demands, but there are only limited resources. So there must be a judicious 
usage of resources. 
Mr Velaian delivered the Vote of Thanks to them.  
We cleaned the areas surrounding the temple. Since, we were united and coordinated, we 
were able to clean the areas within a short span of time itself. We took away the plastics 
and other non-biodegradable wastes. We could see a lot of wastes and we gathered all of 
them. I felt elated for having contributed whatever might I could do to the Clean India 
drive. 
“Cleanliness is next to Godliness” 
Then we had a bath in the stream to overcome the lethargy. The water flowing down the 
stream was extremely cool. We enjoyed joyfully there by taking a bath. 
After coming down the hill, we had a delicious lunch inside a room. After telling the 
feedback and Vote of Thanks to the Rotarians  we left the place. 
Then we moved to PSN College of Engineering and Technology. First we went to the 
canteen and had a snack. Then we reached the Seminar Hall where we had an interesting 
programme organized by Mr Shibin known as NASA Scientific Test. In that test, we have 
to pick out  the items given in options as the most important to least important items 
from 15 items totally given to be used when a person got struck in a space ship around 
200 miles from moon in an order. A few names of students who scored good results were 
declared and announced. I was so relished to know that I was one among them.  
Speech were rendered by some of the Young Scientists which created an awareness in 
conserving the natural resources.. 



First Giby gave a speech on Protecting Western Ghats. Some of the points she 
highlighted were: 

 It is enriched with Biodiversity and a place of hot spot  

 It covers about 8% of India 

 Hydro electric projects are undertaken 

 Endemic to nearly 1800 species 

 At present it gets contaminated. So some actions should be undertaken for the 

conservation of Western Ghats 

Next, it was Jenisha who gave a speech on Organic Farming. Some of the points she 
stressed were: 

 At present, we exploit our resources via various activities 

 Implement plantation in all your homes 

 Fertilizers are the inorganic compounds that reduce the quality of the soil after 

repeated use. 

Next it was over to Sabrina, who gave a speech on the Needs of Organic Farming. Some 
of the points she emphasized were: 

 Organic Farming is the method to cultivate the land and also to re-use it 

 It is an eco friendly means of cultivation of crops 

 There are 2 types of farming: Bio-dynamic Farming which means that it is an 

advanced means of cultivation which is used in urban areas and Do Nothing Farming 

which means the farming done in rural areas 

 To maintain sustainability, organic farming should be done 

Subsequently, Reshma gave a speech on Sustainable agriculture. The main points she said 
were: 

 Protection of high quality crops without harming the soil and environment is called 

Sustainable Agriculture 

 There must be a natural way of Pest Management 

 Crop Rotation should be done half-yearly. It means that if paddy is grown in a year, 

then any leguminous plants must be grown in the next year. So that the nutrients 

obtained by paddy is thus replenished by legumes 

 Implementation of Rain water Harvesting 

 Removal of weeds. 

Then it was Sooriya Vijay to give a speech on Protecting the sacred grooves. Some of the 
points she covered were: 

 These are the biological spot to conserve the natural resources 



 There are lot of endangered species or the species that are the under the risk of 

extinction 

Subsequently, Dany Roves gave a speech on Clean Thamarabarani. Some of the points she 
said were 

 It is a river in which lot of tributary rivers origin 

 Nowadays contaminated gases gets introduced with water 

 Industrial wastes get mixed with the water 

 It originates from Western Ghats  

Next, a speech was given by Srinidhi who emphasized on Preserving the ponds 

 It is of immense value to us from ceremonial rites to domestic purposes 

 Treat the contaminated water on ponds 

 Artificial ponds can be constructed 

 MGNREGA has ordered to construct 15000 farm ponds for the upliftment of 

agriculture 

 Chennai Municipal Water Supply and Sewage Board (CMWSSB) aims at digging 

various ponds at Chennai which led to significant changes in ground water levels. 

Next, a speech on Waste Management was given by Jefin. Some of the points he 
emphasized were: 

 A large amount of waste is generated 

 Separate Biodegradable wastes in the red bins and the non-biodegradable wastes 

in the green bin 

 Follow the principle of 3R‟s – Reduce, Re-use, Recycle 

Finally, the speech on Sustainable Technology was given by Meera. Some of the main 
points she included were: 

 Switch over to renewable sources of energy 

 Use public means of transportation 

 Implement Drip Irrigation 

Their speech made me to think out of box. Mr Edwin Sam listed some of the small 
aberrations we have made to rectify it. 
Then we went to sleep. After a nap, we woke up at 04:00 am. We got ready in our uniform. 
Next day, we had a visit through out the premises. We went to a place which was like a 
shipwright.Mr. Balakumar was the person who explained us on ships, it‟s compartments, 
engine, functions, etc. He said that the ship works through the propeller. When the 
propeller rotates and the thrust is given on it, the ship starts moving. The fuel used in 
ships is Heavy Fuel Oil or the previous stage of tar. He also added that the tendency that 
resists the flow of liquid is called viscosity. When we give a self-start, the piston draws 
the air from the atmosphere and undergoes combustion and converts the kinetic energy 
to rotatory motion. He named the 4 types of stroke which are: 



 Suction Stroke 

 Compression Stroke 

 Power Stroke 

 Exa stroke 

He said that petrol is the combination of air and fuel mixture and diesel consists of only 
one element ie, oxygen. He asserted that Burning 1 molecule of fuel needs 14 molecules of 
oxygen. In ships, compressed air gets stored in the Compressor for later use. There will 
be a dual parts for every components in a ship because when a ship got struck at the 
middle of the sea, then there will be no alternative equipments available. Then we saw 
main air bottle, Incinerator sledge tank, fresh water generator, engine of the mini-ship, 
genelite, etc. His speech was very informative and useful too. Sabrina gave the Vote of 
Thanks and our session at the Institute came to a conclusion. 
Then we visited an Organic farm at Puliyangudi where we met a prominent personality Mr 
Gomathi Nayagam, a representative of Agricultural Service Centre. A speech on the 
Selection Process was rendered by Reshma and Dany Roves gave a speech on the sessions 
held after the selection process.  
“There is no culture without agriculture” 
Mr Gomathi Nayagam began his wonderful speech. He asserted that at present, countries 
like Japan and Germany are highly industrialized countries because of wide growth in 
Technology and added that Agriculture is one of the difficult tasks. Chemicals used as 
pesticides are harmful to our body to a great extent. India is the country where large 
number of people suffer with cancer and water borne diseases. Scientists have a view 
that agriculture is the cause for it. At ancient times, there were nearly 1 Lakh varieties 
of paddy, but now it is declining.  
He deliberated that Organic farming is the cultivation of crops without harming the 
environment especially, without making the soil unfertile. If we watch a tea spoon of sand 
using microscope, we could see 5 crores of micro organisms and tiny particles. Pesticides 
also have harmful effects on some kinds of useful micro organisms. By 1984, even in his 
committee, he had determined to forbid the usage of chemical fertilizers and pesticides. 
Fertilizers are not the real organic compounds. It contains just 46% of hydrogen which 
helps to increase the crop yield and the rest 54% can affect the soil. He suggested that 
fertilizers are in use only to increase the production, but not the yield. The ideas that we 
got from the foreigners possess severe threat to us as they are business-minded. We 
don‟t wish to practice farming as our profession because the income got after farming 
cannot satisfy the needs of family. Then he stressed the word Self-reliant. Drip 
irrigation can be implemented in farms. A few varieties of plants like lemon need only the 
moisture to grow. So for these types of plants, drip irrigation can be done in which the 
water falls drop by drop near the roots of the plants. We should decompose the animal 
wastes under a pit to get manure which helps in increasing the crop yield without harming 
the soil. Natural pesticides keep the crops away from insects.  
After his speech we went for a visit around the farm. We were able to see a wide 
varieties of sugarcane crops and lemon. He explained that even the weeds are dumped 
under a pit to obtain manure. The actual colour of sugar is yellow, but when it is grown in 
Inorganic farming, it appears white. Then we got a clear idea about Organic farming.  
We asked him a lot of questions for which he explained in an elaborate and in a clear 
manner. His speech was professorial and was extremely useful to us. The  lunch which was 
prepared using organic products was really tasty and something different apart from the 
food we consume.  



We had an interaction with another person named Paramasivam who suggested that we 
must use natural pesticides and manure. He asserted that river Pampa originates from 
the boundary of Puliyangudi. There is a plant that is grown in the mountains of that region 
which can be used as a natural pesticide. 
Vote of Thanks was delivered by Mr Velaian. He said that Experience is learning and 
added that this is an exciting session and there was a good response and facilities 
provided by the initiatives.  
The euphoria of the camp finally came to a conclusion. Everything was prompt on the dot 
and was happened as per the schedule planned. The facilities provided by the Institutions 
were good. This camp made me enhanced and updated with a wide spectrum of knowledge. 
It also paved a way for us to contribute to Clean India. This camp was filled with 
infotainment.  I am cherished to meet the multi-fascinate personalities. On the whole, we 
had an astonishing experience in this camp. With a deep sense of gratitude, I thank KAP 
for providing this rare and a wonderful opportunity.I wish to  record my heartfelt  thanks 
and gratitude to N.M  Vidya Kendra, Chitharal for providing Transport facilities, Rotary 
Club of  Vallioor for sponsoring and arranging a study camp and clean India event at 
Nambi Kovil and Mr. Gomathinayagam, organic farmer , Puliankudy. 
In fact I am longing for the next fascinating event within a short period from KAP. 
  

 
 
 
 
 

5.P.K. Raghul 
Yellow Team 

 
                                          “ Experience is the best teacher “ 
Day 1: 
                The bus started at 8.30 am in front of the Udupi hotel at Nagercoil. I was 
greatly excited as I missed out the last meet that was held in CSI college.                         
Mr. Balakrishnan who accompanied us told that we are going to the Kalakkadu 
Mundanthurai wildlife sanctuary. Notable animals like tiger and lion tailed monkey, sambar 
etc., are living there. We stopped at a church near Panagudi for our breakfast and soon 
we resumed our travel. After reaching the sanctuary we went to our respective groups 
and took a walk to the Nambi temple located on the top of the mountain. Although the 
journey on the hill was tiresome I enjoyed the nature surrounding it which makes me 
refreshed all the time. I saw a lot of monkeys and butterflies.  
               We settled in a place for a few minutes and we had a meeting there. The 
anchoring was done by Gby Atee and she called a few persons for sharing their ideas on 
Swachh Bharat. Meera, Srinidhi, Akshaya, Nivesh Shankar, Rahul, Shalomi, Jefin 
R.Weasely, Ashmi, Jereshiya, Suryavijay and Edin Jijo gave their talks which proved to 
be very useful. As the chief guests arrived, the meeting officially began by the welcome 
speech which was given by Gby Atee. She welcomed dignitaries namely Mr. R.S. Kannu, 
Mr.S. Ingersol, Captain Bennet Singh, Mr.Tamil Selvan, Mr.Durai and Mr.Kannan. Miss. 
Reshma, the leader of maroon team talked about the selection process in KAP. It was 
followed by Miss. Dani Rovas who told about the meetings and camps conducted by KAP so 
far.    



          Miss. Abina has given an enlightened speech on conservation of forests. Wood that 
we use for making furniture, oxygen that we breathe, medicines which reduce diseases 
etc., are important resources that we obtain from forests. Forests also maintain the 
ecological balance of nature by providing shelter to animals. It also prevents soil erosion. 
Deforestation is defined as the large scale cutting of trees which is mainly due to 
industrialization and urbanization. The effects of deforestation are very hazardous and 
fatal. 30.2 % of Kanyakumari district is covered with forests which is the reason behind 
the sufficient rain that we get. She ended by telling us a valuable point. “ Plant a tree for 
destroying a tree ”. 
              Soon Mr.R.S. Kannu, President  Rotary club of Valliyoor came forward and 
praised the actions done by KAP for providing good opportunities and shaping the younger 
minds of the present. He also told that we are lucky to be a part of KAP. He finally ended 
by requesting Mr.M. Velaian to make this KAP organization all over Tamilnadu.  
              Then Mr. S. Ingersol, Group Director, ISRO, Mahendragiri spoke on the topic “ 
Sustainable Environment ”.  He told us to keep our surroundings clean and tidy to promote 
the main concept of Swachh Bharat. He narrated an incident about his uncle who went to 
Japan. When he was travelling in train he threw the bottle carelessly in a corner of the 
compartment. On seeing this a 3 year old boy took and put it in the dustbin. This proved 
the discipline and cleanliness of people which made Japan as the supreme power of the 
world. We should follow the             4 R‟s ; Recycle, Reduce, Reuse and Refuse. Mr. 
Rajagoapalan Vasudevan, professor, Thiyagarajar college had devised a way for paving 
roads by plastic garbage. Projects like this should be promoted. Nature is very much 
essential for our next generation. It provides everything that we expect without fail. So 
it is our duty to save & take care of nature by preserving it. Steps to promote the 
conservation of nature are, 

 Industries should clean & treat the harmful effluents before they are directed to 

soil/water. 

 Don‟t use nature as a dumping ground for putting wastes. Recycle the wastes to the 

maximum extent. 

 Make compost from organic wastes. 

 Use biogas for producing electricity. This ensures that the wastes are cleared and 

also provides energy. 

 Saving energy can reduce the dependence of resources so that the depletion of 

resources will be slow. 

 Recycling things can decrease the amount of waste generated. 

     The population of the world is approximately 700 crores. We are taking more from 
nature than it is really necessary. Therefore resources are depleting fast and wastes are 
generated. So we should make ourselves less demanding consumers which act as a key for 
sustainable environment. It is essential to give the natural resources to our future 
generations. We all must respect nature which is our motherland. Today it is a day for us 
to clean this place and it will be a great opportunity to be a part of Swachh Bharat 
campaign.  
       Mr. M. Velaian gave the vote of thanks and told to seize the opportunities when it 
arrives. 
“CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS” 



     Soon we walked again and reached the premises of the Nambi temple. We started the 
Swachh Bharat campaign by collecting & filling our sacks with garbage, plastic and solid 
waste from the temple premises. We got huge amounts of garbage which make us to think 
about the condition of such places. So we the people of India should realize the 
importance of nature and thereby inculcate the need for cleanliness. Then we had a 
refreshing bath in the river which flows nearby. The river water was crystal clear and 
cool. The bathing has taken away our tiredness. Then we walked and reached the place 
from where we have started. After having a lunch we assembled under a big tree where 
we shared our feedback. The vote of thanks was told by Sabrina, a member of the Red 
team.  
       We went to the PSN College of Engineering by the evening. After a short tea break 
another meeting began. First we were given slip of papers which was a skill based 
exercise of NASA. The scenario was that we landed 200 miles from the given destination 
in moon. A list of 15 materials was given. We should rank the materials in the order 
according to their usefulness in space. The test really aided us in boosting our skills. Then 
various theme talks were given. 
           Gby Atee presented a theme talk on “Western Ghats” which cover an area of 5% 
of India. They are very rich in biodiversity and are a home for 800 endemic species. The 
Western Ghats runs parallel to the Western coastline. It extends for a distance of about 
1600 Km. The famous valley is also present here i.e. Goa gap. Ooty and Kodaikanal are few 
of the hill stations/recreational places situated on this range. Anamudi which lies in 
Kerala is the highest peak of the Western Ghats. Spices and tea plants are grown here in 
abundance and are exported. Most of the rivers drain into the Bay of Bengal. The rivers 
are used for several purposes including irrigation. 50 major dams are built across the 
rivers to store water for various needs like producing electricity, irrigation, drinking 
water etc. Important dams present in Tamil Nadu are Pechiparai, Manimuttar, Kothaiyar 
and Mettur etc,.  Jog falls of Karnataka which is the biggest waterfalls of India is also a 
part of this region. Horticulture and agriculture are practiced in these regions. She 
finished by telling us that Western Ghats and its resources should be preserved. 
Mr.Edwin Sam gave the feedback and told that she could have included the population in 
the place to make her speech more interesting.  
       Jenisha of Maroon team gave a speech on the topic “Organic farming ”. She explained 
the different stages of agriculture such as ploughing or turning the soil, leveling or 
making the soil break into crumbs, manuring or adding manure to plants, irrigation or 
watering the plants and finally harvesting the matured crops. She also added that no 
other work in the world is as great as agriculture because it feeds all with food. She also 
explained them by quoting Kurals from Thirukural. Mr.Edwin Sam told her to speak only on 
the main theme without diverting from it. He also told us to use manure in the place of 
fertilizers to retain the quality of soil. 
       Sabrina, a member of Red team was the next speaker on the topic “Needs of organic 
farming”. Organic farming is one of the modes of agriculture which uses natural methods. 
It ensures the soil fertility, quality and free from pollution. It is eco-friendly and 
reduces toxic substances to a great extent. It is divided into two types based on their 
characteristics. They are, 

I. Bio-dynamicfarming:                                                                                                                                     

This type of farming is undertaken in the urban and developed areas. It protects 

soil fertility. 

II. Do-nothing farming  : 



It is used in the rural and village based areas. It restricts the use of toxic 
substances to mix the soil. 

        She also advised to switch over to organic farming as it leads to sustainable 
environment. Mr.Edwin Sam said that she could have included the necessities of organic 
farming in the present world. 
        Reshma, leader Maroon team spoke on the topic “Sustainable Agriculture”. She 
began by telling us that without agriculture there is no culture. Sustainable agriculture 
refers to the production of high quality crops using organic farming. Some of the steps to 
be undertaken are; 
 Crop rotation increases soil fertility. In this process different plants are 

cultivated in the same field once in every 6 months. After the harvesting of rice 

leguminous plants can be sown to refill nitrogen again in the soil. 

 Plants should be sown at proper intervals from each other to prevent soil erosion. 

 We should reduce overgrazing as it also can lead to soil erosion when the plants are 

uprooted. 

 Effective methods should be used to prevent the loss of grains due to pests during 

transportation and storage. 

 Natural eliminators should be used. 

 Water management is very essential as it conserves water which has now become 

the greatest challenge to mankind. Drip irrigation and sprinkler systems are being 

practiced nowadays. 

 Weeding or the removal of weeds from the field should be done properly to 

increase the crop yield.  

 Fertilizers can be replaced by natural manure to increase the fertility and humus 

content of the soil. 

 Cross breeds of plants can be found to increase the yield of crops.              

Mr. Edwin Sam told that she could have included some more points and said that 
wastelands should be converted to farmlands. 

      Then came Sourya Vijay, Green team with her talk on “ Sacred Groves ”. Sacred 
groves are very essential and are a rich source of natural resources including timber, 
wood, medicines, honey and other forest products. They are a rich source of medicines 
and are used extensively in earlier times for preparing ayurvedic medicines. In modern 
days they have become biodiversity hotspots. They contain plants and animals which are 
in the verge of extinction. They are well known for biological diversities. In 1977, a new 
species of frog was found in a sacred grove in India. The rich vegetation cover prevents 
soil erosion and desertification in areas as in Rajasthan. They act as a lung to the city by 
providing enough oxygen. Due to rise in urbanization, globalization and over exploitation 
of resources sacred groves are rapidly destructed. So we should spread awareness about 
it among the people. Mr. Edwin Sam told that sacred groves play a vital role in ecological 
balance of nature and we should protect it. 
       Dani Rovas, co-leader of Maroon team, presented the speech on “ Clean 
Thamirabarani ”. The river extends for a distance for a distance of 125 Km. This river & 
its tributaries originates from Western Ghats and water is flowing through out the year. 



It is the lifeline for the people of Tirunelveli & Tuticorin districts. Few major dams are 
built across this river. However it is being exploited and polluted by the people.  Sewage 
and household waste water is directly allowed into this river at Tirunelveli. Similarly it is 
also being polluted by various means. Industries are the major among them. They release 
effluents into the river water without treatment. This not only pollutes the river but also 
indirectly affect humans by causing various diseases. Garbage is also being dumped into 
the river. All the above activities should be prohibited to make a clean Thamirabarani. 
Understanding the above is a holy one, and we should protect the river from pollution. Mr. 
Edwin Sam appreciated her talk as she has included every point in the speech. 
       Then it was the turn for Srinidhi, member of the Green team to make a speech. She 
spoke on the topic “Preserve ponds in Tamil Nadu ”. She began by telling that ponds are 
very essential as it supports various organisms as well as humans by providing water to 
survive. It is the most reliable source for water requirement. Following are the uses of 
ponds. They are,   

 Breeding & Protecting fish. 

 Water quality is maintained. 

 Biodiversity is rich. 

 Entertainment for people. 

 Retains water table 

           There are about 27,000 ponds in Tamil Nadu out of which nearly 75% is polluted 
by humans. Pollution should be controlled and ponds should be preserved. The Mahatma 
Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act aims at building 15,000 ponds in India. 
So we should promote it and ponds should be protected by humans. She concluded by 
saying a famous quote   “ Water, water everywhere nor a drop to drink”. Mr. Edwin Sam 
said that she could have stated the idea on how to use ponds properly today. It can be 
used for recreational purposes. 
                 
          The next speech was made by Jefin.R. Weasely, leader of Blue team. His topic was 
“Waste Management”. He said that humans are doing the following actions nowadays.  i.e. 
“ Take, Make, Use and Waste”. This should be stopped and instead of making large 
deposits of waste they should be recycled to the maximum. This is the basic principle of 
waste management. We should use two dustbins at home; the green box for collecting 
biodegradable and organic wastes and the red box for collecting the non-biodegradable 
and inorganic wastes. We should follow the 4 R‟s to receive good results; Recycle, Reduce, 
Reuse and Refuse. These actions can be a great help in managing huge dumps of waste. 
Mr. Edwin Sam told that he could have included many other points to make his speech 
unambiguous and proper.  
          The final speech was given by Meera, Blue team on the topic “Sustainable 
Technology ”. She told to use sustainable technology wherever possible to make good and 
efficient results. Using renewable energy in the place of non-renewable energy can 
conserve natural resources to the highest degree. In agriculture, sustainable technology 
such as drip irrigation and sprinkler systems can be installed to conserve water. 
Sustainable technology should also be used to conserve electricity. Usage of CFL bulbs 
etc., are an example. Therefore, sustainable technology plays a vital role in modern times 
as it is very useful to humans. They should be promoted everywhere to achieve superior 
results. She ended by saying that “Consume Less! Share Better! ”. Mr. Edwin Sam said her 
to add more uses of sustainable technology in present times. He appreciated everyone 
who made the theme talks.                                                                        



           Soon we had cultural programs. A song was sung by the Excel school students. 
Then a skit was made based on “Silapathikaram”. Soon the meeting was over late at night. 
Day 2:                         
           Next morning I woke up at 4.00 am in the morning which was quite unusual to me. 
We had a morning walk around the campus at 6 am. It was really a pleasant experience. 
Soon we gathered and had a short meeting. Dani Rovas, Nishanth and Gby Atee gave 
feedbacks of the previous day programme. Then we have visited the Marine department. 
We were accompanied by Professors                               Mr. Shanmugam and Mr. 
Balakumar. Mr. Shanmugam was our guide and he explained about all the machineries and 
equipments involved in Marine department. He explained about the main engine which 
serves as a heart to the ship. It consists of propellers, pumps, diesel generators, oil 
pumps, water tank, etc., Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) is the most preferred fuel in ships. 
             A trade ship weighs about 5, 00,000 tons and a navy ship weighs 1,00,000 tons. 
Sensors are available in the fuel tank to detect the level of fuel.  Fresh water generators 
are present in the ship for converting seawater into freshwater. This water is used in the 
engine as coolant as it does not corrode the pipes. The engine consists of a sucker which 
sucks the air for creating vacuum. Thus the boiling point of water reduces to 45 degree 
Celsius. It has a waste recovery system and a demister which filter the salt particles. 
Salinometer is available to measure the ppm (parts per million) level of the salt in water. 
If the salinity is more than 3 ppm then it requires purification once again. The salt 
remaining is taken through the Brian disposal system. The manual valves are installed for 
controlling. We have also seen lathe, welding machine, tools and fire extinguisher lines.  
             
     Then we entered into the ECR or the Engine Control Room. All the machineries and 
equipments are operated from here. It has an instrumentation and distribution panel 
which is air-conditioned. All the fire extinguisher lines can be operated from this control 
room. He said that there are a lot of advantages in working in marine. We can easily learn 
new languages, meet new friends, earn money and visit new places. The ECR will have 5 
important engineers, junior engineers and trainee engineers. Then we observed the 
storage tanks which are having diesel and oil. The impurities present in the tanks will be 
settling at bottom and are removed while servicing tanks. The boiler makes inert gases 
which are used to remove oxygen from the fuel tanks to reduce the danger of 
combustion. The incinerator is used to fire the excess waste by burning them.  
         After viewing all the machineries in that floor we went further down to the engine 
room. The engine is composed of a flywheel in the middle. We saw the fuel and oil 
purifiers which make the fuel and lubrication oil clean. Next machine was the fresh water 
cooler which cools down the freshwater for maintaining the engine temperature whenever 
necessary. There are two types; They are plate type cooler and shell & tube type cooler. 
The last one was the lubrication oil pump.  
        Then the feedback was given by Edin Jijo of the yellow team and the vote of thanks 
was given by Jefin of the blue team and Argeeneshya of the yellow team respectively. 
Soon we departed and went to the canteen for having breakfast. Then we proceeded  to 
Puliangudi for studying about organic farming.  
          
            Gby Atee did job of anchoring for the meeting. The chief guest of the function 
was Mr. Gomathinayagam who was an eminent person in organic farming. He has also 
received award from Gujarat government. Reshma and Dani Rovas said about the 
activities done by KAP so far. 
              Mr. Gomathinayagam made a speech on “Organic Farming”. Organic farming is the 
process of producing crops through natural methods of farming. In 1975, he and a few 
other members made an organization and named it as “Vivasaya Seva Sangam”. They took 



oath for improving their agricultural skills, Intelligence and avoid taking donations. It is 
the reason behind the enormous growth of Japan and Germany.  
          Agriculture is one of the difficult jobs to do. In 1947 when he was 13 years old the 
people lived healthily as everybody was physically working. Diseases were not common. 
Women had thick and black hair. But now- a- days the condition has turned upside down. 
This is due to the modern agriculture which involves the usage of fertilizers and other 
toxic substances. They are very hazardous to human being. Cancer, cholesterol, blood 
pressure and various other diseases are found frequently in India because of modern 
farming and subsequent eating habits. This should be avoided.  
          Once upon a time we had about 1 lakh varieties of rice which gives different 
nourishments. But however these are reduced. Today the rice, milk and eggs that we eat 
are merely a particle made from science. They are not cultivated and grown in a natural 
way. Soil pollution should also be reduced. Soil has many organisms. In fact, in  a teaspoon 
of sand 5 crore micro organisms are present and makes the soil fertile. However 
organisms were killed due to the excessive use of fertilizers and pesticides. Thus a 
farmland becomes green deserts which mean farmlands soil becomes bad.  
        The Bhopal tragedy and Endosulphon spray in Kerala had killed and disabled lot of 
people because of chemicals. Similarly if we consume rice made from modern farming, we 
are slowly killing ourselves. They also reduce our immunity power & making us physically 
unfit. High breed rice which is commonly used in these days are also harmful to mankind. 
He said that he stopped using pesticides and high breed rice from 1983. Urea is 
composed of 54 % of salts and only 46 % of nitrogen. Urea reduces the moisture content 
of the land as the salts reduce the water present in the soil. In the last century we had 
quite a large variety of rice. Due to the idea of high breed crops from the foreign 
countries we destroyed our own lands as well as the health. So we should be self reliant.  
         He then talked about an incident of his life. Once he was called by the people of 
Ettayapuram to help them to increase the crop yield in their fields. He noticed that the 
people spent rupees 25 lakhs for buying pesticides for 1000 acre fields. If had switched 
over to organic farming they could have saved  huge amount. He has grown sugarcane in 
the same field for 21 years continuously by organic farming and using drip irrigation. 
However it is not possible in lands involving modern agriculture.  
         Tamil Nadu‟s biggest Lemon market is located in Puliangudi. The need of organic 
farming is necessary to stay healthy and live long. Use natural manure to increase soil 
fertility. We should grow our own plants at our home by organic farming. This ensures 
that the food we eat are not infested with chemicals.  
        We can grow lettuces, drumsticks, aloe vera and thooduvalai plants in our garden.  
We can prepare natural manure ourselves and it can be used to grow plants and yield good 
results. Select the plants such that goats and cows don‟t prefer them. Then mix it with 
cow‟s urine. After four or five days, filter only the liquid and spray it in the garden. 
These resist insects and make the plant to grow well. If we have no space for growing 
plants then occupy the terrace for growing various plants. Only intelligence is needed for 
organic farming. A good farmer can create more crops using less seeds. At last he ended 
his speech by advising us to avoid using maida and sugar and to drink more water to stay 
healthy. 
                Then he took us to the sugarcane fields. Although the sugarcanes were only 
saplings the field looked greenish. The distance between each sapling was about five feet. 
It takes about 10 months to grow. The manure used in the fields was the remains of the 
previous crops and weeds. Earthworms present in the soil convert them into compost and 
manure which is used by the plants for their growth.  Drip irrigation system was provided 
for watering the plants and also conserves water. This can be briefly called as sustainable 
agriculture. 



                Then we have visited the lemon field. This was entirely grown using organic 
farming. Lemon trees take 3 years to grow and provide lemons.  
              After having a lunch we had a talk with Mr. Paramasivam, another farmer who 
was very fluent in English. He answered all our questions clearly with patience. He told to 
practice organic farming at home. He has also told that the Pamba river in Sabarimalai 
starts from the Pothigai hills near Puliangudi. He finally said us to read newspapers to 
increase our general awareness about the present happenings in the world. We assembled 
and the feedback was given by Gby Atee and vote of thanks was given by Abina. Then, 
Mr.Velaian presented the last year‟s KAP book  “Nurture Nature “ to Mr. Paramasivam. 
Soon we departed from there. 
                In a short span of two days I have learnt a lot of ideas and have acquired 
knowledge about sustainable environment and organic farming. I have also understood the 
true value of cleanliness and the importance of Swachh Bharat. I thank the organizers of 
the two-day programme, for but for them I would not have visited all these places and 
learned so many things.  
     
  

                                                                                                     6. Soorya Vijay                    
green team        

                       
                                The KAP is an organization which  digs out the talent in   
 8th standard students and helps them to increase knowledge .It has given me strength to 
speak in front of all without fear. As the selection for the young scientist was very hard, 
it was divided into three steps -poster presentation, project presentation, and report 
presentation. I am very happy to be selected as a prospective young scientist.  The very 
first meeting after the selection  made me very confident. The second camp was very 
informative; it gave me courage. The third meeting was about management concept in 
thirukkural. The fourth meeting was about medical science, where we got many details 
about the dissection of human body. This was the fifth meeting and the second camp 
after selection. This was the camp which fulfilled my dream as I have taken part in clean 
India campaign.  
                         The programme started a little bit late due to some issues of travelling. 
As Velaian sir is a man of a punctuality, he expected us to be on time. At last we reached 
the church where we had our breakfast. The travel in bus was very interesting as the 
sites outside was beautiful. We again boarded the bus and travelled to the exact place. 

                           We reached the exact place at around 10.00pm. It was a wild life 

sanctuary which was especially for tiger .I saw many notorious monkeys there. As per our 

programme we climbed up to the Nambi kovil. The area was calm and we could even hear 

the sound of flowing water. We saw the stream of water which was very clean like mirror. 

This was really fantastic. During the walk we were allowed for face wash and hand wash 

which made us to walk till end without rest. Everybody was tired by reaching the place 

.We became energetic by the snacks and by encouraging speech by the young scientist on 

clean India. The cambering was by the Green team leader Gby Atee .The first talk on 

clean India was Meere Subramanium. She started with the quote of Mahatma Gandhi – 

Sanitation is important than independence. Sanitation is very important for everyone. We 

our self should be clean before cleaning the surroundings. The next talk was by Srinidhi. 

She said that the clean India was organized by the present PM Narendra Modi. The 



women and children are dying because of uncleanliness. We should take some steps to 

make our India clean. The next speech was by Nivedh Shanker .He made us aware about 

the clean India and the corrective measures for making India clean .He concluded his 

speech by the proverb – „Prevention is better than cure‟. Ragul, said that clean India was 

introduced by our PM Narendra Modi. The clean India can be successful if 1.2 million 

people in India join  together to make a Clean India .Next interesting speech was by 

Shalomi. Our surroundings were unclean and untidy.  We should make it clean as to 

contribute our part in Clean India . Next talk was by Jeffin, leader of blue team. He said 

that Clean India was a dream of Mahatma Gandhi. So must make arrangements to make 

India clean. The next interesting speech was by Jerishya. She asked as to fulfill the 

dream of mahatma Gandhi ji by keeping the surrounding clean .The speech was by me 

Soorya Vijay ,I said that the major problem faced by Indians is cleanliness and gave some 

tips to keep India clean. The next talk was by Edwin Jijo , swach Bharat was first 

introduced by Mahatma Gandhi and and announced by Narendra Modi and we should follow 

it. The encouragement and inspiring talks by young scientists about Clean India was 

finished. 

             The next talk was by Bennet Singh sir, he shared some comments on our speech 

.Gby, leader of green team welcomed everyone. Reshma,leader of Maroon team said the 

feedback about the KAP young scientist programme . She said about the tree selection 

steps- poster, project, model demonstration etc. Dani Rovas continued it , she said about 

the programmes after selection till this programme- the programme at LMS, High school , 

scientific awareness camp, the programme at MACET, training programme on medical 

science etc .Next Abhina, leader of red team gave a  speech on conservation of forest 

.The trees are gift of god, we should‟nt  destroy it .The trees give oxygen. We should 

plant a tree if we destroy one.She concluded her speech. Next and the short speech was 

given by Mr. Kannu, chairman of rotary club , Valliyoor.  He welcomed all through his 

speech and said that we are blessed to be selected in this programme. All the rotarians 

are trying to create a social revolution.he encouraged us through his speech. 

                The next speech was awaited by each and every young scientists and it was by 

Mr. Ingersol , Group Director of ISRO who spoke about the topic of the year-Sustainable 

environment. He included that Kannu sir was a very active man. Kap expect a lot from us. 

He said an incident which happened with his uncle in Japan. He wasted a plastic bottle. 

But a three years old child saw it and he suddenly took the bottle and put it in waste bin. 

We don‟t know the value of many resources. Clean India not only means cleaning our 

surrounding. We should treat the chemical waste before dump it. Mainly factories should 

follow this .Ways to conserve the resources is to reduce its wastage. We should be less 

demanding consumers. The world should be a better place for future generations.      
              Mr. Velaian said the vote of thanks. This day is unforgettable. He thanked all by 
his encouraging words. We were asked to walk again up to Nambi Koyil. We should also 
clean the waste in the way to the temple. I was really happy to do Clean India. We 
cleaned the surroundings of the temple. I and Srinidhi collected as much as waste we got. 



After this we all were allowed to bath in the small water fall. We all enjoyed it. During 
the walk back to the place from which we started we didn‟t feel tiredness due to the 
freshness we got from our enjoyment. We had our lunch from the sanctuary. We had a 
meet after the lunch in which we were asked to say the feedback on the trip .I-Soorya, 
Raksha, Indhuja ,Srinidhi, Meera Subramanium etc .Sabhina thanked all through her 
sweet speech. The programme in sanctuary was finished. 
                 We travelled to the Puliyankurichi, PSN College, we enjoyed our travel to the 
college. After boarding we had a meet in which Mr. Sibin Tad sir conducted an IQ test. 
My mark was not satisfactory. But our team green team was the best team in the team 
work. Gby was selected as the most intellective person of the green team. Many others 
were also selected as the intellective person from each group. Next we had a conference 
in which many of us spoke. 
                   Preservation of Western Ghats was by Gby Atee. India is a place of natural 
beauty. The place Western Ghats is rich for biological diversities and endemic species it  
runs through many state in India and consist of  50 dams. The Jog falls which is the 
highest water fall in south india is located in Western Ghats. It is the hottest spot in 
India and Ranks 10 in the world. It is necessary to protect the western ghats because it 
contains many varities of animals and plants , source for rivers like Krishna and Godavari, 
It helps in correct rain fall. So it is necessary to save Western Ghats. Edwin Sam sir 
suggested that she could have included the  
 present condition of western Ghats.  
                  The next one was by Jenisha, from Maroon Team. Her topic was organic 
farming. The hunger is the main reason for cultivation. There are various steps of farming 
.The Edwin Sam Sir commented that she didn‟t spoke about the organic farming. 
                  The next one was by Sabina, from red team spoke on the same topic of 
Jenisha that is organic farming. She said that organic farming reduce farm pollution and 
the use of fertilizers. There are two types of organic farming that is Bio-dynamic 
farming and do nothing farming. Biodynamic farming is pravtised in metropolitian cities 
and donothing farming is done in villages. Edwin sam sir commented that she could have 
included the present condition of organic farming. 
             The next speech was by Reshma, leader of Maroon team spoke on sustainable 
environment. She said that mordern methods will not harm any the cultivation. The 
methods include water management, use of renewable energy, waste management etc. She 
concluded her speech by the words without agriculture, there is no culture. Edwin sam sir 
commented that she could have included the present condition. 
           The next speech was by me- soorya on the topic Protect sacred groves.Sacred 
groves is not only the residence of local deities, it is also the place where the biological 
diversities is protected. It is preserved by local people for certain believes. It is not only 
the place where endangered plants are protected. It also play main role in sustainable 
environment. It also protects take place in conservation of water not directly but it 
absorbs water and give freshness to the environment. The endangered animals were also 
found in sacred groves. In 1997 a special type of frog was found in it. But now due to 
human activities it is destroyed. The conservation of sacred groves is important. Edwin 
sam sir commented that I could have included the conditions of sacred groves. Velaian sir 
commented that I could have included the statics of groves in Kanyakumari.  
           The next speech was by Dani Rovas,  from Maroon team. She said about the Clean 
Thamirabharani. The river is originating from Pothigai Mountain on the Western Ghats. 
Dams constructed there help in production of hydro electricity. It also provides water 
for irrigation and provides electricity for Tirunelveli District. Thamirabarani is polluted 
due to industrialization on the banks of the river.The river is also polluted due to some 



religious festivals and practices. Sand can hold the fresh water. She said some steps to 
keep thamirabharani clean. Clean India, the dream of Gandhi and the suggestion of our 
PM. It not only mean cleaning of land resources but also cleaning of natural resources. 
She concluded. Edwin sam sir said that it was really Excellent. 
              The next speech was by Srinidhi . She spoke on the preservation of ponds in 
Tamil Nadu.Ponds are gift to mankind. In olden days each temple had a pond, but now it is 
no found. Many factors affect in decerase of ponds. Artificial ponds can be constructed 
and it is also planned by government to launch in tamil nadu. Edwin Sam sir made some 
comments on her speech.   

               The next speech was by Jefin, the leader of blue team 

 On the topic waste management. He made us aware of the waste management. There 

should be two types of waste bin Red for non biodegradable waste and Green for 

biodegradable waste. Recently a two person were arrested for illegal dumping of waste. 

Edwin sam made some comment                                                                   

             The last but not least talk was by Meera . She spoke on Sustainable Technology. 

A life without technology cannot be imagined without technology. She included that 

renewable energy , drip irrigation etc are part of sustainable technology.Edwin sam sir 

made some comments on the speech 

            Velaian sir also informed about the next programme at YMCA. Next Mr. Edwin 

sam sir said some comments on all the speech by us and gave some tips. Next we had 

cultural programmes by us. 

Second day camp 

     Morning 4.00 am we had a walk around the campus, during the walk I noticed that the 

college has a beautiful atmosphere that I didn‟t feel tiredness.Then we had a meet in 

which Dani Rovas, Vishal, Rudra sree, Gby said the feed back of the day before. 

      The next was an interesting one that is Marine study. Mr.Balakumar also was 

interested in teaching us about the ships. He helped us to know about the different parts 

of ships.The ships commonly starts by the movement of piston up and down that is pistons 

move from TDC to BDC. Tar is the last grade oil. He said in an interesting way about how 

the ships start. In that he included emergency air bottle which is used to save the people 

during emergency situation. 

         The next machine we saw was fresh water generator; it is used to generate fresh 

water from the sea water. The pressure is directly proportional to temperature so that 

when the pressure increases temperature also increases. In complete vacuum the water 

boils at 50 degree Celsius and get converted into fresh water. The condenser cools the 

water. 

          As we expected,  next we visited the control room, three generators are there in 

the ship if anyone get damaged the emergency generator starts to work with in 45 sec. 

Then we saw the engine of the ship. We got much valuable information about ships from 

Mr. Balakumar. 

                  We had our breakfast from the college and left the place at 9.00am. We 

enjoyed our travel in the bus. We reached a place in Puliyankurichi .Gby said the welcome 



speech.Reshma and Dani like the previous day they said their experience in kap. There we 

meet a person named Gowmathi Nayakam who made us more aware of organic farming. 

                            In 1975 a sangam named Vivasaya seva sangam was formed. Brain is the 

tool of the farmer. Among all the jobs agriculture is the hardest one. Today the farm 

pollution has been increased. Pesticide has also caused in the loss of hair. Communicable 

diseases are more in India. There are 1000 types of rice. Ladies after delivery used to 

take neelachamba in olden days. But now we are using Vella rice,that is not natural. For 

growth of anything the soil should be fertile. In one tea spoon of fertile soil 50000000 

living organisms are found. By using the chemical ways we are spoiling it. HYV seeds are 

not so good even though they give yield within a short time . To give yield it uses urea and 

other chemicals. . The advices of foreign countries are very harmful. The fast yielding 

seeds are there in our country. Drip irrigation can be used for sugar cane for 

conservation of water. Drip irrigation is not needed for temples as it don‟t want water. 

Organic farming makes the soil fertile. We can use organic waste for this purpose .The 

wastes like cow dung, gomiyam, kitchen waste etc.  

            Then we had a visit in the sugarcane field. Sugarcane is very rich in glucose. 

There should be 5 feets between two sugar canes. In that field sugarcane was grown 

from 21 years. The plant waste was dump inside the soil. He cleared all the doubts of us. 

We travelled from there to the organic factory. There we had the lunch and saw some 

stunning scenes.  

               After the lunch Mr. Paramasivam gave some valuable details about organic 

farming. Coconut cakes, seesame cakes ( punnaku ) can be used as the pesticides. Pampa 

river starts from puliankurichi. Gby said the feedback of that day Abhina the leader of 

the red team said the vote of thanks. Velaian sir thanked him by giving the book written 

by former young scientists. 

            We travelled back from the place . I have gained a lot of information from this 

camp. This camp had helped me to improve my speaking skill. Moreover,  it had given me a 

chance to do Clean India and study more about organic farming. I thank KAP and  Velaian 

sir for giving me this opportunity. 

 

7.Sree Meera Subramanian 

                             Blue team 

     Look at the sky. We are not alone  

     The whole universe is friendly to us and conspires only 

     to give the best to those who dream and work . 

                                 - A .P .J Abdul Kalam 

             I could say this experience as adventurous because we got an opportunity to 

climb mountain. This programme was not just , made us learn but also to learn practically . 

We had a shortages of seats , so we went in two buses . We had our morning breakfast in 

Kavalkinaru church. Then we travelled and reached at the foothills of Nambi temple . 



Nambi temple as well as Kalakad Mudanthurai tiger and lion tales monkey sanctuary are 

situated in the mountain. So we were said to climb the mountain . This mountain climbing 

was my first experience . So it was quite different for me ,   

The monkeys welcomed us , trees and grasses were the fence , rock gave us the way , 

waterfall were in inaugurating us , butterflies welcomed us by its wonderful dance , 

flowers welcomed us its wonderful odour , Last but the least - the air welcomed us by its 

invisible movements . So , there we all felt yourself a chief guest and we walked forest 

actively at the beginning. While passing we saw trees , monkeys , rare plants - adathooda , 

noochi etc..... Then we reached our destiny and we made a victory that we walked 3 km . 

Then mam gave us banana for energy and there was steps we sat there and we ate . 

Banana made us more active and it removed our tiredness. After few minutes we sat 

under a shadow of the tree and there we talled about Clean India .  

Gby compared the session and she welcomed us all .And she said volunteers for speaking 

about clean India . First I , Meera went forward with quite nervous but I finished talking 

about my topic . Then Srinidhi , Ashaya , Nived Shankar , Rahul , Shalomi , Jefin , Ashmi , 

Jereshiya Suriyah Vijay , Edin  gave us a talk next me.  

Then Mr.Benat Singh sir encourage d us to clean from our home . Step by step if we do 

means we can succeed in any thing .  

Mr.Kannu -  President of Rotary club , Valliyoor .  

Mr.Ingersoll  - scientist in ISRO  

Mr. Benat Singh - pilot 

Mr . Mulanchery Velaian - organizer of KAP  

All coordinate rs and guides were with us .  

Then Reshma - leader of Maroon team gave us a talk about selection processes of KAP . 

And Dani - co leader of Maroon team gave us a talk about , after selection processes of 

KAP . Then Abina - leader of Red team gave us a talk about forest conservation . She said 

that a large area with trees is known as a forest . 1/4 of our earth is forest . She added 

that forest provide us oxygen , medicines, furniture . These forest are being destroyed 

and are turned into malls , buildings . Due to this deforestation , our environment is 

damaged . Land slides , soil erosion , floods are increasing due to this problem . She 

concluded by saving that only 17.59 geographic area are covered with forest , so thus 

save trees .  

Then Principal sir gave a small talk that if we cut a tree , we should plant a new tree in 

that place .Then he said that we should insist government and we should also create a 

awareness among people . He said that if we cut trees for our own purposes , how could 

the future generation sustain . So , thus conserve trees  

Then Mr.Kannu exclaimed that we should be blessed to be-selected and we should be 

proud of it . KAP provides a good citizen for future and it shapes us all . KAP is also being 

a motivation and inspiration to we all students . He also said that he is so proud to be with 

us .  



Then Ingersol sir also gave us a talk on the topic Sustainable Development. He said that , 

he is also a Rotarian and he is to proud of it . He said that if you start cleaning a place , 

first start from home - office- school then inspire all . If once a man travels to another 

place he used to pollute that area . And he gave a example for it. Once when his uncle who 

is a leader , travelled to Japan .While travelling to Japan he had a empty water bottle .So 

just he put down on the train .A small child was opposite to him .He was seeing this . 

While the train stopped he took the bottle put in the table . This was a great ashamed to 

him .Then he felt his mistake.  

Recycle , reuse , refuse . We people don't know the use of this place. If we think of the 

future without any sufficient things , surely then we can save place. Industry waste 

should be processed . Biodegradable waste should be decompose d . 

Then the session was over then we went to clean with the jute bags which we brought . 

After collecting all the waste , we put the waste in a dust bin . This was my first 

experience to clean public place . And I had a satisfaction that I have supported for 

clean India .And we were fighting to pick the waste.  

Then we went to take bath in the waterfall. It was quite refreshing us from the tired . It 

was the first experience to all to bath with other member s. It made us all happy . Then 

after bathing , we was walking again down . Climbing was only little hard but while coming 

down , we came fast. 

Then we had our yummy food . Then we had a small session , which was to mention our 

thanks to Rotary club and we few said feedbacks for the session. Then we started our 

trip to PSN college . While passing on we were dancing , singing . We were so happy to be 

there .  

Then nearly 6:45pm we reached the college , which was in Tirunelvi . So after that we had 

a small break -a snack . Then Shibin sir gave us a paper , which was about the space vision. 

The paper had few things that if we are being in a planet and your being alone .Your line 

to earth is cancelled and you have few things , what things could you prefer was there. 

Accords to our knowledge we have to select . First of all we have to select it in our 

opinion , second we have to select thing's by discussing in groups. Then the results were 

announced . In that Gby scored more in her team and she influence d her team to gain our 

scores. Then Aruna from Maroon team scored more Points and she influence d her team 

too . Like this from Yellow team Abirami scored . From Red Pradheep scored . And from 

my team I scored . 

Then we went to have our dinner .And we assembled at the hall at 8:10 pm .Then we were 

said to speak on the topics before given. First Gby started her talk on the topic , 

Protection on western ghats . She said that lots and lots endemic species are found 

there.This place is from north to south. It begins from Gujarat and it ends in 

Kanyakumari district. In that place many manmade lakes are being found. The water from 

here feeds Krishna , Godavari , Kaveri . She said that Chittar and Manimuthar are the 

smallest in that place . Nearly 50 dams can be find there. She said that Jog falls is the 



highest falls in south Asia .She ended by adding that some dam are being damaged , so 

government have stopped hydroelectricity in that place.  

Then Edwin Sam sir gave feedbacks for each and every talk . 

Then Jenisha of Maroon team gave a talk in Tamil. For agriculture they are using natural 

and manmade pesticides . She said that if farmers started striking that they won't do 

agriculture , what's will happen to us...Hunger cant be controlled anywhere.  

Then Sabrina of red team gave a talk on the topic needs of Organic farming. By using 

organic farming we can maintain the nature ecofriendly . By this we can reduce toxic 

substance. It is also a pollution free one . There are two types of organic farming. They 

are , Biodimanic farming and do nothing farming. Biodimanic is a advanced type used 

mostly in metropolitan area. Do nothing is mostly used in village .She concluded by saying 

that to use organic farming in agriculture in order to reduce chemical s. 

Then Reshma leader of maroon team gave a talk on the topic , Sustainable Agriculture . 

This type of agriculture won't affect our soil fertility. She said that in the processes of 

irrigation we can use drip irrigation.Then she insisted to do crop rotation , that means if 

we plant paddy then we should leave legumes plants . This improve s soil fertility. And we 

can use water from the rain . We can use the rain water harvesting method to save 

water.So , thus she concluded by saying that it is our duty to make our agriculture 

sustainable.  

Then Suriyah Vijay gave us a talk on the topic Sacred Groves . It is a method to conserve 

resources. These are in villages , mountains . Several endangered species are found in 

Grove's. Different types of trees can be found there. 

Then Dany Rovas - co leader of Maroon team gave a talk on the topic Cleam 

Tambirabarani.She said that it is located in east west of Pavanasam. The sewage from 

Chennai are being added there. Industry waste are also added there . Thus sulphate are 

being mixed in water. These are affecting the nearby people . So , thus she concluded by 

saying to use clean India for this too. Clean India means not only to clean or pick up waste 

. We should also clean rivers too.  

Then Srinidhi of green team gave a talk about Preserve ponds in Tamil Nadu . She said 

that 27000 ponds are there in Tamil Nadu.75% of ponds being destroyed. There was4000 

ponds before but know there are2500 ponds only there.Tamil Nadu government have 

launched 50000 artificial ponds .SNWSV are treating our daily waste . She concluded by 

saying that if we affect the ponds , it could affect the living organisms in the pond.  

Then Jefin leader of blue team gave a talk on the topic which was based on waste 

management. In everyday of our life we are wasting everything. Our current slogan is to 

Take : Make : Waste. We should also know to maintain our waste . He said that we should 

say our school to keep bidegradable bin and non biodegradable bin separately . He to 

added that if we put a single waste in pond in Kerala . The government could arrest us . 

He ended by saying that to maintaun our waste.  



Then i , meera gave a talkon the topic Sustainable Technology. Then three cultural 

programme . Then we went to sleep. 

7/12/14 

Then in the morning we woke up at 4:00 am . Then at 6:00 am we assembled in a place and 

we were asked to go on a walk . We were walking everywhere without knowing the way . 

The walk was quite refreshing after a late sleep in night. The walk in good to health , and 

it could reduce our weight. Then at 6:25 am we sat in a place and we was discussing about 

the 6/12/14 . Velaian sir pointed out few students to say feedbacks. any  Nisan , Rudra 

Satish , Gby gave their feedbacks. 

Then at 6:55 am we went to know about marine engineering .The place was contained the 

engines which will be in a ship. There were two sirs to coach us. Mr.Shanmugam sir and 

Mr.Balakumar sir gave the coach. Shanmugam sir gave notes to yellow and blue team. And 

Balakumar sir gave notes to green , maroon , red teams.  

We entered the place which will be inside water. Heavy oil are used as a fuel , it is better 

than diesel . He said that trading ship will be nearly five tonnes and navy ship will be less 

than that. 16ton fuel are being used everyday. In a ship there will be full of sensors. And 

there will be freshwater generator , to get water from sea in case if water shortage was 

there . And there will be fireline pines to rescue from fire. There will be lathe , to yield 

objects. And saw a ECR machine which was big panel and the whole current will be there . 

Salt tablets will be given to survive. Small spark can lead to fire .  

The purposes of shipping can be , we can get friendship with other people , we can collect 

coins and stamps and we can visit varies countries. The captain of the ships will shift . 

Boiler will be used to produce steam . Fly wheel will be used to settle waste. Every 

captains will use safety shoes , helmet and special dress.  

Then we said thanks and feedbacks to him . Then we had our breakfast .Then we 

travelled to Puliyankudi . At 11:20 am we reached there. Then we met Sri Gomathi 

Nayagam sir gave us a talk which was based on Organic farming. Gby welcomed all . As 

before Reshma amd Dani gave a talk on the selection processes of KAP . Then he gave the 

talk . First he started with no donations , funds from government wont be approved by us 

. Farmers should use only their brains. Japan and Germany were the country with low 

wealth before .But these are two countries at the top now. He exclaimed that befpre 

boys could be tall and girls could have thick hair . But now its staright opposite .Because 

of the food we eat. Grains before had 1lakh varities. But now what we eat arent grain , 

they are made using science. Soil should be fertile , but now everyone are using urea , 

pesticides for their crop. Our India have crops with pesticide , this is just know as green 

desert.We know all people about the effects of pesticides. Then why do we do this ??  

1950 we had a famine . So , we asked idea to other countries . They only taught us to 

make  

Sugar which isn‟t a food which we eat. They contain 9 types of chemicals . The sugar from 

sugarcane , brown sugar is only the sugar. Drip irrigation should be used to irrigate. The 



fruits , vegetable which are being wasted , can be used for manure. The main vegetables 

which we need can be grow in our home. If there was insect disturbance , then we can use 

food which cows eat can be mixed with urine of cow and can be sprayed . This smell will 

avoid the insect. Then we went to see sugarcane farm . Sugarcane needs nine months to 

grow . They are being planted at the level of 3 feet down . 

Then we travelled for few distance and we had our tradition yummy food . Then nearby 

we saw the crops with green appearance. And we asked few questions to Mr.Paramasivam 

grandpa and he cleared it.  

Then we started out trip and we reached Nagercoil at 6:30 pm . While passing on we saw 

crops , feeled clean air. 

This programme made me a partner in Swwatchh Bharat . I gained information pratically . 

I got more confidence .And the mistake which i have to correct it , i felt. The information 

about marine , was new to me . So , i gained some knowledge due to this programme . I had 

a good time spending in agriculture field . I saw few rarely plants. And the mount climbing 

was my first experience .I had more satisfaction . I could try the home plants without 

any chemicals.I will teach my friends to about it. So , i thank KAP a lots and lots of 

thanks . And I could thank God for running the programme sucessfully .  

THANKS TO KAP  

Sucesses is the good fortune that comes from 

Aspiration , Desperation , Perspiration , and inspiration. 

 

8.R.S.Raksha 
 Red Team 

Nature is at risk . We are the viruses who spoil the nature. In order to provide a first 
hand information about nature and its beauty KAP had once again arranged a two days 
camp at  Thirukkurunkudi, Nambikovil , Puliankudy on 6/12/2014  &  07/12/2014.  
   The noble work of KAP especially Mr. Velaian, Organizer is very well appreciated 
and this time it is N.M. Vidhya Kendra, Chitharal who joined hand with KAP to provide the 
necessary transport  support to the young scientists. The cool climate and gentle breeze 
added colour to our journey and everyone of us were enjoying the travel from morning 
6.30AM onwards from Kalachandhai New Bus stand. Again it was once again a blessed 
journey because our bus was parked in front of Annaivelankanni Kovil, near Kavalkinaru 
for taking our lunch. The journey was fully awesome  because the entire route was 
surrounded with green paddy fields, banana plantation and other  tall  trees on both the 
side of the road. When the bus reached near Thirukkurunkudi we could feel the breeze 
and chill of that pleasant morning. The place was one end of Kalakad Tiger sanctuary, I 
can say it another Ootty in Tirunelveli District.  

 We were so excited to see large number of monkeys, hope they had given us a 
warm welcome. Meanwhile we had some smiling faces both males and female with raised 
hands to receive us. Yes the members of Rotary Club of Vallioor , R.S.Kannu, Dr. 
Raveendran, Mr. Kesavan, Aruna mam, Mohanasundari mam were  so curious to welcome us. 
We took our books, pen, water, mobile and money along with us while we entered there we 
took one photo to identify the members who entered in, while I came in itself I 
understood that this place is closely related to bio diversity and eco-friendly.  At the 
beginning I thought that there was  a small  distance to walk but while walking through 



the hill only I understood that there was too much distance to walk, we heard as well as 
saw many streams of water. We continued walking and felt so tired, through the path 
there were some water sources, to cross the stream we removed our shoes and socks but 
some didn‟t, the water was so tasty so some of them drank as well as washed their faces 
and refreshed themselves. 

After reaching Nambikovil  11:30 and we took a bit rest and drunk some juice and 
had some snacks provided by Rotary Club of Vallioor, then we assembled under a tree and 
started to talk about Clean India. The compeering session was given to Gby Atee the 
green team leader, she notified that this is the first eco friendly meeting and she asked 
some students to talk about Clean India.  Sri Nithi, Akshaya, Nivedh Shanker, Shalomi, 
Raghul, Jerishya, Soorya Vijay, Edin Jijo, and Jefin almost emphasized the same points 
like this Clean India Mission was a dream of Mahathma Gandhi and this dream is tried 
being fulfilled by our present Prime Minister Mr.Narendra Modi. In rural areas the 
absence of toilets have caused lots of diseases and deaths, in many deaths are happening 
because of unclean equipments which is used for operation. India is one of the best known 
country for Railway networks but our railways are not clean enough. Don‟t litter your 
surroundings, we should clean our India by 2020, we should start cleaning from our home 
then to our surrounding and a good proverb that “prevention is better than cure”. 
 Gby welcomed the members of Rotary Club who joined with us at that time. I 
should mention and appreciate Shri R.S.Kannu, Velaian sir, Ingersol sir, Cap.Bennet Singh, 
Mr. Kesavan, Aruna mam, Mohanasundari mam for sparing their time and making a tedious 
journey to join with us. Then I as well as some more students went for singing “jkpo;j; 
jha; tho;j;J” followed by  Reshma the leader of Maroon Team gave a brief talk on the 
screening process , the meetings conducted before the selection and Dani about the 
meetings after the selection. 
 Then Abina, my team leader gave a talk on Conservation of Forest. She told the 
way to conserve forest. Next Mr.Kannu congratulated us and told  that we were so lucky 
to get selected in this because we are not even spending 1 penny for this program. 
Mr.Ingersol during his address thanked Mr.Kannu for joining with KAP , and declared  
that he himself is also a Rotarian. Our fundamental duty is to clean the environment 
subsequently he told a story that when his uncle was travelling in Japan he drunk a bottle 
of water and dropped the empty bottle in the compartment, a 3 year old child sitting 
opposite to him took the bottle and put it in the dust bin. He  felt ashamed and wondered 
a small girl had taught moral value of keeping the surroundings clean. He told that Nature 
is precious and we should not waste, water and sewage water can be recycled  and closed 
his speech.Mr. Velaian thanked everyone especially Mr.Kannu and Mr.Ingersol. 
 We started to clean along the way and collected the waste in sacks. We gathered 
more waste; we walked till Nambikovil and inside the temple to collect waste and also 
attended the Pooja. After collecting a lot of waste we put them into the dustbin.  
 Our guide teachers asked permission to Velaian sir to bath in the river flowing near 
to the temple; Sir gave us permission so we bathed with pleasure. It was a remarkable 
moment in my life. 
 After sometime we came back to the shore, we took our belongings  and started to 
walk again, in the way only I came to know about we had walked for 3.5 km. I came along 
with Capt .Benet Singh sir, so that I was able to clear all my doubts. 
 After walking 3.5km we reached the entrance and started to pluck gooseberries. 
When Rotarians  arrived with us we continued the program. They asked the experience 
first. I went to tell my experience. We went to have our lunch inside a small office 
surrounded by cunning monkeys with eagle eyes. We continued our journey with grand 
memories after thanking each other by KAP‟ans and Rotarians towards PSN College of 



Engineering and Technology, Melathediyur. It took a long time to reach the college which 
we spent by singing and dancing.  
 
 When we entered the college we were directly taken to the college canteen. Every 
one of us was so tired and hungry. The tea and snacks provided us some extra energy and 
stamina to attend the evening without any tiredness. The college authorities were in fact 
so generous because they had allotted separate room for every  4 members.   Myself, 
Abina, Reshma and Jisfiya stayed in one  room. We refreshed and started to move to the 
auditorium.  
 The auditorium was good enough with most of all facilities we got chairs to sit.  
 The first address was given by Sibin sir. He told us to talk in a low voice because 
the university exams are in progress  for the students of this college. He gave us a 
worksheet in the topic of Survival on the Moon and gave us 10 min to complete. The 
given below is a kind of the model  
of the work sheet.       
NASA Exercise: Survival on the Moon  
Scenario:  
       You are a member of a space crew originally scheduled to rendezvous with a 
mother ship on the lighted surface of the moon. However, due to mechanical difficulties, 
your ship was forced to land at a spot some 200 miles from the rendezvous point. During 
re-entry and landing, much of the equipment aboard was damaged and, since survival 
depends on reaching the mother ship, the most critical items available must be chosen for 
the 200 mile trip. Below are listed the 15 items left intact and undamaged after landing. 
Your task is to rank order them in terms of their importance for your crew in allowing 
them to reach the rendezvous point. Place the number 1 by the most important item, the 
number 2 by the second most important, and so on through the number 15 for the least 
important. 

 Box of matches 

 Food concentrate 

 50 feet of nylon rope 

 Parachute silk 

 Portable heating unit 

 Two 45 caliber pistols 

 One case of dehydrated milk 

 Two 100 1b. tanks of oxygen 

 Stellar map 

 Self- inflating life raft 

 Magnetic compass 

 20 litres of water 

 

 Signal flares 

 First aid kit, including injection needle 

 Solar- powered FM receiver -transmitter 



Each and every student were in a hurry and the test came to an end there were 1 winner 
in each group, in my group Pradeep Narayan was the winner with 30 points and Vinoj in 
second position with 32 points and I scored 34 points. Then they started the 
conference session. First Gby gave a talk about the Western Ghats. She notified that 
this mountain has lots of Medicinal plants and rivers, there are many dams built to form 
hydro electric power and this Ghats have endemic species. Edwin Sam sir gave the 
command on her speech that she could add some more points and tell how Western Ghats 
is getting polluted as well as what is government‟s opinion in protecting them.  
 Then Jenisha gave a talk on Organic farm. She told about the steps to get the 
yield but she didn‟t speak about organic farming this is the command said by Edwin Sam 
sir.      Then Soorya Vijay presented a speech on Sacred Groves .  She told that they are 
mostly found in Mountains and villages, they have bio diversity and we should protect the 
groves. Then Dani gave a talk on Clean Thamarabharani . She told that this river is 
originating from Peria Pothigai Hills and it flows from the east wards of Pabanasam, and is 
highly polluted because of non treating sewage.  
 Then Shri Nithi gave a talk on Conservation of ponds in Tamil nadu. She told that in 
Kanya kumari District there were 40,000 ponds but now only 5000 ponds are surviving 
she notified that they help in bio diversity and we should not waste water as well as we 
can recycle the water and she concluded the speech by telling “Water, Water every 
where but not a drop to drink” For this speech Edwin Sam sir said it was good. 
 Then Jefin started his talk on his topic Waste Management. He told that today‟s 
policy is to              Take, Make, Waste and we should ask our school management to 
provide us 2 dustbin to put degradable and non degradable waste. And followed by him 
Meera Subramanian spoke  about Sustainable Technology.  

After this session we had our cultural and The Excel family sung a song and many 
more; by 10:30 we quit the meeting by a prayer then we went to the allotted rooms and 
changed our dress and went for a good sleep. 

Morning at 4:00 am we got up and dressed up for the next day. At 6 we assembled 
in the heart of the college and went for walking till 7 and then we sat in a place and read 
our report.  

A golden opportunity was provided to everyone of us as were taken to Marine 
Technology department of the college.  Mr. Balakumar and Mr. Shanmugam neatly 
explained about the mini ship in which  we were standing. He told that the ship moves 
with the help of Propeller, and in the boiler 14 molecules of oxygen‟s are needed to burn 1 
molecule of fuel, Incinetor is used to put waste instead of putting them in the waterbody. 
He told that in one  ship there will be 3 generator, if one generator is damaged the next 
one will automatically start working like this he showed us some equipments and explained 
them. Then we went for having breakfast. After eating we went to our hostels and took 
our things and got ready for the journey to the organic farm. 

We travelled with lots of fun. At last we reached Puliangudi by 11:15 there we met 
Mr. Gomathy Nayakam Gby compeered the event. Reshma the leader of Maroon Team 
gave a brief talk on the screening process,the meetings conducted before the selection 
and Dani about the meetings after the selection. 

Then Gomathy sir told that he started this mission in 1975 and called as Vivasaya 
Seva Sankam, Farming is the most difficult job, then he told that he was a Land 
Research Officer in 1981. There are 1 lakh types of rice and for good cultivation we need 
good soil, he told an amazing fact that in one spoon of soil there is 5 crore organisms 
living. In Kasargod using Helicopter they sprayed endosulphan because of that the near 
by waterbodies were affected and the new born children were handicapped. In his farm 



there is no chance of urea. Drip irrigation can conserve water and it is easy to grow neem, 
spinach, onion etc. To increase the fertility of the soil we can put degradable waste. 

He took us to show his farm. It was very wonderful to see such good view of 
sugarcane, we should leave a gap of 5 feet between each and every cane and we went to a 
small garden there we saw a lemon tree which is35 years old and a neem which is  30 
years old. Then we went to have organic food it tasted so good to have.  

Then we met Paramashivam jhj;jh , the retired TATA group manager and he told 
that pampa river orginates from Puliangudi, he Asked us to read more organic farming 
books and told us that Mr.Esakki Muthu is the owner of this land. 

Gby told the feedback and Velaian sir gave away the vote of thanks. He told us 
that Education is not inside the class room it is perfectly getting a shape when we study 
from outside. This trip gave us good education as well as experience of organic farming 
and the  illiterate poor pesants are the people who give us food. Then it was time for us 
to leave the place but with a sense of gratitude to KAP, Rotary Club of Vallioor and 
Vivasaya Seva Sankam Puliankudy. Then we bought some organic items and paid for it 
and we enjoyed our best by singing, Dancing and playing games police and thief with 
Shahajan Sir. By 8pm we reached Kaalachandhai bus stand and went back home.  

 
 

9.ABINA.S 
                                                                                         RED TEAM 

 “Camping is nature's way of promoting the best knowledge.” 
                                                                       -Dave Barry   
                         1st DAY: 
On 6/12/2014 we sharply started  our journey by 6:30 in the morning from Marthandam 
but I got from kattathurai by 7am. I saw all my friends seated with the KAP uniform and 
our bags. We had a pleasant long journey. We all bought our breakfast and had it in a 
church near Kavalkinaru. Then we were asked to get into the bus according to group vise.  
We had a good time in the van by singing and enjoying. All team guides, some of the team 
motivators and team coordinators were present in this occasion.  
We reached Kalakadu Mundathurai  wildlife sanctuary by 10:15. In the entry itself we 
were welcomed by monkeys. There were lots of monkeys which inspired me and my friends 
a lot. The monkeys we viewed there were tiger and lion tailed monkeys. We had taken 
group photos with the dignitaries who were present at that day. This place was a good 
example for Biodiversity.  
Then we all had a 3.5km walk to reach the Nambi temple which was far apart. The walk 
along the steep, terrain and rough path was really tedious but we enjoyed a lot since we 
were in a group. On the way we were playing with the monkeys too by providing the snacks 
to them that we were carrying. Near the temple we had a  meeting under a tree. This 
session was compeered by Gby Atee. The students were asked to come and speak about 
„CLEAN INDIA‟. 
      First Meera spoke about clean India. She said that Mahathma Gandhi‟s words came 
true because of our Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi. He stressed the statement 
“Cleanliness is next to godliness”. She also mentioned about  how to be a part of this 
campaign of our country and concluded her speech.  
        Next the chance was given to Srinidi. She said that in Darmapuri many children died 
due to some problems caused by im proper hygiene. We are proud of our nation in many 
ways but we must really be sad to think about our countries hygiene conditions. 50% of 
domestic wastes pollute our environment. We must think about waste management and 



recycling for our better clean India and explained our prime ministers motive and said all 
of us to contribute for this program and ended her speech. 
          Then it was time for Acshaya to speak about Clean India. She Highlighted the 
phrase “ Sanitation Is Very Important”. Gandhi‟s wish was fulfilled by our prime minister 
Mr. Modi. He started this program on October 2,2014. She finally concluded her speech 
by saying that soon we fill see a clean India.  
           Fourthly Nivedh Shankar was asked to give a talk on the same topic Clean India. 
Clean India that is Swatch Bharath is a program organized by our country to give 
awareness to people and make India clean. In olden days there were no toilets in houses 
but now almost everyone is having toilets but 30% of houses don‟t have toilets. Cleaning 
India in one go is not a possible task. Cleanliness must start from our home – 
surroundings- village-community and then country. “PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN 
CURE”.  
Next Ragul spoke in tamil about Clean India. It was started by our Prime Minister. It is 
not only his suggestion to us alone but also the suggestion to 1.2 million people of India. 
Our great leader‟s dream is going to come true. So we must also help our country to finish 
the task in a successful manner.  
          It was the time for Jefin to share his views on Clean India. He also said about 
Gandhi‟s wish. Then he said few steps to make our country clean and said four lines which 
can really make all Indians to involve and make India clean : 

 Awareness 

 We must be clean 

 We must insist others to be clean and surroundings clean 

 Have a positive attitude 

          Next Jerrishiya gave a powerful talk on Clean India. Her talk was the old 
points but the way she expressed really bought  a fire flame in us and made us to 
contribute to the society.  

        The chance was then given to Surya Vijay. She also conveyed the same points as 
others. Finally she concluded by saying that lets join hands for the development of our 
country. 
      Finally Edin Jijo said about clean India which really impressed all of us. All the talks 
given by the students on Clean India helped to know more about it and gave me the spirit 
to do something to my country.  
  Capt. Bennet Singh gave the feedback for all the talks and gave only positive remarks.  
 Then the chief guests arrived by 12:am. The dignitaries who were present there were : 

 Mr. Kannu 

 Mr. Ingersol  

 Some Rotarians 

 KAP Members 

Then I was called to give a speech on CONSERVATION OF FOREST. 
I gave some information of forest, its uses, its importance, how to conserve etc……  
  Next Reshma was called to give a brief data about the selection process. Then Dani 
continued and told about the activities after the selection process. She briefly said 
about the meetings and importance of each meeting.  



    Then Rotarian Mr. Kannu was  asked to give a talk. He said that he had not experienced 
this experience with such students like us. He told that such organization like KAP is 
there to work for the betterment of others and the society. He also explained  about 
social revolution wished all of us before concluding his speech.  
      Then it was our time to lend our ears to Mr. Ingersol. He said that Rotarians means 
service or revolution. We must keep our environment clean. Then he said a story which 
happened to his uncle that is when he was travelling in a train in Japan he drank water and 
kept the water bottle in the compartment but suddenly a small 3 year old child took it 
over and put it in the dustbin in the corner of the compartment. His uncle was ashamed as 
he was learning the basic things from a three year old boy. Nowadays everything turned 
new . Now they use plastic to lay roads. He also narrated  some environmental issues and 
concluded by saying that “Recycle plastic, Reduce Wastage, Make this world a sustainable 
one by respecting the mother nature.  
       Mr. Velaian thanked everyone before we started our main work. We  went up to the 
temple and started cleaning the surroundings. We all enjoyed cleaning and had the pride 
that we are Indians. 
 Then we went to the river near the temple and had bath in the freshwater. It was too 
cool and we felt like we found a drop of water in the desert to drink. The bath acted as a 
medicine for our long walk and gave refreshment and made as a new one.  We walked back 
again feeling freshness both in mind and body.  
 The members of the Rotary Club of Vallioor had arranged  a delicious food.  We ate more 
gooseberries and amused ourselves in the afternoon. Finally we had a feedback session 
and most of us gave the feedback of the day and Sabrina gave the vote of thanks and we 
thanked one and all. We got out of the sanctuary by telling bye to the monkeys.  
 The day we spent in the sanctuary was really a new experience for me I enjoyed a lot and 
also learnt more about the discussed topics.  
    Again we had a long trip to go to the PSN College. We reached there by evening and 
then went to the hostels. We were provided with snacks and tea and then we went to the 
hostel and got ready for the program.  
     The evening session started by 8:40 pm. First Shibin Sir  gave  a scientific test from 
NASA. This exercise was given to oxford university students as an exam. We did that 
exercise which was really useful to all of us.  
   Then the next program was the session in which students were  asked to talk on some 
theme based topics.  
First and foremost  Gby Atee talked  about Protect Western Ghats. She told about the 
water sheet, Earlier dams situated, about hydroelectric power plants. She briefed  about 
the area cover. She informed  the area  damaged, steps to protect etc…She really gave 
us an useful talk.   
Mr. Edwin Sam gave the feedback on the talk.  
   Then Jenisha spoke in tamil on organic farming. She detailed  the ways to plough the 
field and importance of farming.  
    Next Sabrina was given a chance to speak on the topic Needs of  organic farming. She 
said that a cultivated land can be reused again. People are using waste and putting waste 
in the cultivation field. Reduction of toxic waste is one of the use of organic farming. 
There are two types of organic farming they are biodynamic organic farming and dynamic 
organic farming. Healthfulness and diversity is liked by people. By these points she 
concluded her speech.    Then Reshma was called on to give a talk on sustainable 
agriculture. She said that production of crops without polluting the nature is called 
sustainable agriculture. She emphasized  six major points they are: 



 Pest management 

 Manage grassing 

 Transportation carts 

 Natural best Eliminators 

 Water management [Rain water harvesting] 

 Weed removal 

Finally concluded by saying that there is NO CULTURE WITHOUT AGRICULTURE.  
 Surya Vijay came forward next and she talked on PROTECT SACRED GROOVES. She 
mainly said about biological diversity and gave some examples. Mr. Edwin Sam said it is a 
vast subject but she gave a good basement on the topic.  
 Next it was Dani‟s turn. She spoke on the topic clean Thamarabarani. She first 
mentioned about the direction of flow and about the intersections of rivers and about 
the point of meet. The river acts like a filter. She told about the pollution caused in the 
river and the causes of this water pollution. She also explained about how to avoid 
pollution, and how to conserve it. Before  concluding her talk she just mentioned some of 
the recycling methods also.  
Later on it was Srinidis chance to speak about how to preserve  ponds in Tamil Nadu. She 
informed about the olden times and about temple ponds and said that there were 27000 
ponds . 75% of ponds are polluted. The number of ponds have reduced to 40000 and now 
to 5000. 
 Then Jefin spoke about Waste Management. He saidtold that TAKE, MAKE AND not to 
WASTE. He advised us to recycle all the waste and gave many instructions.  
Then the final talk was given by Meera on sustainable technology mostly by comparison 
with two countries.  
 Then we had our cultural programs which was really amazing. Then Mr. informed about 
the next program and we went back to the hostels.  
                      2ND DAY: 
The second of our camp had a good beginning. Sharply by 6:am we all assembled in front 
of the campus and had a walk around the campus.We assembled in a area for a meeting by 
6:30am. There we had the feedback session of the first days program. Our first program 
was that we went to the marine technology hall. Here we were guided by Mr. Balakumar 
and Mr. Shanmugam. We saw a mini ship‟s engine, all the parts of the ship. We were 
explained about propeller. That is the blade in the ship. It gets thrust and moves. Last 
grade oil. Wisguster is the tendency that resists the flow of liquid. Boiler is used to heat 
the wisguster. About cylinders, compressors and ignition temperature. The temperature 
is more than petrol. Valves are present. About TDC. Strokes etc… About Incinerator in 
which the waste oil comes and gets collected back. Freshwater generator responsible in 
producing fresh water. They also told about calculations and so on. It was a very good and 
an informative session to all of us . The feedback for this session was given by Sabrina.  
 We left the college and travelled towards Pulliyankudi to learn about organic farming. 
Here we were first welcomed by Mr. Gomathi Nayagam. Gby was anchoring this session.  
 First Reshma explained about the selection process and then Dani talked about the 
activities after selection process.  
 Mr. Gomathi Nayagam was called on to give a talk on organic farming. He said that in 
1975 he started this agriculture service. A farmer‟s mind should not be on the land and 
wealth but on the knowledge which helps him to change a bad land into a good one. He 



explained about Why Japan and Germany is developing. Then he said that when he was 13 
years old  the freedom movement was going on in India. Agriculture is a tough job. In 
olden days ladies had long, thick, black and beautiful hair but now there  is no hair oir 
ladies. Olden days each family may contain 10 children but now one or two in each family. 
More diabetics and cancer person are present in India. Then he said about his work. 
There were more than 1 lakh variety of rice during olden days. Egg, rice and packet milk 
are not good now a days. The soil must be good to cultivate. For organic farming soil is 
important. There is no limit for the organisms in the soil. One tea spoon of growing soil 
consists of 5 crores of organisms. These organisms give good health for the soil. The soil 
destroyed due to pesticide is known as the GREEN DESERT. In BHOPAL before 30 years 
many people died due to pesticide. Endosulphan pesticide was sprayed through helicopters 
in farms and it affected the people. The number of people affected by pesticide 
poisoning are more now. In 1983 he stopped using pesticide in his farm. Hybrid seeds are 
very bad as it destroys the good crops. Urea contains 44% of good and remaining  bad. 
Foreign substance can  destroy our crops. He said about the types of rice. He made his 
family also to involve in this farming. He is 81 year old. Then he said about preparing 
jiggery and sugar from sugarcane. The land he is using presently for cultivating sugarcane 
is a 25 year old land. He also told about what to eat and what not to eat and we went to 
the sugarcane field where he explained  about the space to leave while planting and about 
the natural manures. There were lots of lemon trees also in his garden.  
    Then we ate a good lunch with good taste. Then Mr. Paramassivam talked about organic 
farming. Gby gave the feedback and I proposed the vote of thanks. Once again Mr. 
Velaian thanked them all and all the KAP students thanked them. By this the camp got 
over.  
 To get this oppourtunity I am blessed we all students got a good experience. Thanks to 
all who helped and sponsored to this program and Hats off to KAP.  

 
10.B.ABHIRAMI 

 LEADER,YELLOW TEAM            

      Day -  1   ( 6 – 12 -14 ) 

                             Around 6:30 am the bus had been departed from Marthandam. At 7:20 

am the bus had arrived in Udupi Hotel , Nagercoil .Then we had our Breakfast at 8:45 am 

in Kaval Kinaru Church. Around 10:30 am we had reached in Thirukurangudi Tiger 

Sanctuary. There we saw lot of Monkeys.We had walked a long distance to reach the 

Nambi kovil which was inside this Tiger Sanctuary where we had to perform our Clean 

India . When we are walking through that forest we saw lot of Butterflies and 

termitarium. We also saw many beautiful wild flowers. After reaching to the spot we had 

a small meeting in which Gby was anchoring. Then many young scientist students like 

Meera Subramaniam , Akshaya , Shalomi , Jefin , Ashmi , Jereshiya , Edin Jijo and Soorya 

Vijay gave us a talk on Swach Bharat. 

        „If by the quarter of the twentieth century godliness wasn‟t next to something more 

interesting than cleanliness, it might be time to re-evaluate our notions of godliness.‟ 

                                                                                                            -Tom Robbins. 

Next we had the theme talk by Abina, leader of Red Team on Forest Conservation. She 

told that Forest Conservation is the practice of planting and maintaining forested areas 



for the benifit and sustainability of future generations .It involves the upkeep of the 

natural resources  within a forest that are beneficial to both the humans and the 

ecosystem. It acts to maintain , plan and improve forested areas. Forest provides wildlife 

with a suitable habitat for living long with filtering ground water and preventing runoff. 

She also told that there are many different types of forest. The main types of forests 

are Boreal Forest , Temperate Forest , Tropical Forest and Sub Tropical Forest. She also 

told about the threats of forests. One of the major threats of forest are Deforestation. 

Deforestation is the permanent destruction of forests and woodlands. Deforestation is 

brought about by Commercial logging ,conversion of woodlands to agricultural land and the 

felling of trees for firewood and building material. Forests are lost to Urban 

Development and building project. The Techniques of Forest Conservation are   

Afforestation and Re – forestation . 

Next we had an encouraging speech by S.Kannu,President of Rotary club,Valliyur.He told 

that we should be thankful to Velaian sir for providing such an wonderful opportunities to 

the students of class 8.Next it was the key note address by Ingersol sir, Group Director 

ISRO Propulsion Complex, Mahendragiri on Sustainable Environment. Firstly he told that 

cleanliness is a state of being clean or free from dirt, and the process of achieving and 

maintaining that state. Cleanliness may be endowed with moral quality , as indicated by 

the aphorism „‟Cleanliness is next to Godliness‟‟ .Next he told about our main topic that is 

Sustainable Environment.He told that to define sustainable environment we should first 

define sustainability. Sustainability is the ability to continue a defined behaviour 

indefinitely.He said us that sustainability is not just cleaning our nature but also to 

conserve it. 

             Next we had our important ceremony that is Clean India program in which the 

Young Scientist Students cleaned the surroundings of Nambi Kovil. After this program we 

had a bath in the cold streams of water in that temple.After that we walked 3½ km to 

return back to the parking section.At 2:30pm we our lunch.After having our lunch we had 

a long journey to reach the PSN college.At 5:30pm we reached the College. After that we 

had our Tea and Snacks.At 7:00pm we had another meeting in which first talk was by 

Sibin sir on management concept.Sir gave us a paper prepared by NASA in which we were 

asked to rank the objects  which were needed during the survival on the moon like  

1. Box of matches 

2. Food concentrate 

3. 50 feet of nylon rope 

4. Parachute silk 

5. Portable heating unit 

6. Two.45 caliber pistols 

7. One case of dehydrated milk 

8. Two 100lb tanks of oxygen 

9. Steller Map 



10. Self – inflating life raft 

11. Magnetic Compass 

12. 20 litres of water 

13. Signal flares 

14. First aid kit etc........   

 After ranking it Sibin sir asked the leaders to collect all the papers from their members 

hand and submit according the group. After checking it sir announced the most 

influenced person in each groups. From Yellow Team Abhirami , Green Team Gby , 

Merron team Deny , Blue Team Meera subramaniam ,Red Team Pradeep Narayanan 

was the most influenced person in each group.At 8:00pm we had our Dinner. After 

that we had the Theme Talk.Firstly we had a theme talk by Gby Atlee on 

Protection of Western Ghats.She told that Western Ghats are a mountain range 

that runs parallel to the Western coast of Indian Peninsula , located entirely in 

India.It is the one of the eight „hottest hotspot‟ of bio – diversity in world.The 

range runs north to south along the western edge of the Deccan Plateau and 

seperates the plateau from a narrow coastal plain called Konkan , along the Arabian 

Sea.It has over 7400 species of flowering plant , 139 mammal species , 508 birds 

species ,179 amphibian species and 288 fresh water fish species.She also told that 

the Western Ghats have several manmade lakes and reservoirs.But now it is not 

properly maintained. So our government had to take certain actions to protect the 

Western Ghats. Next we had a talk on Organic Farming by Jenisha.She told about 

the agricultural practices such as Ploughing,Sowing of seeds, Irrigation and so on 

.But she does not concentrate on her topic.So Edwin Sam sir gave some suggestions 

on organic farming. Next we had the talk by Sabrina on Need of Organic Farming. 

She told that organic farming can be understood as an agricultural method that 

doesn‟t makes use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides. Organic farming thrives 

onthe benifits obtained from recycling and use of compost. Presently, Organic 

Farming  is catering to a huge market worldwide .She told that organic farming 

have been known to improve the biodiversity and long-time productivity of soil and 

may improve a large depository for excess carbon dioxide. She also told that there 

are 2 types of  organic farming that is Biodynamic farming and Donothing farming. 

These are the methods in which the crops can be recycled to maintain the 

sustainability. Next talk was by Reshma on Sustainable Agriculture. She told that 

sustainable agriculture is the act of farming using principles of ecology, the study 

of relationships between organisms and their environment. To keep Sustainable 

agriculture we should use renewable resources. This type of agriculture can satisfy 

the human food and fiber needs. It can enhance environmental quality. It can 

sustain the economic viabilityof farm productions and enhance the quality of life 

for farmers and society as whole. Next we a talk by Soorya  on Sacred Groves. She 

told that Sacred groves are forest fragments of varying sizes which are 



communally protected. It is rich in biodiversity. It has many uses.One of the most 

important traditional uses of Sacerd groves was that it acts as a repository for 

various Ayurvedic Medicines.When we are thinking about the threats of Sacred 

Groves means one of the major threats are globalisation and urbanisation. So there 

are lot of organisation to protect Sacred Groves. 

                                 Next we had Deny to give her the talk on Clean Tamirabharani.She 

told that this river is originated from the famous Agastyarkoodam peak in the hills 

of Western Ghats above Papanasam.It has the area about 5965km.It has the 

length of 125km.This river is now greatly polluted so that it is not used even for 

bathing.Rapid Industrial Waste is the major reason for the river to get 

polluted.When a person bath in this water he can cause many enthropagenic 

diseases. Due to this Aquatic Ecosystem is also greatly affected. So the 

government had taken effective measures to keep Tamirabharani river clean. Next 

we had Srinidhi to talk on Conservation of Ponds in Tamilnadu. She told that many 

ponds are vulnerable to severe water loss during droughts.ponds due to no visible 

utility to human are largely being ignored by us.Nowadays these are polluted by 

humans which will affect the aquatic marine animal also.So it is the humans to 

conserve the ponds. 

„WATER WATER EVERYWHERE NOR A DROP OF WATER TO DRINK‟ 

                 Next we had Jefin to talk on Waste management. He told that waste 

management is the generation ,prevention , characterisation ,monitoring , 

treatment ,treatment , handling and reuse .Nowadays there are wide array of 

issues relating to wastemanagement and those areas include: 

                                        1.Generation of waste 

                                        2.Waste minimization 

                                        3.Waste removal 

                                        4.Waste treatment  

                                        5.Treatment. 

       In day-to-day liofe we wasting lot of things. So we should have a habit of waste 

management. We should follow the principle of  3R that is reuse ,reduse and recycle. 

Next we a small talk on Sustainable Technology by Meera Subramanium. She gave us some 

tips on how to reduce the use of electricity. At 9:30pm we had the Cultural Program by 

which our first day of our tentative program came to an end. 

Day 2 [ 7 – 12 – 14 ] 

       At 4:00am we had wake up. At 6:00am we had a morning walk around the campus of 

PSN College. Around 7:00am we had the Marine Study in which Shanmugam sir gave us 

more information regarding all the equippments which were used in the ship like 

Freshwater Generator , Salinometer , Lath , Diesel Oil Settling Tank and so on.After that 

we went to Puliyangudi where we had our Organic Farming Study.At 11:30am we had 

reached that village. At that time Gomathinayagam sir gave us information on Organic 



Farming. He told us that organic farming is a form of agriculture that relies on 

techniques such as crop rotation , green manure , compost and biological pest control. It 

is used to increase the fertility of the soil.The organic farming requires of 84 percent 

more land. He also told that Organic farming provides extra energy to the body. After 

his talk he showed us sugarcane and lemon farm.At 12:30pm we had our lunch by which 

our program came to an end. 

According to me it was an informative camp. I could see places which I had not visited 

earlier and could learn many new things. I am grateful to Velaian Sir and other members 

of KAP. THANK YOU                          

11.A.Malavika. 

Yellow Team 

                           I have written a report about camp, which was held in Valliyoor and 

Tirunelveli. At first, we went to Alazhiamandapam sharply at 6.30 am in the morning. NM 

Vidhya Kendra school bus came there to pick up us. We went to Nagercoil through that 

bus and from Nagercoil, we reached one church and we had our breakfast there. After 

breakfast, we went to Thiruparangudi. We reached Thiruparangudi sharply at 10:20 am. 

Then we went to Mundandurai wild life sanctuary in Kallakadu. When we went to the 

Sanctuary, the rotaries of the sanctuary said to the people to take photos i.e., to identify 

the number of people visited the sanctuary. Our young scientist‟s students who had 

mobile phones with them, they use phones to take photos and stills of wildlife. There 

were many types of wild animals. A Monkey named Lion Tailed Monkey was found there 

and our students take photos by seeing the monkey. Then we went had trekking. We 

walked 7Km in the mountain way. On the way, we saw many White Flowers, that looked so 

good, and those flowers looks like a Hibiscus. So we had aroused one question to 

BalaKrishnan sir. i.e., why this flower looks like a hibiscus? And what is the name of the 

flower? Sir answered  the students that this flower belongs to the family Abutilon 

Species. We saw many varieties of flowers and many useful Medicinal plants. By 12.00 

clocks, we reached Nambikovil by walking. In Nambikovil temple, we sat in one place and 

we had a speech about clean India. First of all, Gby gave a welcome speech then Meera 

gave a speech about clean India. She emphasized that Swachh Bharat or Swachh Bharath 

Abhiyan is a national Level Campaign by the government of India. Covering 4041 statutory 

towns to clean the streets, roads and infrastructure of the country. This campaign was 

officially launched on 2nd October 2014 at Rajghat, NewDelhi. India‟s Prime Minister 

Mr.Narendra Modi himself started cleaning with broomstick. Akshaya from blue team, 

Niwath Shankar from Red team, Rahul from Red team, Jerishiya from brown team, Edin 

Jego from Yellow team, Jifin the leader of Blue team and finally Surya Vijay from Green 

team gave a speech about clean India. At last, Captain Benet Singh gave a speech about 

clean India. Then Jebe introduced Mr.R.S.Kannu the president of rotary club .She also 

introduced Mr.Mullanchery M Velaian, Mr.Ingersol and Mr.Bennet Singh. Then Reshma 

stated about the selection process and Danny stated after the selection process, what 



things we are doing, where ever were going and what the things we are learning are. Then 

Abina gave a speech about forest. Abina emphasized about Deforestation, nowadays most 

of the forest is destroying due to deforestation, forest fires, pesticides etc and since 

people are constructing many buildings, people use timber wood for Furniture. So forest 

is getting destroyed. She said about forest fires. Finally she said to have a green world, 

for a clean and green world, people need to plant more trees. Then Mr.Kannu gave a 

speech. He gave a great word about KAP that this programme will be achieving a great 

history record. He said that student‟s involvence is the teacher‟s motivation, and his 

speech was really a mesmerising speech. Then Ingersol sir gave a speech. First of all, 

Ingersol sir said that Mr.Kannu was a very active person and then he said one story that 

is, his uncle is in Japan. One day his uncle went to Railway station to catch a train to go to 

some other place. When he sat in the station, he had an empty water bottle in his hand. 

He left that empty bottle in the station itself. At that time, one Japanese small boy saw 

that incident and the small boy went near to the incident and he took the bottle in his 

hand and he throw the bottle in the Dustbin. Sir has said this story because plastics can 

be reused to make Roads. He also emphasized that we should report our nature. 

Nowadays people are destroying all the natural things but in case if we are not getting 

any natural things people will suffer a lot and they remember all the natural things what 

they need for their future. If we have degradable wastes in our home, we can use these 

wastes as manure. We should demand less from the nature and we should be a less 

demanding consumer. The World we are having is for our future so we must protect and 

clean our environment. Then Velaian sir gave a vote of thanks. By 12.49 sharply, we had 

our cleaning process. All young scientists‟ students cleaned around Nambikovil. After 

cleaning the temple we went to take bath in the river and after taking bath we went near 

the van which we came from our place. We had our lunch near the van, after lunch we had 

a feedback and vote of thanks session. Then we went to PSN College e of Engineering and 

we had a coffee there and then we went to hostel to take rest.    Sharply by 6.00 clocks, 

we reached Auditorium. In auditorium we had fun studies on management. And this 

session was conducted by Sajeev sir. He gave one paper to us, in that paper, there is one 

story i.e., we should imagine that, we are travelling to space. On the way to space, our 

space shuttle has been stopped, what will we do? This is the main point of this story. 

Within this story, sir has kept a small game that is there will be fifteen questions and we 

should mark that in a correct way, after that young scientists students gave a speech. 

First of all, the leader of Green Team Gby gave a speech about Western Ghats, next 

Jenesia gave a detailed speech about Organic forming, then Sabrina from Red Team gave 

a speech about Needs of Organic Forming and then Reshma, the leader of maroon team 

gave a speech about Subsistence Agriculture.Suriya Vijaya from Green Team gave a 

speech about Secradrose.Danny, the Co-leader of maroon team gave a speech about Clean 

Thamiraparani. Sree nithi gave a speech about Pressure Ponds in Tamilnadu. Jeffin gave a 

speech about Waste Management and finally Sri meera gave a speech about Subsistence 



Agriculture. After our young students performed their speech, Edwin Sam sir review 

their commands how they explained, their advantages and disadvantages, since the 

speech has been concluded. Cultural Programme begins after the speech and after 

completing we went to bed .The next day morning we woke up at 4.30 am in the morning. 

After getting ready, we went for a walk and we learnt Marine studies. For Yellow and Blue 

Team, Shanmugam sir guided us and he gave a clean and elaborate explanation about 

Marine studies. He stated that main engine will be on the back side and it will make the 

ship to move forward. For small ships, they use diesel generators and for lubrication they 

use oil pumps. For Ship, they prefer Heavy oil because the sailors sail in the boat for 

more than a day and they use 5 lakh tonnes of diesel and since it is costly so nowadays 

sailors prefer heavy oil for ships and it reduces the cost. If we are going to sail in a ship, 

we have to generate the pump first. Then he emphasized about Salinometer. If we are 

travelling in the ship for more than 25-30 days, we need to have water to drink but we 

can‟t carry so much of water indeed we use Salinometer for drinking water. The use of 

salinometer is to convert salt water in to fresh water. Inside the Ship we could find many 

red pipes called Fire Extinguishers. Fire Extinguishers are used to stop fire, if the fire 

catches immediately. Then we went to ECR ship room. The expansion of ECR is Engine 

Control Room and this room is used to control all the machines. Gas carriers and chemical 

carriers could be find inside the ship. We have saw diesel oil setting tank and this tank 

carries a capacity of 2.6cmcube.Then we saw Diesel Oil Service Tank for using in main 

engine and generator and the capacity of this tank is 2.6cmsquare.Diesel Oil Service Tank 

for Boiler and other Axial layers and the capacity of the tank is 1.728mcube.Then we saw 

Diesel Fuel Oil storage tank and its capacity is 7.56mcube.Then we saw Marine fresh 

water coller,Marine lubricating –oil boiler, Main Engine Lubricating Oil Storage tank and 

the capacity of this tank contain 2.6cmsquare.Then we saw boilers, it is used to change 

the cold water in to hot water. Sir then said the advantages of boiler, it is used for the 

Marine people that they can work for 6 months and they can be left free after 6 months. 

The mariners earn 6lakh per month. After the Lecture, we had our breakfast and we 

went to Puliyankudi there Jeby gave a Welcome speech. Reshma and Danny, the leader 

and co-leader of Maroon team said about KAP programme.Gomathinayaham gave an 

informative speech about Organic forming. In agriculture we are having technology 

.Nowadays we are taking chemical food as nutrients, so our hair is not growing so long for 

girls, since if we use chemical food as nutrients, it leads to cancer. In Wheat, there is 

much varieties.NelaSamba rice is used for milk incensement of pregnant ladies. For 

Agricultural farming we require fertilized soil. In one tea spoon space of agricultural 

field, there will be five lakh living organisms will be present. In 1983, sir stopped the 

pesticides which he applied in the field, after 1983, he used to apply all the natural 

manures which are used for agriculture. In Urea, 43% of Nitrogen is present and the 

remaining 54% is salt, which will destroy the soil. If we use these pesticides, the soil will 

require lot of water. India is having the large amount of Agricultural product. We people 



are Self reliant people and he emphasized that sugar is not a real food and we are using 

karupatti as a real sugar. For Organic farming, people uses Vegetable wastes and Cow 

dung‟s as a fertilizers. We should avoid eating sugars and we should drink water daily. He 

said one real fact that, trees can live without humans, but humans cannot live without 

trees, because from the tree we are getting oxygen and it is necessary for humans to 

live. All people should plant trees in our home. From the sugar we are getting Glucose.5cm 

gap should be provided for planting Sugarcane and other plants. We visit to lemon farm 

and sugarcane farm. He said Vermi compost is not needed for farming.3 feet length and 3 

feet breadth is required for lemon cultivation. After visiting this, we had our lunch. 

Paramasivam sir gave a speech about Organic farming after the lunch. Then he stated one 

important point i.e. Bambai River is originating from Puliyankudi.At last, Jeby said the 

feedback and Abina gave the vote of thanks. Finally, Velaian sir gave a speech and the 

programme  concluded. Then by, 6.30 pm we reached Nagercoil. 

     I am grateful to the KAP for having given me an opportunity to visit such places of 

importance. I gained a lot of knowledge from the two-day camp.              

 

12.J.M.JERESHEA,  

MAROON TEAM 

 

The two days camp of the fifth meet of KAP after the selection process of Young 

Scientists was held on 6th and 7th December 2014. On 6th December 2014, around 7 am, 

we were waiting eagerly for the KAP van at Parvathipuram. Because KAP had provided a 

vehicle to us, in order to take us to different places. During the camp, around 7:45 am 

the van had arrived at Parvathipuram.  Since the van had less capacity of students to get 

in with, KAP had arranged another van for the students near Udpi Internationl Hotel, who 

had got no seat in the other van . At last the van departed from Nagercoil.  

After a short duration of travel we stopped near a church in a place called “KAVAL 

KINARU”, having our breakfast all of the few students along with Capt.P.Bennet Singh, 
Tuticorin port moved into the church to pray and then after a short duration of time we 

again moved inside the van to travel to Rotary Club of Valliyoor. But while entering inside 

the van, Mr. Mullanchery. M. Velaian along with the faculties of KAP the divided the 

Maroon and the Yellow team to the Van which had been allotted secondly and the 

remaining teams such as green, red and blue were seated on another van. Then we moved 

on to the Thiruparankudi. On the way, as I am in Maroon team Mr. Johnson, Mr.Edwin Sam 

and Mr. Captain Bennet Singh came along with us in  the van allotted to us. They discussed 

a lot with us. There Mr.Captain Bennet Singh showed us the plastic present in Chips which 

is packed in shops. He also said us to try this in home. Then he informed about some 

topics about Tamil Scriptures. And we discussed a lot with him.  

And finally after a long travel with the help of Rotary Club members we reached a 

placed Thirukurankudi and there we went to “KALAKADU MUNDANTHURAI” wild life 



sanctuary. There we saw lots of Monkeys. That place was filled with evergreen trees we 

heard the sound of waterfalls everywhere from the moment we stepped into that place. 

While moving we saw many different types of plants such as abutilon plant etc. there Mr. 

Bala Krishnan said us that it is a species plant. And also we gathered lots of information 

from him.  

Then Mr. Mullanchery. M. Velaian asked all the teams to move along with their 

team with the Guide teachers. As I am in Maroon team, Mrs. Babitha the guide teacher of 

Maroon team came along with us. While moving the path was filled with rocks. After few 

yards it was not like walking but we felt like climbing. We felt that we were moving on a 

mountain. So, after a long walk of 3 1/2 km we were seated under a tree shade to have a 

break. There we had a piece of biscuits and a banana. The monkeys in that place gathered 

together to snatch our snacks. Mr. Bennet Singh and Mr.John Rabi Kumar made fun 

monkeys.  

Next we started our program around 12:07 PM. Then Miss. Gby , the leader of 

Green team Compeered that selection. Mr. Ahshaya talked on a topic “PREVENSION IS 

BETTER THAN CURE”. Miss. Meera talked “cleanliness”. She said unique points about 

cleanliness are next to Godliness. Mrs. Srinidhi said points about how to make a city clean 

and also she gave a supportive talk on “Clean India Campaign” launched by the Prime 

Minister. Mr.Rahul also talked about cleanliness. He said, within 2020, we should make 

India clean. In addition, Miss. Shalomi, Jefrin, J.S.Ashmi also talked about the topics 

given to them.  

MISS. JERESHEA, Maroon team spoke about a topic named “CLEAN INDIA”. She 

started about the beautiful quotes, “Let everyone sweep in front of his own door and the 

whole world will be clean”. Then she explained the beautiful quotes are, 

 “Look around, Feel around, 

                         Fly in air, but stay on ground. 

                         If you want to live in it, clean it up!” 

     - William Blake 

     “Little touch of cleanliness, 

     Little hard work of human, 

                              Helps make the city a better place to live in!”                                                                                                

                                                 -William Shakespeare 

       “Maintain Cleanliness 

                              To gain health & happiness” 

                      - Mathew  

 “Take the responsibility and start with you” 

                             - John Duke  

Then she explained, 

 How to keep our city clean and green? 

 Definition of Cleanliness. 



 How could we make our city clean? 

             Then she concluded, if every person could take responsibility for their own 

actions, littering & pollution would not be a problem. So, one should begin with himself 

putting all the garbage, wastes and other litters in the appropriate containers. And let 

the authorities & recycling companies do the rest. It is possible to keep oneself clean by 

taking his responsibility. But it is not possible for a single person to clean a whole big city. 

Hence, Join hands to keep the campus clean & put rubbish into the trash bins. 

Miss. Sourya vijay talked about the major problems if we don‟t clean our 

surroundings regularly. Mr. Edin Jijo, yellow team also talked about cleanliness. He also 

remembers the clean India talk by Narendra Modi. Capt.P.Bennet Singh said about 

cleanliness. He asked, Is it good to follow “clean India” campaign launched by our PM. 

,After his talk, Miss. Gby, Leader of green team welcomed Shiru. S. Kannu, President 

Rotary Club Valliyoor.  Then she welcomed Miss. Reshma, Maroon team leader to 

summarize the events that took place previously for young scientist‟s selection from 

various schools. She said, in her school they had several selection process such as first 

they had a written test then they had an individual speaking test given on that particular 

time.  

Then first the meeting was held at MACET College of Engineering. There we 

gathered an enormous amount of information from the chief guests from the ISRO 

propulsion Complex, Mahendragiri. There we get the information how to write the 

reports. 

 The second meeting was held at HINDU VIDYALAYA SCHOOL, Marthadam. There 

the chief guest was Miss. Masha Nazeem. She gave us information about the various 

national award winning projects and some activities which are like innovation and we gain 

information that how to write a report.  

Next the third meeting was held at VIVEKANANTHA KANADA KENDRA. It was 

the modern preparation training for us. There we gain information about various things 

such as azoles etc.  

The fourth meeting was held at Scott Christian School, Nagercoil. There we 

discussed about our innovation in front of all the members of KAP. And there we gain the 

lot of knowledge to innovate advance some techniques in our innovation.  

Then the fifth meeting of the KAP was held at IMMANUEL ARASAR JJ COLLEGE 

OF ENGINEERING. It was the last meeting of the KAP before the selection process. 

There we presented our models in front of everybody gathered in our hall. And also we 

got a chance to show our presentations to the director of the ISRO propulsion, 

Mahendragiri.  

Then she concluded her speech by welcoming Miss. Dani Rovas to talk about the 

events that took place after the young scientist selection process. She said that the 

first meeting after the selection of Young Scientist Candidates was held on 26-10-2014 



at “LMS Boy‟s Higher Secondary School” in Marthandam. On that day we were divided 

into five teams. Every team was given a Guide teacher, a coordinator and a supporter.  

        Through this meeting, I improved my habit of reading newspaper both Tamil and 

English. I am trying to wake up at 5‟O clock in the morning. I am trying to eat natural 

foods and to avoid junk foods. 

Then the second meeting after the selection process of Scientific Awareness camp 

of Kumari Ariviyal Peravai (KAP) was held at CSI Institute of Technology, Thovallai on 

8th and 9th November of 2014. Then Mullanchery M. Velain, Organizer of KAP along 

with Mr. Luis Sam Titus, Chief General Manager of ISRO Propulsion Complex, 

Mahendragiri and Mr. Ingersol, Group Director of ISRO Propulsion Complex, 

Mahendragiri planted trees. And Mullanchery .M. Velaian said that “KAP goes green”. 

And through this program, I was able to know more about sustainable environment, 

Sustainable agriculture, ways to improve agriculture, health habits, space technology, 

water Lands, different forms of energy and management. The tips and advices are really 

helpful so that I can also improve and implement the ways of handling various activities in 

life. I express my gratitude towards all the leaders and chiefs who took their time to 

motivate us and teach us about various topics. 

The third meeting, after the selection process of Kumari Arrival Peravai (KAP) was 

held at Marthandam College of Engineering and Technology (MACET) on 22-11-2014 

(Saturday). Firstly, we were seated in the conference hall of that college. Through this 

program, I was able to know more about the MANAGEMENT CONCEPT IN 

THIRUKURAL. The tips and advices are really helpful so that I can also improve and 

implement the ways of handling various activities in life. I express my gratitude towards 

all the leaders and chiefs who took their time to motivate us and teach us about various 

topics. 

The fourth meeting after the selection process of Kumari Arivial Peravai (KAP) was 

held at Aasaripallam Medical College on 29-11-2014 (Saturday). Firstly, we were seated in 

the examination hall of that college. The KAP meet was started sharply at 8:30A.M.The 

program started by an introductory speech by Mr. Mullanchery. M. Velaian, the organizer 

of the KAP. 

Through this fourth KAP meet we were able to know about various types of 

diseases that affect mankind and the natural, unnatural deaths that humans face. We 

also came to know about the inspiring contribution of medicine field towards the society. 

We were excited to see the medical machines that are used for diagnosis and treatment 

of various diseases. We honor the opportunity that we got to see the embalmed human 

parts, small beings and several other dangerous animals. I express my gratitude towards 

all the dignitaries and elders who spend their precious time for us and taught about 

various topics. 

  Then she ended her speech by a quote “If we can‟t run, walk. If we can‟t walk, crawl. 

But anyway we should move forward to achieve our goal”.  



Then Red team leader, S.ABINA talked about “FOREST CONSERVATION”. She 

said “Trees reduce flow of water, forests provide many medicinal plants. Dams were 

constructed to save water. Trees were cleared to build big infrastructures. Also due to 

pollution, there comes acid rain. Due to soil erosion, 17.59% areas are geographically 

eroded”. She advised us to plant more trees. We should make awareness to the public. If 

we cut a tree, we should plant a tree instead. She said if we serve the society in various 

ways, our history will not forget KAP. 

Shiru. S. Kannu, President Rotary Club Valliyoor gave a talk. He said that, all the 

chief guests were providing their service to KAP by sacrificing their own work. He also 

said about personality. Next Mr. Ingersol, Group Director, ISRO Propulsion Complex 

Mahendragiri said, Mr. Velaian is an active person. He thanked all Rotary team members. 

He said he was very proud of us. He said we should join hands with Rotary members to 

make our city green. He said a story that, Once his grandfather was travelling in a train 

in Japan. He drank a bottle of water and left the bottle in train. A three years old boy 

took the bottle and put it on trash bin. By seeing that, he felt ashamed of himself. 

Thereafter he made things clean around him. He said, as we depend on nature we should 

not harm it. He asked us to keep two trash bins to dump degradable and non-degradable 

wastes. We should not leave plastics on ground. We can make money by recycling the 

wastes. 

              He said, we should not leave the world dirty. We should leave the world in a 

happy and proper way. By the moment we came here we were all so tired. But by seeing 

the nature and sceneries we felt happy. Hence, we should respect nature. Then he 

concluded his speech. 

Mullanchery M. Velain, Organizer Kumari Arivial Peravai gave vote of thanks for 

the morning session. He thanked the rotary club and its members. He said that KAP won‟t 

forget the help of Rotary club members. Then we went to the nearby temple named 

“NAMBIKOVIL”. Some students went inside the temple to worship. Then we all saw a 

stream of water nearby. We bathed and made fun of each other. We enjoyed a lot there. 

Students thanked Rotary club for that wonderful occasion arranged for us. Then we 

returned by walking, sharing our happy moments together in that place. 

             We got to the van and had a along travel to PSN college. On the way, we saw 

peacocks. We saw some polluted areas. The residents near those polluted areas were 

cleaning that place. We reached PSN college around 6‟o clock at night. We had a tea 

break there and then we assembled in the main hall. Shri.M.C.Shibin NI University, 

Kumarakovil with the help of Shri.T.M.Sahajan, ISRO Propulsion Complex Mahendragiri 

conducted a test named “NASA Talent Test”. This test consists of two columns. 

  Every Student was asted to write the test given in first column. The second 

column was group discussion. By seeing our group discussion they noted the leadership 

qualities and influential characters of the students. Then Mullanchery M. Velain, 



Organizer Kumari Arivial Peravai thanked everyone. Then we were given theme talk to 

discussion with everyone. 

Miss. GBY talked about “PROTECT WESTERN GHATS”. She said, “Western Ghats 

“is a natural resource. It has many endemic species. Endemic species definition, Western 

Ghats starts from Gujarat and Maharashtra. An Anamudi hill in Kerala is the highest 

Western Ghats. It has four major water shelves in the world. Fifteen major dams have 

been constructed Water flow would be much higher. Hence, we should conserve Western 

Ghats. Mr. Edvin Sam appreciated her for her thoughtful Speech on Western Ghats. 

  Next Miss. Jenisha, Maroon team talked about “Needs of Organic Farm”. 

She said, due to more population of human beings we are destroying the forming lands. 

She quoted many farming quotes and said, if the farmer says “I won‟t farm on the land” 

means we won‟t get any food. Then she said about farming and about how to do farming. 

Then she concluded his speech.      

 Then Miss. Sabrena, Red team said about the topic “needs of organic” organic 

farming is one of the methods of farming. 

Uses:- 

 reduction of toxic acid     

 we can reuse the crops 

Next she concluded his speech, then Mr. Edwin Sam thanked her and said, then 

Reshma of Maroon team said about the topic”Sustainable Agriculture”. She said that the 

Sustainable agriculture is the act of farming using principles of ecology, the study of 

relationships between organisms and their environment. It has been defined as "an 

integrated system of plant and animal production practices having a site-specific 

application that will last over the long term”. She told an example: 

 Satisfy human food and fiber needs 

 Enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon which the 

agricultural economy depends 

 Make the most efficient use of non-renewable resources and on-farm resources 

and integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles and controls 

 Sustain the economic viability of farm operations 

 Enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole. 

Then she concluded her speech Mr. Edwin Sam, Social Scientist said her presentation 

was good. And then he asked, Now-a-days is it good for the agriculture to be sustainable? 

Food demand is increasing but the farming activities are reducing. The need of food is 

increasing and the production is decreasing. 

Next Sourya Vijay, Green team spoke about “Sacred Groves”. She said, “A sacred 

grove is any grove of trees of special religious importance to a particular culture. Sacred 

groves are found in mountains. Many endangered species of sacred groves are being found 

in the mountains.” She also stressed about the protection of sacred groves in the 

mountains. She concluded her speech by explaining about biological diversity and its 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-renewable_resource
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grove_(nature)


significance. Mr. Edwin Sam, Social Scientist and Mullanchery M. Velain, Organizer 

Kumari Arivial Peravai gave comments on her speech and also gave some suggestions on 

their point of view. 

Next Miss. Dani Rovas , Co-Leader of Maroon team started her speech. She said about 

dams, agriculture and the importance of cleanliness. She said, “Some dams have been 

constructed in india to store water. Steps should be taken to prevent passing industrial 

wastes to rivers so that we can protect the river waters.” She also stressed about “Clean 

India Campaign” launched by our honorable Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi. She 

advised the students to follow that clean India campaign in order to clean our 

surroundings. This also means to clean the rivers and streams. Also she spotted the 

wastes dumped in Thamirabarani River and the significance to clean the polluted rivers. 

If no actions are taken to protect water there would come a shortage of fresh water in 

the future. Then she concluded her speech. Mr. Edwin Sam commented that her talking 

was good. 

 Next N.SRINIDHI, Green team talked about “Conservation of Ponds” in Tamilnadu. 

She said, “Ponds are of immense value to mankind. Fishes and many aquatic organisms are 

found in ponds. Earlier days in Tamilnadu, We can see so many ponds near temples. But in 

these days ponds can‟t be seen very easily. Ponds are helpful in making bio diversities. 

Moreover ponds have been playing a vital role in agricultural also. There are about 27000 

pounds in Tamilnadu. Hence it is important to maintain the ponds. People should avoid 

polluting the ponds by dumping wastes on it.” She concluded by saying, “Water water 

everywhere nor a drop to drink. Hence it is vital to conserve water”. Mr. Edwin Sam, 

Social Scientist suggested her to add some more points on conservation of ponds. 

Mullanchery M. Velain, Organizer Kumari Arivial Peravai suggested her to talk boldly.  

Next Mr. JEFIN.R.WENSELY, Blue team leader talked about “Waste Management”. He 

said, “In day to day life, we can see a lot of wastes in the environment. Because of these 

our future generations may get affected. Like time management we should manage 

wastes. We should dump biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes separately. Some 

types of wastes can be recycled and we can get useful products by recycling wastes. We 

should say our school principles to have separate waste bins to dump biodegradable and 

non-biodegradable wastes in school. By saying these he concluded his speech. Mr. Edwin 

Sam, Social Scientist commented that his talking was good and asked how this 

management is necessary now? 

Next Miss. Sree Meera Subramanium talked about “Sustainable Technology”. She 

said that we should have our technology in control. Mr. Edwin Sam, Social Scientist 

suggested and shared some points on her talking.  

Next morning, we got up early in the morning around 4:30 am and we got ready 

around 5:45 am. We gathered on the varanda around 6:00 am. There we saw a swimming 

pool. And also we saw a pond half covered by Azolla moss. It was such a beautiful 

experience for us to see those natures. While moving on forward we saw a building 



constructed in the shape of ship and solar panels present on that college. We also saw 

some cows grazing around that building. Next we were assembled together in front of a 

room. There Mullanchery M. Velain, Organizer Kumari Arivial Peravai pointed out some 

students to say feedback on the previous day programs those who had not spoken in front 

of everybody before. After their feedback talking we moved to Marine department.  

In the Marine department, Mr. Balakumar explained about the ship operations 

clearly. He informed that the ship building look like normal ship. But the difference is the 

real ship will be ten times bigger than the ship building we saw there. He said ship run 

with the help of propellers. Heavy fuels are located to form steam to run the ship. The 

tendency of a resistance of the flow of a liquid is called viscosity. Normally two-wheelers 

are started by using pistol. But the ship is started by fuel cylinders filled with fuels and 

air. The air will be filled in the cylinder. Then if we spray fuel, automatically it will catch 

the fire. For the ship to run we need big motors. When the pistol moves from DT to DC it 

opens and the air enters inside. By the help of compression stoke air gets compressed. He 

said that if air and fuel was mixed, the result would be gas molecules. Then he said more 

than 20,000W is required to produce the spark. At the end of the compression the spark 

produced will create the pressure and increases the temperature. Due to this pressure 

the ship will move. He also said about “Power Stoke” and “Exhaust Stoke”. To burn one 

molecule of fuel we need 14 molecules of oxygen. In marine, we use 30 bar of air to get 

compressed in order to run the ship. He also showed the compressor. The ship always has 

an additional set of required requirements. Because if one set of requirements in the ship 

is damaged, other set of requirements will be used. In the ship, there will be three air 

compressors. One is used for emergency situations and the other two are main air 

compressors. Next he showed us “incinerator”. It is used to dump plastics and other 

garbage in the ship. Next he said about “fresh water generator”. It is used to generate 

fresh water from sea water. Using this machine water is boiled. As temperature 

increases, pressure also increases. Because of this, fresh water is generated. He said the 

generators are classified in two types. First one is “Emergency generator” and second one 

is “Normal generator”. He said, in the real ship all the operations will be under control. 

Next he showed us tanks and boilers. Boilers will produce steam. Inside the boiler, water 

will be boiled. There are many types of boilers. The boiling point will be above 500C. With 

the help of the steam, water will be boiled. 

He also mentioned all the machines in the ship have been set up in automatic mode. We 

control the machine operations by just pressing the control buttons from the control 

room. Next he explained about “Heater”. Heater is a purifier which is used to purify the 

materials like sand particles. These particles are heated between 920C and 980C. But we 

should not heat the particles up to 1000C. He also said in the ship, safety is very 

important. In addition, he explained about “Water sprinkler system”, “High fog system” 

and ”Fire fighting system”. He concluded his explanation by explaining the last topic on 

temperature cooling machine. Then we walked and moved unto canteen for breakfast. And 



finally, after a long journey we reached the place around 11.05am. The surroundings were 

filled with trees. There Miss. Gby, green team leader shared her experience and 

started compeering that section. She welcomed Mr. Gomathy Nagayam, Vivasaya 

sangam ,Puliankudi . Then she welcomed Miss. Reshma, leader of Maroon team and 

Miss. Dani, co-leader of Maroon team  to share the activities of KAP. They said about 

the events that took place before and after the selection process of Young scientist 

through KAP. They quoted that through the KAP meetings, we got good opportunities to 

improve our talents. They also said that she was proud to have been selected as a young 

scientist. Then they thanked KAP for providing such wonderful opportunities for the 

students like us. They also included the facilities provided by KAP.  

 After their information on KAP meetings, Mr. Gomathy Nagayam, Vivasaya 

sangam ,Puliankudi started explaining about “Organic farming”. He said, “We should use 

our brain to innovate new useful techniques for farming. Farmers also have their own 

technologies by themselves”. Next he said, “While he was at the age of thirteen, India 

got freedom. For over forty years, we are using chemical products for hair growth”. This 

is why our hair growth subsides in these days. He also said that “If we go anywhere 

outside, we can find many medical shops and hospitals. This is because human health 

deteriorates due to chemical contamination in food products”. He also said there are one 

lakh varieties of rice available in our country. Then he said, “We get milk from shop, but 

we don‟t know how and which cow we get that milk from, because the milk looks entirely 

white. We can see insects such as earth worms in the field. Earth worms are helpful for 

making the soil fertile. But nowadays we are using pesticides. Pesticides contain harmful 

chemicals. By using these chemical pesticides, it will ruin the soil fertility and the 

benefits farmers get from earth worms”. He also mentioned that, “Thirty years ago in 

Bhopal, because of the spread of toxic gas, millions of people and cattle died. After this 

tragedy, many babies were born without proper organs”. He also said, “Chemical 

fertilizers have large amount of chemical salt. These chemical salts will absorb lot of 

water from the ground. Because of this, we need to provide more water for the plants. In 

earlier days, we had many varieties of plants, but nowadays, only a limited number of plant 

varieties are available”. He said, “Brain only give us idea about how to earn money. By 

using drip irrigation we can farm sugarcanes for many years. Due to this, we can save 

water as well as electricity”.  

 Mr. Antony Muthu said the difference between the forest lemon and a normal 

lemon. He said that, “For growing trees, we should use natural fertilizers instead of using 

artificial pesticides. By sustainable agriculture we can improve the soil fertility. For that 

we should use the methods of waste management. Instead of using pesticides we can use 

vermin compost”. Then he showed his sugarcane field explaining about sugarcane farm. He 

said that “Plant doesn‟t need water. It needs only wet soil around it. By keeping wet soil 

around plants we will harvest tasty food materials from plants”. He also said “Between 

two sugarcanes, we should provide 5 feet gap. Only in the gap between them, we add 



natural manure. By these sugarcanes can grow faster and healthy. If we follow these 

techniques of framing for two years like this, it will give food materials for more than 20 

years”. We also saw plants like Sangupushpam around the field. Then we also saw 

beautiful paddy fields. An old man we met there, shared his thoughts on farming. He said 

“Only if we use organic matters, the soil will last fertile forever”. We were happy to learn 

unknown facts of farming in the field.  

Conclusion:- 

 Through this program, we learned more about the facts on Organic farming. We 

come to know that natural fertilizers and natural pesticides are the only supportive tonic 

for the growth of plants. So we should avoid artificial pesticides that destroy the soil 

fertility and beings that live in farming fields. We also got awareness by Clean India 

Campaign. We enjoyed the natural sceneries and enjoyed a lot in streams. While coming 

back to Kanyakumari, I felt sad because the environmental atmosphere in my hometown 

was much polluted. I decided to keep my surroundings clean and pollution free. I thank all 

the dignitaries for their valuable time to share their facts that are unknown to us 

before. 

                 

 

13. R.J.RESHMA, 

        MAROON TEAM LEADER. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DAY 1 (06-12-2014-SATURDAY) 

 

 The journey of two days camp on study on sustainable environment began at 6:30 

from Marthandam bus stand. The students were boarded on way to Nagercoil. We had our 

breakfasts at the church in Kavalkinaru. Then we continued our journey and reached 

Thirukkurunkudi hill area at 10:20. We entered in to the Mundanthurai wildlife  

Sanctuary specially meant for tigers and lion-tailed monkeys. We found many monkeys 

there.We began walking through the hill area. The total distance for climbing the hills 

and coming down back was 7 kms. We heard the sounds of water rushing in the streams 

and the birds chirping in the woods. The butterflies were wandering to collect nectars 

from the flowers. Mr.Velaian gave few information while walking. He said that Ramanujar 

came to that area and there were four aalwars. The experience which we got is 

unforgettable in life, he added. We washed our feet in a small running stream on the way. 

We went to the top of the hill by 11:30. Bananas and biscuits were distributed to us in 



order to be free from weary. We had a small fight with monkeys over there because they 

were snatching our snacks. We were very tired after walking a long distance but we felt 

refreshed, healthy and active after breathing the fresh air. Then we all gathered in a 

place under a tree at 11:40. The compeering was done by Gby Atee, the leader of green 

team. She first welcomed all of us in the auspicious day. She emphasized the importance 

of the eco-friendly meeting. Some students were called to give short speeches about 

„CLEAN INDIA‟. 

 First Sree Meera Subramanium from blue team came forward. She said that 

after 66 years of independence, still 30% of the villages don‟t have proper toilets. The 

Swachh Bharat mission was introduced by our Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi. We all 

know the proverb „Cleanliness is next to godliness‟. First we ourselves should be clean and 

then little by little we have to bring out the Clean India mission. Then she concluded her 

speech.Then came N.Srinidhi from green team gave the talk. It was begun by Shri. 

Naerendra Modi. We have large railway networks and water resources but they are 

notclean. Recently, they banned plastics everywhere in our place. She shared us an 

incident. Children died due to improper cleanliness and few women died due to the usage 

of unclean surgical tools. Cleanliness begins at home. This can be done by recycling 

biodegradable waste. This can turn India clean. 

 Then S.S.Akshaya from blue team came forward. She began with a quote of 

Gandhiji „Sanitation is important than independence‟. Our Prime Minister Shri.Narendra 

Modi introduced the Clean India mission on October 2, 2014. It was the birthday of 

Gandhiji, the father of our nation. By saying few tips about how to keep our environment 

clean, she concluded her talk. 

 C.J.Nivedh Sankar  from red team gave the talk. Swachh Bharat is a scheme 

implemented to make India a clean country. Our Prime Minister followed the words of 

Gandhiji. First begin cleaning our homes, then surroundings, then street, then state and 

finally country. He ended his talk by saying the proverb „Prevention is better than cure‟. 

 Next Ragul came forward. He said that the Clean India mission is not only the plan 

of our Prime Minister but also the plan of 1.2 million people of our country. Before 2019, 

we should make our India clean and green, he said. 

 Then came Shalomi from blue team. The untidy environment around caused many 

diseases and bad odour. As the result, Clean India mission was implemented. She shared 

few suggestions to keep or surrounding clean. No water should be allowed stagnant in any 

things. We can use biodegradable waste for manure and non-biodegradable waste for 

recycling, she said. 

 Jefin.R.Wensley, the leader of blue team came forward. He said that Clean 

India mission was the dream of Mahatma Gandhi. We should create awareness among the 

people about the mission. So that we can ensure a secure life by doing this. 



 J.S.Ashmi from blue team came forward to give a speech. The Clean India mission 

should be fulfilled on October 2, 2019. It is the 150th birthday of Mahatma Gandhiji. She 

said that we should contribute heart and soul to bring out this mission. 

 Then came Sourya Vijay from green team to give the talk. The major problem in 

India is uncleanliness, she said. We dump waste in inappropriate manner. We can follow 

several steps to keep our city clean, she said. The Swachh Bharat mission was begun by 

our Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi by cleaning a colony of 800 kms in Rajgat. 

 J.S.Edin Jijo from yellow team came forward. He said that India has diverse 

culture and religion. The Clean India was the aim and dream of Mahatma Gandhi. He 

shared on of his experiences. He asked a foreigner „Why do you Like India?. The 

foreigner replied „I like India because we can dump waste wherever we like and there are 

no strict rules to follow like the foreign countries‟. So we should take steps forward to 

fulfill the dream of Gandhiji. 

Then Gby Atee concluded the talk given by everyone. She stressed the point that 

the best way is to give awareness to the people. Then the banner of Kumari Arivial 

Peravai was tied on the branches of the tree and we began the actual meeting. Gby Atee 

gave the welcome address. She welcomed Shri.R.S.Kannu, President Rotary Club of 

Valliyoor, Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian, the organizer of KAP, Shri.S.Ingersol, Group 

Director ISRO Propulsion Complex, Magendragiri, Capt. P.Bennet Singh, Pilot Tuticorin 

port, Rtn Durai, Mrs.Aruna Kannu, Mrs. Mohana Sundari, all the KAP members including 

the guides, team consultants and then finally all the young scientists.  

Gby Atee welcomed R.J.Reshma, the leader of maroon team to give a talk on 

the „SELECTION PROCESS OF YOUNG SCIENTISTS PROGRAMME 2014-15‟. She 

wished all of us a fine happy morning. She told us about the two levels of screening 

process conducted in her school for selecting the top five students. First one was the 

writing test and the second one was a speaking test in the form of extempore. Then the 

marks of both the screening process were added and the top five students were selected 

from her school including her. There was a sudden call from KAP for the inauguration of 

the young scientists programme 2014-15. It was conducted on 12th July 2014 at 

Marthandam College of Engineering and Technology, Kuttakuzhi. The meeting was full of 

lectures and seminar talks given by great scientists, professors and doctors especially by 

Shri.S.Ingersol. The theme talks were mainly based on innovation, sustainable 

environment and health. The topic of the year „Sustainable Environment‟ was introduced 

to us. It increased the confidence level of us. At the end of the programme, we were 

divided into five groups namely A, B, C, D and E. Though it was the first meeting, it was 

interesting and informative. We had a feeling of being close to the KAP family. Then the 

training on innovations technique was held on 27th July 2014 at Hindu Vidhyala 

Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Marthandam. Miss.Masha Nazim was the chief 

guest who is a young innovator. She motivated us to join the science contests. Small tips 

were given us about preparing the poster for our innovative idea.Kumari Arivial Peravai 



celebrated the Independence Day by conducting poster presentation competition among 

school students at Hindu Vidhyala Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Marthandam. 

The theme of the poster presentation was „Sustainable Environment‟ and it was held on 

15th August. The questions raised by the judges made us to think out of the box, she said. 

This was the first level of screening process. Next the training programme on innovative 

project preparation & study on sustainable environment was held on 17th August at 

Udaiyagiri fort. There we received a small book in which the process of writing the 

project report was clearly given. We raised many questions to our team guides and 

supporters because it was the first time to write a project report. Miss.Masha Nazim as 

the chief gust and she gave us a poster about „IGNITE 2014‟. We made few corrections in 

our topics with the help of KAP members. Then we walk a walk around the fort. We gained 

new type of experience because it was the firtst meeting conducted at a different place 

rather than schools and colleges. The second level of screening process that is the 

project report presentation programmes was held on 13th September at the Scott 

Christian Higher Secondary School, Nagercoil. We had a common meeting and we were 

given some ideas to present our project reports without any fear. We were also told 

about the collection of medicinal plants. We presented our reports in a successful manner 

according to the process given in the key book. At the end, a judge from each group told 

about the presentations of the students and gave some ideas to improve our presentation 

better. The training programme on model demonstration and field stud was held on 27th 

September 2014 at Vivekanada Kend5a, Kanyakumari. We got some ideas about presenting 

our innovative ideas through a model. We all submitted our records on collection of 

medicinal plants. It was of grace use to us to know about their medicinal values. We 

visited many rooms where we found posters on walls based on water, culture and 

agriculture, yoga and so on. Information based on vermi compost and azolla were given. 

We acquired a new experience through this programme. The third level of screening 

process that is the Model demonstration on sustainable environment was held on 11 

October 2014 at Immanuel Arasar JJ College of Engineering. It was the last meeting of 

the young scientists‟ selection process that was conducted before examining our marks 

establishing the selected students‟ results. We presented our models in front of the 

judges. We were able to answer the questions and explain about the model to the college 

students. We felt sad when the last meeting was conducted after we gathered in a hall. 

As soon as the meeting was over, we felt like crying. But KAP gave us confidence and we 

left the college with smiling faces. After all those things, we were waiting for our results.  

Our joy has no bound when we saw our results in the net. Within few minutes time our cell 

phones were busy attending the wishes and congratulations from our fellow teammates 

and school mates. We learned many things from KAP about how to write reports, give 

feedback, how to send thanks letters to the schools, institutions and other places 

providing us space and facilities to conducts KAP‟s meetings and so on. She said that she 

feel extremely glad to share the experiences which we came across. There‟s a quote of 



Julius Caesar that “Experience is the teacher of all things”. She hoped that all the past 

experiences will definitely be useful in our future carrier. She ended her talk by 

expressing her deep sense of gratitude to KAP for giving us such a wonderful opportunity 

to bring out and express our hidden talents. 

Gby Atee welcomed S.Dani Rovas, the co-leader of maroon team to continue 

the activities of KAP after the selection process. She began with the first young 

scientists‟ meeting that was conducted after the results were published in KAP website. 

It was conducted at L.M.S. Boys Higher Secondary School, Marthandam. We were 

informed to do newspaper documentation so that we can enrich our knowledge by the 

current affairs. The reports were expected to be sent through the mails. Then she told 

about the scientific awareness camp which was conducted on 8th and 9th of November at 

C.S.I. Institute of Technology, Thovalai. She told about the walking which refreshed our 

minds in the early morning. Many lectures were conducted by great scientists, doctors, 

professors and also the former young scientists on various topics. Then the Power Point 

presentation on management concepts was held at Marthandam College of Engineering and 

Technology, Kuttakuzhi on 22nd of November. All the young scientists presented the 

Power Points on various management concepts. This made a bridge between the old epic 

Thirukkural and management concepts. Then the training programme on medical science 

was conducted at the Medical College, Asaripallam on 29th November.  This was a very 

rare opportunity provided. We had a campus visit. She said that whenever there is love 

for medical science, there is love for humanity. She ended her talk by thanking KAP for 

all the rare opportunities provided to us.  

Then S.Abina, the leader of red team was invited by Gby Atee to give a talk on 

the topic „FORSET CONSERVATION‟. She began with the definition of forest. Forest is 

a large area covered with trees. Nowadays, forests are being destroyed. They give us 

more natural resources. Wood is obtained for making furniture from forests. Medicinal 

plants found in the forests are of great value. Deforestation has been increased very 

well. This is because of the increase in population and the growing human needs. 

Deforestation leads to soil erosion. The level of rainfall also decreases due to 

deforestation. There are 17.59% of geographical areas in Tamil Nadu and 30.2% 

geographical area in Kanya Kumari district, she said. The main principle of conservation of 

forests is „Tree for a tree‟. It‟s our duty to give awareness to the people to conserve 

forests. Forests are being destroyed for our own needs s it is our responsibility to find a 

solution for this problem. She ended her talk by saying that e should conserve forests 

for our next generation.  

 Gby Atte invited Rtn Shri.R.S.Kannu, President Rotary Club of Valliyoor, 

to give a talk. He said that we are very blessed to have Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian and 

Shri.S.Ingersol in the midst of us. He glorified KAP by saying that it is a voluntary 

organization that nurtures the talents in students without collecting even a single penny. 

He said that all the KAP members are of great inspiration to th young scientists. He said 



that if KAP will begin in Tamil Nadu fully, it will definitely be a great revolution. He ended 

his speech by thanking KAP for the wonderful opportunity. 

 Gby Atee thanked him and then welcomed Shri.S.Ingersol, Group Director 

ISRO Propulsion Complex,Mahendragiri, to give a talk on „SUSTAINABLE 

ENVIRONMENT‟. He first said about Shri.R.S.Kannu who is a very active person and he 

took initiative to bring Rotarians to welcome us to the trip. Next he went to the topic. 

The prime most duty is to keep our environment clean, he said. We enjoy the place, 

pollute it and then go away. But we shouldn‟t do like that. He shared an incident of his 

uncle. His uncle was travelling in a train to Japan. He had a mineral water bottle with him. 

He took a zip of water and then left it in the compartment. A 3-year old Japanese kid 

took it and put it in the dustbin. He said that his uncle felt ashamed while he was sharing 

the incident with him. We should recycle the plastics, he said. Thiyagaraja College did an 

experiment and innovated that plastics can be used to lay roads. We should respect and 

honor nature. We can‟t live in absence of nature. Sustainability is very important in 

protecting nature. We use nature a as a dumping ground. We can treat the waste from 

our home and use it as manure. Water used for bathing can be treated and given to 

plants. The population of India is more than 700 crores. We are environmentally more 

demanding people but the resources are limited. We can conserve energy, recycle things 

and take several other steps to make environment sustainable. We should leave the world 

a better place to live for our future generations. We should be less demanders of nature. 

He concluded his speech and thanked KAP.  

Gby Atee welcomed Mr.Velaian to deliver the vote of thanks. He said that many 

changes were made in the programme till the previous day. But all the programmes have 

been a successful one and everything had resulted in a positive manner. The experience 

which we gained in the camp will be unforgettable in our life, he                                       

added. He thanked all the Rotarians for welcoming to the  trip. Then we walked to do the 

Clean India mission. We  walked toward the Nambi koil. We picked up all  non-

biodegradable items including the plastic materials from the surroundings of the temple. 

Finally all of us dumped it in the dustbins placed there. After that we had a healthy bath 

in the stream. The water was very fresh there   in such a way that all the rocks inside 

the water can be seen very clearly. After that, we walked down the hills. Finally, we 

reached the entrance of the  wildlife sanctuary. Delicious afternoon lunch was provided 

to us. Then we refreshed ourselves and were enjoying the beauty of nature. Then we 

 gathered in a place. The feedback was given by  some KAP students. Some 

students came forward and conveyed thanks to the Rotarians and the forest officers and 

then to KAP. After all these programmes, we left the place. Then we began our journey to 

the PSN College. We reached there at 5:30 pm. was provided to us. We went to the place 

where we stay and we refreshed ourselves. We gathered in a hall where the common 

meting took place.  



Mr.Velaian invited Shri.M.C.Shibin Tad,NI University, Kumarakovil, to lead a 

programme on „MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS TECHNIQUE‟. He provided us a skill bsead 

sheet. It was a test conducted by NASA. The meaning of the scenario was aske dto be 

explained. First J.S.Edin Jijo from yellow team explained dthe meaning of the given 

scenario. Then Gby Atee, the leader of green team came forward and explained the 

meaning. The skilll based sheet was the one given below:  

NASA Exercise: Survival on the Moon 

Scenario: 

You are a member of a space crew originally scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship 

on the lighted surface of the moon. However, due to mechanical difficulties, your ship 

was forced to land at a spot some 200 miles from the rendezvous point. During reentry 

and landing, much of the equipment aboard was damaged and, since survival depends on 

reaching the mother ship, the most critical items available must be chosen for the 200-

mile trip. Below are listed the 15 items left intact and undamaged after landing. Your 

task is to rank order them in terms of their importance for your crew in allowing them to 

reach the rendezvous point. Place the number 1 by the most important item,the number 2 

by the second most important, and so on through number 15 forthe least important. 

1. Box of matches  

2. Food concentrate  

3. 50 feet of nylon rope  

4. Parachute silk  

5. Portable heating unit  

6. Two .45 caliber pistols  

7. One case of dehydrated milk  

8. Two 100 lb. tanks of oxygen 

9. Stellar map  

10. Self-inflating life raft  

11. Magnetic compass  

12. 20 liters of water  

13. Signal flares  

14. First aid kit, including injection needle  

15. Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter 

 

We had a great confusion about ranking the items because we felt that most probably all 

of these very important except very few. After our individual rankings, we were 

instructed to sit in group and fill the team rankings. Then sir told an expert‟s rankings 

from NASA. Next we compared our individual rankings with the expert‟s rankings and 

finally the team rankings with the expert‟s rankings. Then the student who has the high 

influencing power was told by comparing the sheets of each team. It was very interesting 



to us. Next we had the dinner break at 7:45 pm. The College canteen served us delicious 

meals. We had a conference in the hall at 8:35 pm. 

 Mr.Velaian invited Gby Atee, the leader of green team to give a theme talk on 

the topic „PROTECT WESTERN GHATS‟. She said that the Western Ghats is known for 

entomic species and medicinal plants. The Annamudi hills is the highest peak in Western 

Ghats. Many rivers flow from Western Ghats. Theses Rivers are used for hydroelectric 

power generation and irrigation. There are fifteen major dams built over the rivers. 

Continuous rainfall in Western Ghats forms waterfalls. Jog falls which is the largest falls 

in South India is present in the Western Ghats. She said that now the Western Ghats 

are not maintained properly and only very few initiatives are being taken to control its 

destruction. This leads to change in climatic condition. She ended her talk by saying that 

it‟s our duty to protect the Western Ghats so that we can make the Earth green. 

Shri.L.Edwin Sam gave the remarks on her theme talk. He said that more statistics were 

present in her talk, and also he said that if the present condition of the Western Ghats 

were added it would be better. 

 Then Mr.Velaian welcomed R.J.Jenisha from maroon team to give the theme talk 

on the topic „ORGANIC FARMING‟. She said that until the man lives, stomach exisists. 

And until the stomach exists, hunger also exists. The farming can only find a solution for 

our hunger. She listed the steps in farming which included ploughing, fertilization, 

irrigation, weeding and harvesting. From 1999-2001 only 31% of population was there. 

Now the population has been doubled. So agriculture should be developed. Then 

Shri.L.Edwin Sam gave the remarks on her theme talk. He said that she spoke about 

farming and she would have told more about organic farming. Manures are very important 

for the crops, especially the natural ones which plays a major role in organic farming. 

Maintaining the fertility of soil is also important. In order to save the crops from insects, 

farmers spray insecticides. So that it should be avoided.  

 Then Mr.Velaian called M.Sabrina Lynette Fernando from red team to give the 

theme talk on „NEEDS OF ORGANIC FARMING‟. She said that organic farming is a 

method to cultivate the land and reuse the crops. It is used for the reduction of farm 

pollution and toxic substances. She listed two types of farming methods: 

 Bio-dynamic farming: It is an advanced organic farming used in high quality 

area. It is done in populated area. 

 Do-nothing farming: It is a farming method used in rural areas. 

 Shri.L.Edwin Sam gave the remarks on her theme talk. She talked about organic 

farming and the points should also be included about the needs of organic farming 

because it is the topic, he said. He said that all over it was good. 

 Mr.Velaian welcomed R.J.Reshma, the leader of maroon team to give the theme 

talk on the topic „SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE‟. She gave a clear cut definition of 

sustainable agriculture. Sustainable agriculture is the efficient production of safe, high 

quality agricultural products, in a way that protects and improves the natural 



environment, the social and economic conditions of farmers, their employees and local 

communities, and safeguards the health and welfare of all farmed species. Sustainable 

agriculture integrates three main goals--environmental health, economic profitability, and 

social and economic equity. She described ten main topics. They were: 

 Make use of renewable sources of energy 

 Integrated pest management 

 Crop rotation 

 Avoid soil erosion 

 Crop diversity 

 Natural pest eliminators 

 Managed grazing 

 Save transportation costs 

 Better water management 

 Removal of weeds manually 

All the above mentioned things are the ways to bring out sustainable agriculture. Then 

she concluded her speech. Shri.L.Edwin Sam gave the remarks on her theme talk. Food 

demand is increasing but the farmlands are decreasing. He said that the talk was very 

good and some points related to the current situation of agriculture could also be 

included. 

 Next Mr.Velaian welcomed Souya Vijay from green team to give a theme talk on 

the topic „SACRED GROOVES‟. She said that many varieties of medicinal plants are 

found in sacred grooves. The sacred grooves are mostly found in villages, mountains and 

forests areas. They contain endangered animal species. A type of frog was recently 

discovered from the sacred grooves, she said. The sacred grooves help in conserving 

water by absorbing it by roots of trees. When there is scarcity of water, the water 

stored in the roots of the trees would make the surrounding cool. But due to urbanization 

and globalization, the sacred grooves have been destroyed. They pay a major role in 

sustainable environment, she added. There are some non-government organizations which 

protect forests and sacred grooves. She ended her talk by saying that we should also 

take an oath to protect the sacred grooves. The remarks were given by Shri.L.Edwin 

Sam. He stressed few points about the sacred grooves and then concluded it. 

 Dani Rovas, the leader of green team was invited by Mr.Velaian to given the 

theme talk on the topic „CLEAN TAMIRABARANI‟. Tamirabanai is one of the rivers 

among the Perennial Rivers. It originates in Periyaputhor in Western Ghats. It finally 

drains into thye Bay of Bengal near Tuticorin. It is known to floods due to monsoons. She 

listed few tributaries of Tamirabarani. She than listed few dams constructed over it. The 

dams are being constructed for irrigation purposes. She emphasized the channels flowing 

from it. Now it‟s being polluted, she said. This is mainly due to sewage from the nearby 

places. If this sewage is entering in to the farms for the purpose of irrigation, then the 

crops would get chemicals as their manures. So finally we will be affected after in taking 



the food from the farm. The sand found in the river acts like a filter but now there is 

lack of fresh water in it. The Tamirabarani river is considered and the lifeline for people 

of Tirunelveli district. So the people take some steps to make it clean. Our Prime 

Minister Shri.Narendra Modi has implemented the Clean India mission. So first let‟s take 

step to conserve the water bodies. By saying this, she ended her speech. The remarks 

were given by Shri.L.Edwin Sam. He said that the talk was very good.  

  Mr.Velaian invited N.Srinidhi from green team to give the theme talk on the 

topic „PRESERVE PONDS IN TAMIL NADU‟. She first gave a clear idea about what are 

ponds. Ponds are the water bodies which are smaller than lakes. Ponds are a source of 

production of fish and recreation. They help in mantling bio-diversity. Nearly 75% of the 

ponds in Tamil Nadu have been polluted by the human activities. Wastage sewage is the 

cause of this. Artificial ponds can be implemented inorder to find a solution to the 

problem. The houses can be constructed away from the ponds so that we can avoid the 

pasahe of sewage into the ponds. The Chennai Municipal Water Supply and Sewage Board 

trest the drainage water and helps in conserving water resources. First there were 4.000 

ponds in Tamil Nadu but now they are reduced to 1,700. We can give awareness to the 

people to preserve ponds, she said. She concluded with the quote „Water, water 

everywhere nor a drop to drink‟. Shri.L.Edwin Sam gave the remarks about her talk. He 

said one of the reasons why the ponds are being destroyed nowadays. Once upon a time, 

people took bath in the ponds. But now people take bath in their homes. So ponds are 

being not utilized by the people. The best way he suggested is to make the ponds a place 

for entertainment. So that people visits the pod often and they use ponds. 

  Next Mr.Velaian welcomed Jefin R.Wensely, the leader of blue team to give 

the theme talk on the topic „WASTE MANAGEMENT‟. He began with the line „Take, 

make, waste‟. The wastes are increasing in our day to day life. He said teat we all know 

hot to manage stress, anger, time and so on but we should also know to manage wastes. 

The household wastes should be divided into biodegradable and non-biodegradable. Two 

bins can be placed to dump water, one red and the other one green. The non-

biodegradable waste can be put in to the red bin whereas the biodegradable wastes can 

be put in the green bin. Few wastes like plastics and papers can be recycled. The excreta 

of the domestic animals, especially cow dungs can be treated to obtain biogas by the 

process of anaerobic digestion. This can help us to manage waste. He shared a current 

incident to us which was done in Kerala. The step what we students should do is that we 

should ask our management to provide two dustbins inorder to dump the biodegradable 

and non-biodegradable separately. With this, he concluded his talk. The remarks were 

given by Shri.L.Edwin Sam. He said that we should give awareness to the people to 

reduce unwanted wastes. If few points related to the current situation of waste 

management were said, it would be better, he said. Overall it was a very good talk. 

 Sree Meera Subramaniyam from blue team was invited by Mr.Velaian to give the 

theme talk on the topic „SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY‟. She began her talk with a 



quote. She said that there is no life without technology. Sustainable technology can be 

brought by making the technologies harmless to nature. Even though technology is 

required for a large group of growing population, it should be made sustainable. She 

concluded her talk after sharing an incident which happened in a USA office. 

Shri.L.Edwin Sam told that science and technology has revolutionized the world. The 

technology which helps mankind and doesn‟t harm the environment is called sustainable 

technology, he added. Her performance was good. 

 Next Mr.Velaian said that our talks were good. He advised us to research more in 

our topics. As we know that „Practice makes a man perfect‟. If we do so, we will be in a 

high position in our future. Then he told about a meeting which will be held at YMC 

College, Marthandam on 13th December at 2:00 pm. The programme on book review was 

given to R.J.Reshma, the leader of maroon team and S.Dani Rovas, the co- leader fo 

maroon team. The book is „Seranaatu Sinthanaigal‟. He said fhag if anyone wishes to see 

their presentations, and then they can also be present in the meeting. We began the 

cultural programmes at 9:55 pm. Then Mr.Velaian reminded us about the next day 

programme. We had a short prayer and later we left the hall by 10:10 pm. We went to our 

hostel and had a good sleep after refreshing our ourselves. We were told to wake up t 

4:00 am.  

DAY 2 (07-12-2014-SUNDAY) 

 We all woke up at 4:00 am and we became ready for ourselves for the day. Both 

boys and girls gathered in he verandah of the college and began walking at 6:00. We went 

around the college and its play ground and completed walking at 6:35 am. We gathered in 

a place. The feedback on yesterdays programme was given by some of the students like 

Gby Atee, the leader of green team, Rudra Sathish from blue team and so on. We 

went to a marine study at 6:58 am. Two persons named Mr.Shanmugam and Mr.Bala 

Kumar guided and explained us about the construction of ship. The teams were separated 

into two groups and were sent two the two persons inorder to manage time.  

 We were guided by Mr.Bala Kumar. He said that it was a mini ship and it‟s just a 

simple construction. All the parts of the ship were found there. He first explained how 

the engine starts and the ship moves. The output given by the engine gives a thrust in the 

propeller. It rotates the blades and then it moves. The fuel used to run the marine 

engines is the last grade fuel which is known as heavy fuel oil. The boilers present in the 

ships are used to heat the fuel and produce stream. The tendency that resists he flow of 

liquid is called viscosity. Next he explained the role of piston. When the piston moves 

own, a vacuum is produced there and the air from the atmosphere is drawn in. When the 

piston moves up, the sir is compressed. This increase the pressure and temperature. 

Diesel has more ignition temperature than petrol, he said. So the diesel produces a spark 

and burns. An inlet valve and an outlet valve is present in the piston (TDC). When the 

piston moves from TDC to BDC, the air is drawn from the atmosphere and is termed as 

suction stroke. When the air is compressed by the piston, it ios termed as compression 



stroke. Petro engine consists of air and fuel mixture whereas only air in diesel engine. A 

spark is produced when electric power is given more than 25,000 volts. Step-up 

transformers are used to increase the voltage. During the third stroke, piston gains 

power which is termed as power stroke. Crankers are present below the piston. All the 

above mentioned process converts into rotator motion which turns the propeller. The 

fourth stroke is termed as exhaust stroke. The exhaust gases will be remaining after the 

process which is sent back to the atmosphere. For burning one molecule of fuel 

thoroughly 14 molecules of oxygen are required. Different cylinders will be present in 

ships either in TDC or in  BDC. The piston is moved up and down with the help of 30 bar 

air. The compressor is used to compress the air. He said that every machine in ship will be 

two in number. He explained the compressed by showing it. Other than two starting 

compressors, there will be an emergency starting air compressor. Then he explained 

about the incinerator. The wastes from the oil and fuels will be produced from the 

purifier. He explained this with the help of an incident in USA ship in which the man who 

threw a bottle cap into the sea was caught. The incinerator burns the sludge produced in 

a high temperature. Next he explained about the fresh water generator. Salt water 

from the sea is treated and the steam produced will be converted into fresh water with 

the help of the fresh water generator, he said. The salt remains behind. If the pressure 

increases, the temperature also increases. The generator burns the salt water at 60˚ C. 

We were then taught about generator. The ship has three generators. If the three 

generators stop their working, emergency generator is used. The working of boiler was 

described to us. The boiler works on the same principle of the pressure cooker. It is just 

the opposite working of the fresh water generator. It boils at more than 5000˚ C. It is a 

closed circuit and is used for heating fuel oil. Then the fuel oil heater was explained to 

us. Finally purifier and genlite was explained. The purifier is used to purify the sludge and 

wastes. It works on centrifugal force. The heavy particles stick to the walls of the 

heater and fine oil is produced in the center of the heater. Safety is very important in 

ships. Carbon dioxide, water, sprinkler system and a type of fog system is used in the 

genelite, he said. Finally, we saw the fresh water cooler. It was not described much 

because It was known to us. M.Sabrina Lynette Fernando from red team gave the 

feedback and conveyed thanks to Mr.Bala Kumar. We had our breakfasts at 8:05 am. We 

began a very long travel to Puliyankudi. We reached at Puliyankudi at 11:20 am. We all 

gathered around a neem tree. Gby Atte gave a short feedback on yesterday‟s programme 

and then introduced Shri.Gomathinayagam,Vivasaya seva Sangam,Puliyankudi. A KAP 

book „Nurture Nature‟ was given t him. The talk on selection process was given by 

R.J.Reshma, the leader of maroon team. It was continued by S.Dani Rovas, the co-

leader of maroon team. It was the same talk which was given in the Mundanthurai 

wildlife sanctuary on the previous day. 



 Shri.Gomathinayagam,Vivasaya seva Sangam,Puliyankudi was invited to give a 

talk. He said that the Vivasaya Seva Sangam was begun before 35 years. It began on 

three main factors: 

 No donations 

 Farmer‟s real worth is brain 

 Intelligence is strength  

He was 13 when India got independence. The soil fertility has been changed in these 

years, he said. In olden days women and men were very height and strong, especially 

women had long hair. But now every women have very less hair. Before few years, we could 

find 10 or 12 children in one home but now maximum is 2. In olden days, even a 20 year old 

teenage can lift 10 kg of weight but now its not possible. More dieses have spread in 

India and this is because of the food we consume. Rice had nearly one lakh varieties with 

different colours few years ago. Each variety of rice had medicinal value. One type of 

rice was given to the pregnant women inorder to increase the quantity of Brest milk to 

feed their children. The rice which we consume today is not nutritious to us. The egg and 

milk is also in the same condition. Then he said about organic farming. Organic farming is 

nothing but the crops should grow in fertile soil. Soil has millions and millions of creatures 

in it. One teaspoon of soil has 5 crore creatures in it. All these creatures make the soil 

fertile. The pesticides and insecticides which are sprayed to the crops, pollute the soil 

and kill all the creatures present. This condition is known as green desert. He said that 

after 50 or 60 years, the soil may turn fully poisonous. He shared a tragedy which 

happened in Bhopal and another incident in Kerala in which the endosalphan was sprayed in 

the crops. Many children are born handicapped due to the bad impacts. In 1983,he 

stopped all the pesticides, insecticides and growing hybrids in his farm. He did it so 

because there is no sustainability in it. Urea has only some nutrients in it. It consists of 

only 46% of urea and others are fully salts. So water will be required in abundant manner 

and the Creatures present in the soil die. All these things were Implemented to increase 

the yield of crops. The decisions of the foreign countries my bring destruction in 

agriculture in our country, he said. Nowadays, no people are willing to do farming in our 

country. This is because there is no profit in it. Self-reliant his sons in farming. We 

shouldn‟t expect anything from outside. Women from Ettaiyapuram called him to solve a 

problem. They had 1000 acres of land and the agriculture declined. The men who worked 

in that farm went to other jobs. Only women were taking care of the farm and they felt 

it tough to maintain it. They spent nearly 25 lakh for 1000 acres of land for pesticides 

and urea. All the profit went to the urea company. After that he said about sugar 

industry. The refined sugar has many other chemicals in it. Drip irrigation can be given 

for every plants, he said. He said that water is not required for plants and only moisture 

is enough. So the best way is to use drip irrigation. The spaces between the sugarcanes 

can be turned into manure pit. We will get 4 lakhs profit if we have 100 lemon plants, he 

added. Organic shops are being constructed nowadays in few places. He requested us to 



plant some curry leaves, onion, aloe versa and other plants in our homes because they 

have more medicinal values. He said that Puliyankudi is the largest production of lemon in 

Tamil Nadu. The stressed three main points in organic farming. They were: 

 Increase the soil fertility: We should do waste management for this. All the 

vegetable wastes and cow dung can be made to decompose. We have first aid kits in 

every home. Similarly, the plants required for home use should be found I our 

home. He said that aloe vera can be plants and its good for injuries. 

 Reduce wheat and sugar content rich foods: Reduce all the food items which have 

more sugar and wheat content. Drink plenty of water. Practice organic farming to 

be healthy. Trees can live without man, but man cant live without trees.  

 Intelligence is more required than hard work in organic farming.  

 

If any insects destroy our crops, just take the plants which cattle do not consume. Mix 

them in cow‟s urine. After one week, bad odour will be produced. Then sprinkle them in 

crops. So the insects may not come to destroy the crops. Then we visited the sugarcane 

fiels. There ios 5 feet space between two sugarcanes. They pant some weeds first and 

tehn they cut and put it in the soil. The earthworms and bacterias decompose them. Then 

the sugarcanes are planted. He said that any sugarcanes will hot give yield more than 2 

tims. But the farm which we visited had sugarcanes which gave yield 21 times. From that 

farm, if we take sugar, we will definitely be healthy and this is known as sustainable 

agriculture. Then we visited the lemon field. We smelled the leaves of lemon there. The 

lifespan of lemon is 35-40 years. The pit which is dug before planting the plant is 3 cm 

wide and 3 cm deep. Then the manures are put inorder to make the plant grow very well. 

We saw the sugar Powder processing method there. They process the sugar powder and 

sell it. He said that the sugar powder can be used in beverages. It looked yellow in colour. 

Then we had lunch break. We ate delicious meals which made us to fell that e ate the 

food which are being produced in organic farming. The lunch break was over by 1:30 pm. 

We had a small conversation with Mr.Paramashivam. He explained us about the organic 

farming. It was destroyed due to western agriculture. He told about the Pothihai hills. 

River Pamba starts from this hill. He explained the methods to sow a seed. First take 

good seed and soak them in water. Then place them in sack. After 3-4 days, it sprouts 

and grows. Then take and plant it after it grows some more. We cleared our doubts 

related to organic farming. Gby Atee gave a short feedback on the day‟s programme. 

S.Abina, the leader of red team conveyed thanks to them, especially to 

Shri.Gomathinayagam, Mr.Paramashivam and Shri.Esakimuthu. The KAP books were 

given to them.  

 Mr.Velaian gave a talk. He said that we get different experiences in different 

places and that is what education. He glorified Shri.Gomathinayagam that even in his 81 

years of age, he thinks about the future generation. When we consume food that is 

cultivated good, we will be healthy. He thanked for the hospitality given by them. 



Although they were not much educated, there was no limit for their hospitality. They 

provided sugar powder to us. And then we left the place happily. I gained a new 

experience through this programme. I have never visited paddy field like this. I really 

felt surprised to see the beauty of the green crop grown there. We improved our talents 

in speaking, listening and writing. We got more opportunities to interact with great 

personalities. This programme made me to fulfill the dream of Gandhiji „Clean India‟ and I 

had a feeling of being very close e to nature. I express my deep sense of gratitude for 

giving me such a wonderful opportunity. THANKS TO KAP…….. 

 

14.DANI ROVAS , 

 MAROON TEAM 

 Kumari Arivial Peravai carries out Young Scientists Program to develop the scientific 

temper of 8th grade students. Many programs are conducted in various places giving the 

students ongoing experiences to let them shine like stars. In the same way, KAP 

conducted and eco-friendly camp that is none other than the „Study on Sustainable 

Environment Tentative Program‟ in Thirukurumkudi and Puliyankudi.  

The journey began at around 6:30 am from Marthandam. All the students were ready 

with their luggage and sacks. We had a really long journey and then stopped at Kaval 

Kinaru to have our breakfast. Since we were in a hurry, we had our breakfast in 15 

minutes. Our journey continued again till 10:20 am until we reached our destination of 

Thirukurumkudi. We entered the Kalakkad Mundanthurai Wildlife Sanctuary which is 

specially meant for tigers and lion tailed monkey.  

We started our walk of 3.5 km along the path between the trees. The presence of 

monkeys I saw seemed worthy to mingle with the bright and perfumed atmosphere and to 

thrill the beautiful scenery around me. The flow of river water helped me hear the Divine 

guidance just as Doreen Virtue said. The sound of river flow made me feel relaxed and 

freed me from the tiresome mood I had after the long journey. The walk between the 

trees enabled me to receive the cool air and experience the joy of natural beauty. I 

walked enjoying the beauty of nature all along. We were guided by our guides throughout 

our walk with our team. On the way we were also able to see different kinds of trees and 

different species of butterflies flying here and there as if they were in seventh heaven.   

We walked, walked, walked and walked. Then finally came a place here e were allowed to 

have some rest and e were provided with snacks. We ate our snacks with the companion 

of monkeys who too wanted the food. In cases they were not provided with, they 

snatched away the snacks. It was also a nice time sharing our food with our ancestors, 

monkeys, in the view of Science. I moreover enjoyed the way the monkey ate.  

Then we were called to assemble in shade for a meeting. The meeting began with the 

anchoring of Gby Atee. She asked for the students to share their views on Clean India.  

Sree Meera Subramanium shared her views at first. Cleanliness is next to godliness. 

Even after 67 years of independence, 30% of the villages in India do not have proper 



toilets. To keep our surroundings clean she suggested some simple steps. Wipe the entire 

things we use in the house; Keep the home clean; Take bath regularly, she said.  

Then spoke Srinidhi on the same topic. This is a mission implemented by our present 

Prime Minister, Shri.Narendra Modi, with the intention of making our country clean. India 

has the second largest railway network in the world but none of them is found dirt free. 

We are blessed with water resources. But are we maintain it well? Our government took 

steps and executed the law of banning of plastics, but are we following the same. The 

above mentioned problems are mainly because of the unawareness of the society, mainly 

the rural. She also stated two incidents. In Dharmapuri district many children died 

because of improper cleanliness. Likewise many women died due to unclean surgical 

instruments used in surgery. She concluded saying the importance of keeping oneself 

clean using the incidents. 

Next Akshaya shared her vision on Clean India. Sanitation is important than 

independence said Mahatma Gandhi. In order to have hygienic sanitation, our Prime 

Minister has introduced the campaign of Clean India on 2nd October 2014, she said and 

then concluded. 

Nivedh Sankar presided next. Clean environment scheme is to keep our surroundings and 

environment clean. We should not litter our surroundings. Clear toilets should be built to 

rural people. Our Prime Minister followed the words of Mahatma Gandhi and consequently 

we should contribute with heart and soul to this Abhiyan for the accomplishment of the 

mission and fulfillment of Gandhiji‟s dream.  

After him Ragul spoke on Clean India. This operation was established by our prime 

minister. This mission will be of great success only with the contribution of all the 1.2 

million people in the country. Only then we can create Clean India by the year 2019. 

Next spoke Shalomi on the topic. We people are untidy and we are leading ourselves to 

various diseases and then empty our pockets in hospitals. If we continue the condition of 

untidiness, our country would remain in the same condition as of no or drop off as 

untidiness does not show the path of development. That is why the government has taken 

the step of Clean India and an objective of fulfilling it within the year of 2020, she said. 

She also said some actions that are needed to be taken for the succession of the 

objective.    

The next was Jefin R.Wensely‟s turn to share his views. Clean India, the dream of the 

father of our nation, is being fulfilled by Shri.Narendra Modi by its establishment. To 

create that kind of India, it is the responsibility of each and every individual to create 

awareness regarding the same and start cleaning our surroundings and home at first. Let 

us all think in a positive way and contribute to the succession of the mission; he said and 

ended his talk.  

Then Jereshea strutted on the same topic. We should keep our surroundings clean. Every 

one‟s individual participation is necessary to create a clean India, she said. This is because 

it is the responsibility of each and every individual to create an India that is so clean. So, 



let us all join hands for it. She made her talk interesting and outstanding by quoting 

quotes.  

Sourya Vijay spoke on Clean India next. Major problem faced by our country is dirtiness. 

Correct disposal of waste should be kept in mind always and it should be followed strictly. 

Let us first start by clearing a colony, then surrounding, then town, then start cleaning 

step by step to achieve the goal of Clean India.  

Next Edin Jijo spoke on the given topic. Our country is famous for Unity in Diversity. We 

should also make our country famous for its cleanliness and for this let us all involve 

whole heartedly for the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.  

Capt.P.Bennet Singh, Pilot Tuticorin Port, then gave a short summary on the talks. 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is a good plan and let us all contribute to it by the tips said by all. 

He also gave on specific tip „clkean your surroundings clean at first‟. 

By the time all the eminent personalities arrived and Gby Atee welcomed all of them by 

delivering the welcome address. She welcomed: 

 Shri.R.S.Kannu    

 Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian   

 Shri.S.Ingersol    

 Capt.P.Bennet Singh    

 Rotarian.Keshavan 

 Rotarian.Aruna Kannu 

 Rotarian.Mohana Sundhari 

 Rotarian.Durai 

 Rotarian.Ravindran 

The meeting began with an invocation to Goddess Tamil. Gby asked Reshma and Dani 

Rovas to give say the activities of Kumari Arivial Peravai till selection process (Reshma) 

and after the selection process (Dani). 

Reshma said pleasant morning to one and all gathered and began to say the activities. She 

said the programs conducted till selection process and the three levels of screening 

process (poster presentation, project report presentation and model presentation). She 

also said about the mentality of the students‟ in general and the way we were assessed. 

She also mentioned the important activities given to us to carry out in groups and in 

individual. She said about the selection process she underwent in her school (writing test 

and extemporary). The first meeting was held on 12/07/2014 at MACET where all of us 

assembled. This meeting we had as a bit lengthy as many talks and presentations were 

done. We were segregated to five teams (A –E) that day. The meet also gave a clear 

picture on the theme of the year „SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT‟. The next meeting 

was held on 27/07/2014 at Hindu Vidyalaya Matriculation Higher Secondary School, 

Marthandam. The meeting was Poster Presentation Training.  The chief guest of the meet 

was Miss.Masha Nazeem who gave us a clear idea on innovation and how to innovate. She 

made the session unforgettable by sharing her own remarkable experiences and saying 



examples for innovations. The next meeting was Poster Presentation in Hindu Vidyalaya 

Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Marthandam on 15/08/2014. This meet we 

presented our posters with the help of guidance we got from the before meeting. All of 

us presented our posters productively and answered the questions asked to us. The next 

meeting was held at Udayagiri Fort on 17/08/2014 from 1:30 pm. It was a nice meet as 

we had our meet in a different place rather than in colleges and schools. Here we were 

provided with a booklet in which the format for preparing the project report was given. 

We had a team discussion in the premises of the fort. For the last 5 minutes we were 

taken around the fort too. We were informed about the national and international level 

science competitions also in this meet. Then was the Project Report Presentation on 

13/09/2014 in Scott Christian Higher Secondary School. Here we presented our reports 

with obvious success. We were asked to explain our innovations and we did so. The next 

meeting was held at Vivekananda Kendra. Here we were given training on Project 

Demonstration. We also had a visit to the places in Gramodaya Park. We saw many 

constructions and architectures out of waste. This was really amazing, she said.  The final 

meeting of selection process as held in a successful manner with the presentation of 

project models. Everyone was judged individually and every one performed well. In this 

meeting we were given consolation and we moved away with deep sense of gratitude 

towards KAP for their support and guidance long the path of Screening Process. Everyone 

was eagerly waiting for the results and finally the results were published. Only 56 

students were selected for further training to develop scientific temper.     

Then I, Dani Rovas, continued the activities of KAP after the selection process. I said 

the meetings held the skills we learned from each meet and the purpose of each meet 

along with its importance. The first meeting hard after the hard and tough selection 

process was the Introductory Meet at LMS Boys Higher Secondary School on 

26/10/2014. It was a meet of advice in my view because all the procedures we should 

follow were said to us. This meet also created a firm platform within us to create 

ourselves and develop our skills. The next meet was the Scientific Awareness Camp on 

08/11/2014 and 09/11/2014. This camp gave us a new experience and had a variety of 

programs to improve our skills and created awareness regarding our environment. We had 

a different program that any organizations will not have, that is the planting of trees. We 

planted a tree and became awareness about the purpose of planting trees. I also said 

about the cultural programs we had. We also had a pleasant walk that refreshed us and 

boosted with energy in the presence of cool air that blew over us. This meeting enabled 

us learn the basic lifestyles  of food habits, technology, punctuality, time management 

and so on from the presentations and talks on distinct topics. The next was the 

Presentation on Management Concept in Thirukkural at MACET on 22/11/2014. This meet 

created a bridge between the olden epic Thirukkural and the present day‟s management 

concepts. This meet gave us a moment to think out of the box and present our views in 

the presence of our friends (Young Scientists), eminent guests and members of KAP. This 



meet also developed our presentation skills, communication skills and listening skills. KAP 

has given us this valuable opportunity to link management concept and Thirukkural at this 

age of 13 and 14 (8th grade). The next meet before the Study on Sustainable Environment 

Tentative Program was the Training Program on Medical Science at Government Medical 

College, Asaripallam on 29th of November. This meet enabled us understand that 

„Whenever the art of medicine is loved, there is a love for humanity‟ Justas Hippocrates 

said. We had a visit to the important departments of the college and saw some of the 

parts of our body. We also came to know information on various topics in Medical Field. 

We also had some lectures by eminent doctors which gave us awareness regarding 

Community Health. I ended thanking KAP for giving all these wonderful opportunity, for 

developing our scientific temper and improving our skills and hidden potentials.  

Next Gby called upon Abina to speak on Forest Conservation. When we hear the word of 

forest, the thing that reaches our mind at first are the trees. Trees are of immense 

value to us. They control the speed of water, have many medicinal values and prevent soil 

erosion, increase rain fall and many more uses. But nowadays due to greediness we people 

are just cutting down trees (deforesting). As population is increasing these days, 

deforestation is also increasing rapidly like forest fire. This is leading to climatic 

changes, soil erosion, increase in the level of rainfall. To avoid all these, it is the 

responsibility of each and every individual to contribute to the process of afforestation. 

Afforestation is nothing but the process of growing trees. We can cut trees only if we 

plant 3 more other trees in the same place itself. By deforesting we are getting nothing 

in return except for harmful effects. It is an urgent to conserve trees as of now because 

we have destroyed trees in the name of necessity, So let us all conserve trees for our 

future generations as forests are not only meant for us but also for our future.  

Next Gby invited Shri.R.S.Kannu, President Rotary club of Valliyoor, to preside the 

session. He said that KAP is a good organization working day and night for the 

betterment of the society by contributing to the development of personality in 8th grade 

students. The success of the society is because of the involvement of all the members 

and motivation given by the organizer by taking the role of manager. Thus organization 

provides more data to the children and congratulated to improve our knowledge by 

researching on various topics in the future. He welcomed one and all gathered on behalf 

of Rotary Club and concluded his talk. 

Then spoke Shri.S.Ingersol, Group Director ISRO Propulsion Complex Mahendragiri, by 

accepting the welcome given Gby.  He said about Shri.R.S.Kannu at first. He said him 

being active and provide services to nation and locality and his service is boundless. The 

theme Sustainable Environment for the Young Scientists Program 2014-2015 expects a 

lot from us. It is our prime most and fundamental duty to keep our environment clean. We 

people are enjoying places, pollute them and move on as if we are innocent. He also 

affirmed an incident that happened to his uncle. On his travel to Japan in train he 

chucked a plastic water bottle and soon saw a 3 year old child picking it up and throwing it 



in the dustbin as a corner. This incident made him understand the importance of 

cleanliness. In order to replace plastics we should reuse and reduce them to some extent. 

Do not litter roads. Nature is essential for life so respect it by treating it graciously. 

Only in the absence of nature we will understand its value. So it is our duty to make our 

environment sustainable. The contribution for this from industries can be processing 

industrial wastes and discharge the clean one out. Do not use ground as a dumping ground. 

In home the wastes should be separated as bio-degradable ones and non-degradable ones. 

Water that was used for bathing and washing can be purified and used for watering 

plants. Sewage water can be treated and make it as manure. Due to over population there 

is more demand for resources and these are making the resources limited. We should 

conserve, recycle, reuse, and demand less from nature. . To make our environment 

sustainable we should mange waste. World not only belongs to us but also for our future 

generations. We should not leave behind a destroyed world for our future generations. 

The key to Sustainable Environment is consuming less. When we breathe fresh air in, we 

get refreshed.  He gave full stop to his speech b welcoming us.  

Then Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian, Organizer of KAP, gave away the Vote of Thanks. We 

are given this great opportunity in his age itself and we are being safely guided by God 

and he took the moment to thank God. Positive thinking is the secret behind the success 

of KAP. Experiences last for long and so even this camp will be lost lasting remembrance. 

He then readied us for  Clean India Activity and gave some rules we had to follow. We are 

only supposed to pick up plastics and other non-degradable wastes from the way itself.  

We then began the activity. Reshma, Prabin Kumar and I formed a group and collected 

wastes. First I felt a bit ashamed of cleaning. Suddenly the words of Alexander Chase 

struck my mind. „Social work is a band-aid on the festering wounds of society‟. I 

strengthened myself to fester the dirt of the surrounding regions of Nambi Koil. We 

collected plastic wastes, glass pieces, broken bangles, papers and dirt that do not 

degrade. This gave me a new incident on a social work and contributing to the society. 

Then we dumped the garbage into the dustbin.  

Then we had a rejuvenate bath in the freshwaters of the sanctuary. I felt as if I was in 

the world of fairies when I had my feet in the cool waters of the river. My friends and I 

enjoyed a lot over there along with our guides in the waters. We had interesting moments 

in the water having a bath in it. The river water took away our tiredness along with flow 

when we refreshed ourselves there. Due to lack of rime we were only given a few minutes 

to play in the water. Then we had our long walk of 3.5 km. We came down and had our 

lunch. After lunch we a small meeting and in it there was feedback session (experience we 

got) and thanks giving session. Then we began journey to PSN College of Engineering and 

Technology where we had our stay. As soon as we reached there we had our snacks and 

then left to hostel. Then we again congregated together for a conference.  

Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian welcomed Shri.M.C.Shibin Tad, NI University Kumarakoil, to 

say about Management Concept Technique. He said that it is a skill based exercise. A 



material was given and we were asked to read the scenario for 10 minutes and then 

explain. Edin Jijo and Gby Atee explained. Then Shri.M.C.Shibin explained it. We did the 

exercise we were asked to do. We were asked to rank the required items according to its 

requirement and importance. First was an individual exercise, then team wise. Then he 

read out the expert‟s answer and then followed the instructions we were asked to follow. 

This exercise let us analyze ourselves. Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian thanked Shri.M.C.Shibin 

to let us analyze ourselves. Then we had our dinner. We again gathered.  

Then the Theme Talks by Young Scientists began. First Gby Atee was asked to perform 

on Protect Western Ghats. India is endowed with a variety of natural resources. All along 

the west coast the Western Ghats are sprawling. Western Ghats is known for its 

biodiversity, richness and endemism of species. The Western Ghats are a mountain range 

that runs parallel to the western coast of Indian peninsula. It is located in India. The 

range runs north to south along the western edge of the Deccan Plateau, and separates 

the plateau from a narrow coastal plain, called Konkan, along the Arabian Sea. It is the 

hottest spot in India and ranks 10th in the world. It has over 7,400 species of flowering 

plants, 139 mammal species, and 508 bird species and so on. Major gaps in the range are 

the Goa Gap, and the Palghat Gap. The Biligirirangan Hills lie at the confluence of the 

Western and Eastern Ghats. The highest peak in Western Ghats is the Anamaudi peak in 

Kerala.  The Western Ghats in Kerala and Tamil Nadu is home to many tea and 

coffee plantations. The well known lakes are the Ooty in Nilgiris, and the Kodaikanal in 

the Palani Hills. The majority of streams draining the Western Ghats are joining the 

rivers Krishna and Kaveri, carry water during monsoon months only and have been dammed 

for hydroelectric and irrigation purposes. The river feeds Godavar ,  

Tungabhadra, Krishna  and Kaveri. The larger tributaries include the Tunga River, Bhima 

River, Malaprabha River, Hemavathi river, Kabini River. In addition there are several 

smaller rivers such as the Chittar River, Manimuthar River and so on. The area is 

ecologically sensitive to development and was declared an ecological hotspot in 1988 

through the efforts of ecologist Norman Myers. Though this area covers barely five 

percent of India's land, 27% of all species of higher plants in India are found here. 

Almost 1,800 of these are endemic to the region. It has important horticultural and 

agricultural species and rich bio-diversity that helps in climate-proofing the region. The 

Western Ghats are very important to peninsular India. So, it is the primmest duty for the 

people to protect one of the natural resources, Western Ghats. Shri.L.Edwin Sam gave 

the comments. He said that more information and statics were given. Some more 

information regarding the present condition of Western Ghats and information on how it 

is affected by modern technology can be added, he said.  

Next Jenisha spoke on Organic Farming. Farming is the activity of growing crops. For 

farming ploughing, fertilizing, weeding and harvesting are necessary. Ploughing means 

turning up the Earth to bring the fertile soil up. Fertilizing means increasing the fertility 

of the soil in order to increase the yield and production. Olden day‟s natural fertilizers 



were used whereas now artificial fertilizers are being used. Weeding is to remove the 

weeds that benefit from the fertilizers given for the needed plant. Shri.L.Edwin Sam 

said that the talk was irrelevant to the topic. Organic farming is needed for the 

cultivation of crops. Due to the use of artificial fertilizers the nutrient level in the soil 

decreases. To prevent crops from insects‟, pesticides and insecticides were used and 

these cause harm to humans. Water resources are needed for the cultivation. To use 

water resources to thrift and produce food in an organic way, Organic Farming is 

necessary.  

Next Sabrina Lynette Fernando spoke on Need for Organic Farming. A method of 

farming to reuse crops is Organic Farming. This is followed to keep the soil active, 

maintain soil fertility and to maintain eco-friendly pollution free environment. It also 

leads to the reduction of toxic substances in soil. There are two types of farming: 

Biodynamic farming & Do Nothing Farming. Biodynamic farming is an advanced level of 

farming. It is mainly practiced in urban and metropolitan areas. Do Nothing Farming is 

practiced by rural people. „There is no culture without agriculture‟ so it is an urgent need 

to create awareness on Organic Farming. Shri.L.Edwin Sam said that needs of Organic 

Farming was not stressed by her. She could have also included the ill effects and 

advantages. Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian said that good effort. He then gave a piece of 

advice. Do not use books to speak in public. If it is that necessary then use a bit but not a 

book. It is better not to use even bit papers.  

Next Reshma gave a talk on Sustainable Agriculture. Sustainable agriculture is a method 

of agriculture in which no harm is given to our Mother Nature. Crop rotation (to maintain 

fertility of the soil), Soil Erosion (prevented by Sustainable Agriculture as it roots hold 

the soil firmly), Crop Diversity, Renewable Energy (to run machines), Managed Grazing (no 

entry for animals to graze on), Water Management (water should be irrigated to crops in 

proper way), Weeds Removal (weeds should be removed so that the nutrients are taken 

by the required plant only), Natural pest eliminators (usage of natural fertilizers from 

animals) and so on. Shri.L.Edwin Sam said that the present condition of agriculture and 

the result of the increased demand for food can also be included.  

Souya Vijay spoke on Protect Sacred Groves. Sacred Groves are rich in bio-diversity and 

these are mostly present in villages. They conserve water during rainfall and act as 

storage cans of water. It contributes a lot to Sustainable Environment. It is home to 

several endangered species of plants and animals. In 1940 a new species of frog was 

found in a Sacred Grove. Nowadays there is no existence of Sacred Grove as they are 

becoming extinct. Shri.L.Edwin Sam said that it was a good presentation. Mr.Mullanchery 

M.Velaian said that the places in which these were found and is found could have been 

included.  

Then S.Dani Rovas, I, spoke on Clean Thamirabarani. The Thamirabarani River, one of the 

two perennial rivers of Tamil Nadu, originates from the peak of the Peria Pothigai hills on 

the eastern slopes of Western Ghats at a height of 1,725 meters above sea-level.  The 



river flows on the plains eastwards from Papanasam and drains in to the Bay of Bengal 

near Tuticorin. The total area is 5969 sq.km.  Some of the tributaries that flow into the 

river are Manimuthar River, Chittar River, Karaiyar, Servalaaru etc. Dams across 

Thamirabarani River are Kodaimelaalagain dam, Nathiyunni dam, Kannadian dam, 

Ariyanayagipuram dam, Palavur dam, Suthamalli dam and Marudur dam. 

The dams and reservoirs constructed are mainly used for irrigation purpose and power 

generation for Tirunelveli District. The important irrigation channels branching off from 

both the banks of the river Thamirabarani are, South Kodaimelalagian channel, North 

Kodaimelalagian channel, Nathiyunni channel, Kannadian channel and many more. 

Thamirabarani River, the lifeline for the people living in Tirunelveli is a slow death.  As 

sewage is being let in to the river at the end of Salai Street near Vannarpettai Bridge in 

Tirunelveli, river water is being polluted and no longer usable for bath. The river sand 

acts as a filter and holds fresh water is under the threat from illegal sand miners who 

mine them. Sitraaru, Servalaaru are branches to Tamirabharani are getting polluted by 

tourists day by day by polythene wastes. Thamirabarani River is greatly polluted due to 

rapid industrialization on its banks. Tamirabarani on its banks has a number of industrial 

units including textile mills. The waste liquids from textile mills comprise mainly of dye 

stuff, sulfates, sulfide, copper, zinc, lead, etc. When this polluted water is being 

consumed by the people they get skin related diseases. The agricultural lands are also 

affected by this polluted river water by the irrigation. The underwater animals face 

enormous problems due to this polluted river water. To prevent the pollution of 

Thamirabarani River letting of sewage and industrial pollutants into the river had to be 

prohibited, the supply of river water to industries should be stopped and they should be 

encouraged to set up their own desalination plants, sand Mining should also be disallowed. 

Our prime ministers establishment and the dream of the father of our nation of Clean 

India do not only mean the cleanliness of the land resources but instead all the natural 

resources of our country even including the rivers. Cleaning Thamirabarani is also a 

contribution to the mission of Clean India. Shri.L.Edwin Sam and Mr.Mullanchery 

M.Velaian said good remarks. 

Srinidhi spoke on Preserve ponds in Tamil Nadu. Tamil Nadu is gifted with an enormous 

number of lakes. It gives a good production of food, good source of recreation and 

maintains biodiversity. We humans in the name of having bath apply soap are polluting 

them. In olden day even ponds were considered as holy (should not show disrespect) and 

so ponds were constructed in temples. She also said some of the pond in Tamil Nadu and 

in Kanyakumari District. Ponds are being affected by disruption, pasture, animal and 

bathing. To overcome this problem the government is planning to construct 50000 

artificial ponds. Shri.L.Edwin Sam said that some suggestions for no usage for the ponds 

nowadays and how that can be recovered could have been also included to make the talk 

an extraordinary one. Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian said that she should speak boldly and 

include statistics and ways to prevent.  



Jefin R.Wensely spoke on Waste management. Waste is something that is not useful. 

Haste makes waste. This means that over usage leads to waste production. In homes we 

can segregate bio-degradable ones in green dustbins and non-degradable ones in red 

dustbins and then dispose them in a proper way. Bio-degradable wastes can be segregated 

and can be used for the production of methane gas in a biogas plant. We should also 

request our school management to have two dustbins for the same reason as of above. He 

also stated a true incident that happened in Kerala in which people who dumped waste 

were penalized and were put behind bars. To reduce and manage waste efficiently, we 

should follow Reuse, Reduce and Recycle (3 Rs). Managing waste will lead to Clean India he 

said. Shri.L.Edwin Sam said that using on demand will not lead to the production of waste. 

Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian mentioned that he has speaking capacity but he should improve 

it.  

Sree Meera Subramanium shared her views on Sustainable Technology next. We should 

use everything, including natural products, in the right way to enjoy all its fruitiness‟. We 

need technology to utilize energy resources with coverage of its presence. We need 

technology in every part of life. To save water resources in agricultural field, technology 

is needed and it gave the result of Drip irrigation to use less amount of water but more 

benefits. Use technology in the right way to enjoy its fruits. Shri.L.Edwin Sam said that 

technology brings damage to Earth and so we should start to use Sustainable Technology 

because it provides only the need. Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian said that curiosity is there in 

all the things but fluency needs to improve. Good try out according to our level. 

Participation is also more. 

Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian continued his talk. There is a book review to be held at 

Marthandam YMCA on 13/12/2014 from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. Then we had our cultural 

program. Excel Group of School students performed a song. Shri.L.Edwin Sam showed a 

magic and this was a really interesting one as it was so funny. A drama was performed by 

Jereshea and her group. Shri.M.C.Shibin Tad sang a song on behalf of Blue Team. 

Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian informed us about our program schedule of the next day. Then 

we had our Prayer and dispersed to hotel rooms. Though I had a nice sleep I was so 

worried because that wonder full day from where I had new experience had come to an 

end. I was anxiously waiting for the second day as I thought it would be more wonderful 

and auspicious than the first day. 

On the next we all got up early, got ready and assembled together team wise. We went on 

a walk through premises of the college itself. By morning when I woke I felt bit tired but 

after the walk I felt myself refreshed and more energetic. For a moment I was wonder 

stuck by the beautiful infrastructure of the college. Then we assembled together for a 

meet. Nishanth, Ruthra Sathish, Gby Atee and I gave the feedback. Mr.Mullanchery 

M.Velaian said that we explain our reports and should not write it in brief. Then we began 

our Marine Study in ship building. 



Mr.Balakumar said that the building is like the structure of a mini ship. A real ship will be 

10 times bigger than the mini ship. A ship runs with the help of a propeller. The fuel used 

in marine engine is last grade oil or heavy oil which is very thick, viscous. The fuel is burnt 

with the help of boiler to produce steam. With this the ship moves. How does an engine 

start?  

1.Success Stoke : Piston which is present inside a cylinder draws in air from the 

atmosphere.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.Compression Stoke : The drawn air is then compressed thus increasing its 

temperature and pressure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.Power Stoke : Diesel is injected. Explosion happen leading to the exertion of 

pressure and rotation of propeller.  
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4.Exhaust Stoke : Pressure exerted results in pushing up the piston. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We saw incinerator. It is used to burn sledges. Sir also said a real incident that happened 

and so nowadays shipping is very strict and may rules and regulations should be followed 

for the same. We also came across a Fresh Water Generator which is used to supply 

fresh water to the crews for drinking, cooking, washing and many more. The generator is 

made vacuum by drawing air out. The increase in pressure leads to the increase in 

temperature. This decreases the boiling point. This has automatic control. It takes in sea 

water; boils it; the steam produced is cooled down to fresh water.  In a ship there are 2 

generators and 1 for emergency purposes. We then saw a Boiler (functions just like a 

pressure cooker) which does the opposite work of Fresh Water Generator. When the 

pressure increases the temperature decreases and so the boiling point increases. Here 
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steam is produced and the steam produced is used for the explosion of fuel. A fuel oil 

heater purifies impurities by settlement. The interface is between 97 and 99 because at 

100C water begins to evaporate. There is a fixed fire fighting system from which CO2 

and H2O can be poured during emergency of fire. The high fog system forms a fog like 

atmosphere to put of fire. In the sprinkler there is a bulb present which bursts during 

conditions of high temperature so that all the engines can be put off to prevent further 

damages. A portable fire fighting system is also there which the normal fire 

extinguishers are. It forms a blanket type layer of CO2 and prevents O2 entering to put 

off fire.  

Sabrina Lynette Fernando gave the Vote of Thanks. Then we had our breakfast and left 

to Puliyankudi with my heart filled with thanks to PSN College of Engineering and 

Technology. We again had a long travel. I felt very excited to learn on Organic Farming 

and so I did not feel much tired. We reached our target finally and sat down to lend our 

ears in hearing the words of Shri.Gomathinayagam, Vivasaya Seva Sangam Puliyankudi 

after the anchoring of Gby Atee, activities of KAP said by R.J.Reshma and S.Dani Rovas.  

Shri.Gomathinayagam said that he is privileged to stand in front of us as a member of 

Agricultural Service Centre. The real property of a farmer is not the land but his brain 

and acumen. „The mighty is prudent‟. I olden days omen has a thick tress of hair. But 

nowadays we do not find any. This is mainly because of the intake of food with chemicals. 

Olden days a family had 8 to 10 children But in this present world we find hardly 2 

children. Our country is even famous for having completed MOM successfully. In our 

country we had many varieties of rice. Each variety of rice had its own medicinal value 

also. Neela jamba rice is also a variety of rice which is good for mother with lack of 

mother milk. The rice we eat today is not the real rice but looks like a rice. Sand should 

be fertile for cultivation. Nowadays to keep the soil fertile we depend on artificial 

fertilizers like Urea which is real salts that kills the micro-organisms, earthworm and 

bacteria present in the soil that promotes to plant growth and maintain the fertility of 

the soil. One tea spoon of sand from land yields (tpisr;ry; epyk;) has about 5 crores of 

micro-organisms. Our lands can be defined as Green Deserts as they look fertile but they 

are not so. Gas leakage in Bhopal and Endosulfan is Kerala resulted in handicap of new 

born babies.  Artificial fertilizers have on 46% of nitrogen that promote to plant growth 

and the remaining 54% of salts that harm the soil and the plant. These fertilizers were 

introduced to India with business oriented view without thinking of its side effects. For 

the production of hybrid trees, we are destroying the traditional type and prefer the 

ones with yield of only a short period of time.  Germany is a country which cannot be 

cultivated for 6 months. Indians are blessed with all the facilities but we are just 

polluting them. Only using organic farming health can be maintained. He also said the 

different varieties of rice and its medicinal value. To degrade wastes mix cow dung and 

komayam, then sprinkle it over the waste. Sugar is not a real one. Avoid using it. We were 

taken to the Sugarcane farm, lemon farm and paddy field in which new innovative 



methods were used to produce yield. Grow weeds. Weed them way and place them in the 

rubbish pit so that the fertility of the soil can be maintained. Similarly drip irrigation 

method is used to irrigate the crops because trees only need moisture content.  

Then we had lunch. Mr.Paramashivam gave talk on Organic Farming. To not allow insects 

entering the farm sprinkle powdered pinnakku over the crops. He also gave a clear idea of 

which the rice is being planted. Soak rice in water for 24 hours. After that place it inside 

a sack  

(Not plastic) and then you can notice the sprouting of rice. After 2 to 3 months the crops 

grow some more and then it can be planed separately in agricultural lands.  

Next Gby Atee gave the feedback. Abina delivered the Vote of Thanks. Mr.Mullanchery 

M.Velaian said that it was a different experience to us and mentioned the specialty of 

hospitality and thanked Shri.Gomathinayagam for his hospitality. The meeting finally 

came to an end with National anthem.   

This meeting was very different to m because this is the first time I had such a long 

journey. Also in this meeting I noticed that even students who have not come forward 

these many days came forward and spoke. This made me surprised. From this we can 

easily understand that KAP is doing something good to the students. This camp will be my 

unforgettable one and I hope that we will have even may programs like this in the near 

future also.  
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